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The text of this essay forms Volume I. It is followed by a s e o o n d 
volume containing statistical material on whioh are based statements made in 
the essay. The numbering of tb3 pages ~consecutively through the t w o 
volume.s. · 
The Greek text used is that of Westcott and Hort published in the years 
1881_and 1882. Words enclosed by these scholars in simple square brackets are .. 
included in the .text. Proper na.ms are excluded from consideration throughout 
the essay. 
The term "Pauline Epistles" is used in two senses: 
(1) To describe those Letters which are now generally 
accepted as h~ing be~n written by the Apostle S.Paul. 
(2) To indicate tha:E ·aorpus 'of writings wh,lah is genere:py · 
associated with his· name although questions are raised 
about the authorship of some of them. 
The context is relied upon to provide a key to the sense in which the 
term "!9.uline Epistles" is used. This course seems better than the alternative 
of coining some clumsy adjective based on the Apostle's name to indicate that 
the question of authorsbi~ is lett open in a particular passage. 
·.· ... 
PART I. 
TEE GEt!EPf.l· NAroRE 01· THE PROBLEM 
Chapter I~ 
Intrnduotd.on. -=~~ __ .... ____ ,... 
Our conoern la W1 th a number of letters which were written nearly two 
thousand years ago. They we" original~y addressed to various local Christian 
communities. or in some oa.ses· to individual members of those bodies. At a n 
early date this o:orrespondence was formed into· a collection of P a u 1 i n e 
letters and this in turn eventually beoaine part of the oanon o f t h e 
Scriptures of the New Testament. But this deatb~· was clearly not present 
1n the mind of the author and his writings bear uaey signs of their origin 
in local and temporary_~iroumstanoes. On one oooasion at least he bade 
a looal church e::xobange letters with anot~r. but it is oertaln that S_.:Eaul 
had no thought that such a simple aotton would presently be looked upon as a 
. . . . (1) 
step towards the formation of the oanon. of a fiew Testament. 
'rhe minds of th~ ea~lieat ~ist!ans were d1)m1Jlated by the thought that 
there wOuld be but a short time ~etorq the aecond ooD1ng ot their ~ster 
and thta. militated against any possible ten.denoy to form ~hr1stian archives 
.or to leave records of the oiroumstanoes and the personalities.oonoerned 
with the writing and the oiroulation of letters and other documents. 
(1) Col. IV/16. 
.. 
The modern Christian knows that thE? purposes of' God included a moh 
longer historical experience tor His Church and he baa manr reaDone t 0 
deplore a laok of' historical evidonoe due to the different anticipations 
of the first generations. of' the Church. Further loss has been due to tho 
. (1) . 
destruction or dec~ of great libraries. whareb,y we have bean deprived of 
invaluable evidence bearing on many unsettled questions about the dooumente 
cOJaprising the New Testament • .llen onoe lived who could have answered our 
lll8rly queries authoritatively and it is our great loss that they either lett 
no record ot their knowledge or that their jottings and notes ~ve b e e n 
lost. It ~ suob missing memoranda were suddenly discovered today n o t 
only scholars but also the general Christian public w~d eagerly learn 
the truth about the origins ot the Pauline letters or of the Johaml1ne 
literature. With what interest would they learn the nama ot the author of' 
the Epistle to· the Hebrews or how eagerly would they acan the pagae which 
revealed the 'truth about the last years ot tha Apostle S.Paul and about his 
alleged authorsh!p of' the Pastoral Epistles. 
But such help is not at our command and we haft to use the evidence and 
the critical weapopa which are available to us in an effort to decide 
whether the balance ot proba~ilit,y favours the theor,y that the Pastoral 
Epistles come to us from the pen of S.Faul. 
At this point :l t is necessary to consider two preliminary questions 
which are inevitably pfQvoked by tho~·titlo of tb:la essay. In the f i r s t 
(1) e.g. The great library of Ale:m.ndria. which had once included 400.0QO 
works. suffered !'rom neglect and deoay as well as from the tire 
of the Arab destroyer. (Eno.Brit. (1929) Vol.I., p 579) 
plaoe, is it important that we should lmow whuther S.Faul w r o t e the 
1\lstoral Epistles or whether someone else wrote them, in his name, atter 
b1e 4eatht And, secondly, is there a reasonable prospeot that t he 
evidence offered, by the language of the Pauline Epistles will juetity a 
ohoioe between these alternatives? The writer's conviction is that both 
these questions can be answered in the affirmative. 
~owledge of the identity of· an author is not· essential to the 
understanding of his message, but· without that mowledge our grasp ot his 
meaning is likely to be imperfect. After all, the massage is mediated to 
us tbrcugh the personal! ty of the writer and some knowledge o f h i s 
personality is essential if we are to interpret the written word arlp;ht 
and draw ·trom it the author's tu.ll meaning. Personality is the k e y to 
proper interpretation and our oODf'idence in an interpretation will grcnr in 
proportion to our laun,ledge of the. writer's character, experienoe a n d 
vine. We could not read Pastoral Epistl.es written by an unlalowil author of 
the second century in the same sense as we should read those· documents it 
we were certain that they oame to us from s.Paul. 
Happily we lmow a great deal about S.Paul beyond his mare identity. 
Bia friend SiLuke has giTen us a vivid picture of the publio life and work 
of the Apostle and has also tbr01m some light upon his oharaoter• 
With faoinated interest we are able to watch the growth o f t h e 
peraonal:l't\1 of the Apostle as :lt reaches its full development in t h e 
Christian faith and·we are able to study his brilliant "strategio"attaoks 
'· .... 
/ 
upon the great OQ~tres of the world's oontemporar,y life. And S. L u k e 
repeatedly enables us to see traits in hie character which we can later 
recognise 1n his OWD·lettars. 
fb«n, from these letters we derive new impressions ot.his personal 
and public 1ntluenoe. We see b1m as the tireless missionary, 'the bond-a-lave 
ot Jesus Christ. We listen to him as he justifies the ways of God to man 
and oaile man baok to ·GQd. We read his discuesions. of ordinary 4 a i 1 y 
problema in the light of eternal prinoiplea. We hear his stern w o r d s 
to backsliders and hie bold rebuking of vioe. And other aspects of h i s 
character oome· to us from inoidenta.l passages in his letters. His :lntense 
. . . . . 
hwnan feeling stands out moat attr~tively. Eve~ hie most disappointing 
c011verts are his "children" trom whom aDIV sign ot repentance ia eagerly 
welcomed. To his trustwortey friends he opens his. heart in ready natural (1) . ' . . 
atteotion and be tells them how their generosity and atfeotion have made 
them partners in his work. In s_._Pa.ul great spiritual and intelleo~l 
poviers are alwqs blended with this rich !Dman feeling and his letters 
make 1 t easy tor ~~ · to understand the grief of those who had to say good-
. . (2) 
bye to him with no prospe~t ot seeing him again in this life. 
. . 
..Ul these impressions ot the· .Apostle are ai_ds to our interpretation 
ot his writings and eaoh ot his letters malcss its contribution to wbat 
one ~ perhaps term a broadly baaed oritioal instrument ot appraisal. 
(1) :aa.olr:haJ!l, "Aotsn, p 12'1, and op I.Cor. XIII, Rom.XIII 8 - lO, Col.III/14. 
(2) Aots, XI/37, 38. 
. 4. 
From s.Lu:Jm1 a great atoey ot the early days of the ~burch and from 
the ten aooepted letter~ ot S.Eaul we m8J hope to deduoe principles o t 
appraisal or ori~cism which 1118¥ enable us to mate a pronouncement about · 
the authorship of the Fastoral Epistles with a reasonable degree o t 
oonf'ldence. And, in turn, our interpretations of those other letters will 
be .atreoted by a favourable or unfavourable verdict on the claim of t h e 
~storal Epistles that S.Rlul is their author. 
Kncnrledge abQUt authorsbip emphatically makes a dlf'f'erenoe t o t h e 
interpretation of doouments, and so our view as to the authorship of t h e 
Itstoral Epistles will vitally affect our assimilation or their contents. 
In short, it is definitely important tor us today to tey to discover 
whether s.Paul wrote the Fastoral Epistles or whether they must b e 
attributed to soma other, unkncnrn, author. fble atfeota not only · o u r 
interpretation of theae letters but also our conception ot the character 
and personality ot S.Paul. It we must cease to regard him as their author 
he may beoome to us a greater or a lesser man than we had hitherto supposed, 
but he will undoubtedly appear a different person in our eati~tion. 
There are also certain indirect consequences to be expected from a 
verdict, favourable or unfaVourable, on this problem. The high ocmoept!OD 
or his office held b,y many an Anglican priest today is ultimate~ indebted 
to the "De Saoerdotio" ot·S.Chr,ysoatom. In this work the author quote• 
extensively from the Faatorals 1n support of his high doctrine ot t h e 
priest' a of'fioe and it is of course asSWIIBd by him that they come f r o m 
5. 
S.Paul. ~ an Angliqan deaoon would acknowledge that he· w a s profoundly 
impressed at the tS.me of his ordination by the reading of an Epistle wb1oh 
he believed to oonta:ln adnce f1tst given by the great Apostle of t h e 
Ge11tiles to his you,nger colleague Titus. 
The Bastoral Epistles have also exercised considerable influence upon 
liturgies both in the East and in the West. The prayer "tor all ~J~&n., kings., 
and rulers" whioh is a permanent feature or tli& Eastern liturgies and i a 
towid as early as Clement of Rome and ·Polyoarp is certainly base~ upon the 
. words of these writings·. And. a simil&r influence in the West is hinted at 
in an early direction of the Roman Jlass for the proper announcement of the 
. (1) 
Lesson "si ex Epistolis ~11 Fastoralibus". 
tt mAy thus be agreed that opinions favourable or untavO'Ilrable to the 
authenticity of the Pastoral Epistles exercise both d~reot and lndireot 
ini'luence upon religious praotioe today. But one r1117 go even further than 
this and point out that an urgent demand for an answer to the problem of 
the Fastoral Epistles may come at any time. 
In ou~ own days a II!Nggested plan for the re-union of certain severed 
bodies of Christiana., lmown as the "South India Scheme", .arouses controversy 
about ·the fundamental nature of the llinistry of the Church. Naturally enough, 
people turn to the Fastoral Epistles tor guidance on the subject and their 
views and actions ~ecome influenced by their belief about the authorship of 
these letters. A. conviction that B.Paul wrote them would give h ~ g ·h 
(1) W.Lock., "The Pastoral Epistles", (I. c. c. )(1924) pp XXXVIII - XLI. 
6. 
authorit.y to the doctrine of the roinistry enshrined in them. On the other 
hand. if' we are to take it that an unknown disciple of the Apostle wrote 
. . . . 
these Epistles in the century after his death. we shall find in t h e m 
indications of the practice of tlle seoond oentury rather than Apostolio 
-·.,. 
injunctions dating from 'the .first oentuey._ 
. 
If the Churoh were merely a monument of antiquity there would be n o 
urgent need for a solution of the problem of the ~storal Epistles. W e 
could then wait patiently •. watching the slcnr ebb and flow of deTeloping 
scholarly optnion and observing its effects on the general consciousness 
of the Christian ool111121lDity. But. aotua~ly. the Chui"'h is a liVing organism 
with its _qwn impact upon the contemporary world. And eo at ~ time t h e 
b~oy world ~y break in on the oalm quiet of the study with dema.nds for· a 
reasoned decision on one or another problem of the New testament. Prominent 
among suoh requests may be one for a pronouncement on the authentloit,y of 
the Pastoral Epistles. 
So we pass to consider whether the resources of literary oritiolsm 
aTailable to ua are adequate to provide a oanvinoing answer to our question. 
Can we deduoe trom the other ten Epistles attrlbu~ed to S.Faul principles 
of literar.y appraisal to enable. us to reaoh a decision about the authentloit,y 
of this last group of three letters f 
At tbls point two prelil!linaey considerations are apt to daunt t h e 
studellt• In the first plaoe. the mass of written material dealing w 1 t h 
S.Paul and his letters la so great as to be intimidating to a m o d e r n 
?:. 
investigator. On.e scholar declares that a man might spend a long llfetiine 
in forming a bibliogJ:"apby' of literature dealing with s.Paul and that the 
(1) 
outcoJat of his work would be, not a book, but a large encyclopaedia. And 
two other brilliant men acknowledge th&t the literature on the s'i n g 1 e 
Epistle to the Romans ia so vast that they cannot pretend to have really 
(2) 
mastered it. · 
Secondly, there is the discouraging taot that a long array of brilliant 
. I 
scholars have dealt with the Pauline letters without reaching a oonvinoing 
' . . 
a. 
verdiot about the authentioit.y of the Pastoral Epistles. Indeed, oontradiotor,v 
opinions are held about details of evidei:u;Je by equally learned man. F o r 
instaDoe, one scholar finds that the absence from the Fastoral Epistles of 
. (3) Q • 
favourite Pauline particles is "staggering", but to others this does n o t 
(4) 
seem to be at all disturbing. 
Doubtless there are certain general prinoiples of literary oritloism 
but these need to be reinforced with others derived from a study of t h e 
nature of the particular documents under examination. What then a~e t h e 
outstanding oharaoteristio s of the aolmowledged Pauline Epistles f 
Three features stand out promiDently in the ten aooepted le·tters. I n 
the first plaoe, a certain greatnesa or mind and heart, oombined with the 
(1} F.J.FoakBa-Jaokson, "Life of S.Paul", (n.d.) P• 13. 
(2) Sanday and Headlam, ~Romans", (1911), p IV. 
(3) a.W.Baoon, "Introduction to the'New festament", (1900), p.l39. 
(4) e.g.B.St John .Parr,y, "fhe Pastoral Epistles", (1920), p.CXIV, (note) 
·., 
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sense ot·a powertul personality. seem to be qualities constantly revealed 
in the Apostle' a writ~gs. In. this r~•uipect s.~ul' e cnm letters a g -, e e 
subtly with the picture of him pl!-inted by the author of the. Aots of t h e 
Apostles. And the presence of these qualities in a particular document or 
their absence from it. tells· in favour ot its authenticity or tends t o 
suggest that it is not really written by s.~ul. 
Then seoondl:V • the teaching of the Apostle is marked by a certain high 
level arid a parti~lar graTe digiuty. It is a remarkable .faot that B.-Paul 
never seems to strike a false note. He is an emotional ·man and bia letters 
deal with a wide range of difficult. and sometimes delioate subjects but 
there is never a falling away from an unconscious lofty dignity of thought 
and a corresponding level of language. We aTe perhaps apt to take t h e a e 
quail ties in s. ~ul' a wri t;l.ngs ·for granted. without reckoning how small ia · 
the number or writers on who~ this same verdiot oould be passed. 
Bare it must be emphaaiee~ that we are solely oonoerned with the high 
level and grave dignity oharaoteristio or S.Paul 1 s writings •. It is impos~ible 
' to enter on any consideration or the comparative dootrlnal contents or his 
various letters. Whole libraries ha~ been devoted to the Apostle's teaching 
and trom ~hat volume of material there oould n~t possibly be, distilled any 
reasonably oompaot sta~ement or oritioal principles or appraisal suited to 
the present problem. We are now oonoerned only with the level and tone ot 
St Pl:lul' e teaohlng; we must rigidly eschew the consideration or · i t s 
dogmat:lo content. 
(, 
\)' · .. 
In thS third, and last, place there are outstanding features o f' 
vocabulary and syntax Whloh serve to identity· the li tera.ry work of t h e 
Apostle. In faot some of the strongest arguments against the authenticity 
of the Pastorals are based upon the existence of JOarked contrasts i n 
vooQ.bulary and I!IJlltax between th~ir language and that of the other letters 
attributed to S.!eul. No antecedent Umi ts can of course be set to t h e 
versatility ot genius, and the range and variation in language i a 
oonsiderable in the acJmO\fledged writ!Dgs of the Apostle. But t h e s e 
(1) 
variations are usually confined within certain limits and the question is 
whether the linguistic features of the Fastoral Epistles.do ~rpass 
those limits to a degree wbtoh is lnco~tible with belief' in t h e i r 
Pauline authorship. 
·1.0-. 
But are we really justified in using these three principal .oharaote~os 
of S.Paul's· acknowledged writings as\ criteria whereb,y to judge the 
authent1oit,y of the Pastoral letters? 
Fortunat~ly this challenge oan be Jll8t. In the orit1o1am of the leul.ine 
wri tinge a more definite approach to unanimity of' scholarly opinion ·h a s 
been reached than in aD¥ other department of the stud¥ of the N e w 
(2) 
Testament. We have almost reached the position· of' being able to speak of' 
. (3) . . 
agreed positions in re•pect of these docUments. And it is from ~e results 
(1) P.~.Harriaon, "f.be P.roblem of' the Pastoral Ep1stles",(l921) p.es. (2) M.Jonea,~Tha New Testament ln,the TWentieth Centur.Y",(l9l4) pp 261- 2. 
(3) In answer to direct questions the writer has rooeived f'rom Dr B.D.A.Uajor 
a statement that he accepts as genuine all the Pauline letters exoept the 
Pastorals. Dr. A.C.Bouqust,. another Liberal scholar, <p~estions the lauline 
authorship of Ephesians and Colossians as well. · 
ot general oritloal opinion that justitioation is found tor our proposed 
oriteria. Almost identioal results are obtained from general oritioism 
and from these speoial teats of the personality ot the writer, 0 t t h e 
level of hls teaching and of the oharaoteristios of his vocabulary a n d 
syntax. 
General oritioism aooepts the tour Major Epistles, Galatians, I and II 
Corinthians and ROmans. There is some degree 'ot hesitation about II 
' ' ' 
'fhessalonians and greater doubt aboUt Ephesians. "And the Pastoral Epistles 
(1) 
still oontl:aae to form. the storm oentre of Pauline literary oontroversy." 
Almost preoisely the same results are attained when the Pauline letters 
are tested tor indioat~on~ ot the personalit,v of S.PBul, tor the lott.y 
dignity ot their style and tor their vooabulary and syntax. The Jlajor Group 
· ot letters satleties'ail t~ese tests and subtly aooords with the 
indioations of personal~ ty revealed in the .t\ots of the Apostle•. · In the oase 
ot II Thessalonians some doubt arises over the level ot its teaohing; while 
in ~pheaians both the personal! ty and the teaohing raiae some doubts as to 
the authen~ioity of the letter. Finally, all the three teats give olear 
negative results wben applied to.the Epistle to the Hebrews ·and raise 
grave doubts in the oase of the Fastoral Epistles. 
Critioal prtnolples whose applioation gives results so n e a r 1 y 
oorresponding to those· ~eaohed by wider general britioism are e u r e 1 y 
justified by this very oorreapondenoe. 
· {1) M.Jonos, "The Nn Testament in the Twentieth Century", (1914), p.263 • 
. . ···· 
u. 
Further juatifloation of these prlnoiples of appraisal lies in their 
being ooncerned w:lt~ qualities rather than with quantities • .And t h i s 
answers to the essential nature of' literary ori tioism. In the physical 
world things may perhaps be oounted and estiuated 1n numbers, the o n 1 y 
I . . 
demand mde upon the investigator being one for reasonable aoouraoy. But 
literature is an expression of' life, and lite oan only be adequately ga-Q.ged 
in terms of' quality. The demancl made upon the iJtudent in tbJ.a oase ia for 
muoh 110re than mere aoouraoy in numbers. Be ha8l. to try to attune hi~s.elf' to 
tho greatness of' the writer with Whose work he is dealtng. In f'a~CJ ho IIDl&t 
grow spiritually before he oan venture to appraise a particular literary 
work or pre8UIH to compare it with others. And so it is in a humble spirit 
that one enters on the task of estimating the essential greatness of s.Faul 
aD4 then of' proceeding to determine whether a partioular wrltiDg ref'leota 
sufficient of his qualities to justify OJle in claiming it as h1a work. 
Ia there any roam for the use of' statistioal methods in literary 
oritiohm? The answer is almost certainly in the affirmative. It is true 
that the nature of -literature is primarily qualitative, but the spirit of' 
letters finds a bodily expression :ln vooabulary and ayntaz. So, when there 
is doubt about the results of examinations baaed on the estimation o t 
quality indications of quantity in language may avail to tip the balance 
ot probabiU. ties. 
But olearly, statistical method oan aa yet only be used with reserve 
in literary problems for it is :lnauf'fioiently developed for this purpose • 
. : : : 
Yet there is a tendenoy 1n these days to plaoe increasing reliance upon 
statistics even though they have not yet been suooessfully applied ·to the 
· arta. Recently. however. a book has been published. entitled " T h e 
. . {1) 
Statiatioal Study ot Literary Vooabular,y" wh1oh raises hopes that authorship 
may eventually unoover some ot ita uwsteriea to the atatistloian. But the 
teohnioal matllematioal methods used iD this volume. and the DWilerous souroes 
ot potential .. error deaoribed ill it. serve to show that these hopes a r e 
unlikel7 to be realised in the near tuture • 
. l\rnlad with three oritioal principles ot appraicsal and with a recserve 
criterion of statistical metllod. we my surely pass on to consider t h e . 
. . (2) 
langpage ot S.Faul to whioh eventual~ these principles must be applied. 
(1)-by Udney Yule. {1944} 
(2) In Part II. Chapters v-n, ~p-4~-COI. 
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Chapter II 
An attempt to. compare the language ot th~ Fastoral Epistles w i t h 
. 
that or the accepted letters ot s.Faul invol~a the diaousaion or literary 
style. and the study ot style muat necessarily be preceded by s o m e 
consideration or the general nature ot the author' a l~gtiage. An important 
taotor in the case ot s. :RLul is that he was bilingual. As a child he had 
spoken one language and as a IJIUl he was destined almost entirely to u a e 
another. His lite's work demnded the power to use this second language and 
his genius enabled him to extract the greates~ possible advantages .from the 
educational opportunities which were offered to him by the s o o i a 1 
circumstances ofhil!l family. So it is necessary briefly to summarise hie 
life in. relation to hie linguistic endcmm.ent. 
Tradition asserts that the family or the future Apostle had emigrated 
. . (1) 
from Gisohala in Galilee to 1araus in Cilicia, a centre ot education and ot 
. (2) 
commerce. Indeed, the University or Tarsus was said to rank with those ot 
~ 
Athena and Alexandria and the oi ty had been. the intellectual hoJIB ot many 
(3) 
philologists as well as philosophers. Tarsus was also a busy centre ot 
trade and perhaps imagination may allow us to picture the boy Saul playing 
( 1) JeroJ118. nde vir Uluatr'• • Eno .Bib. 3606. 
(2) J.Bla~sner, "From Jesus to ~ul", (1942). p.306. 
(3) H.D.B.,Vol.;III, p.699, and Vol.IV, p 687 • 
. · ·.·• 
on the quayside and reading on bales or goods the names of places to which 
hie own letters were destined ·later to bring a more endurtog tame. 
From hie oprn words, we mow that he grew up ln a devout family of the 
. .· ·. . (1) 
15, 
sect of the Pharisees. He calls himSelf' a Hebrew or the Hebrews, a description 
which implies an Aramaio-spealdng family, but at Tarsus he grew up in contact 
- . (2) 
with Hellenistic Jews. Be spoke Aramaic and Greek and perhaps Hebrew as well. 
The general atmosphere of hie home lif'e ia perhaps implied by his reter:ences 
to his personal spiritual history. Be was a zealOlJs Pharisee and could· claim 
to have lived in his youth a pure and blameless iire. His heart and mind 
(3)-
owed allegiance to the majestic Law and an inner serenity was tor a t1:111e the 
reward of' his entire obedience to its dictates. But later on a m e n t a 1 
cont~ict betrayed the inevitable weakness of' a religion in which a c o d e 
. (4) 
bad uaU-ped the plaoe or tho spirt t. 
Saul was fortunate enough to be given educational advantages as great 
as his ability to profit b,y them. Be lad received the education proper to 
(5) 
a good aristocratic Jewish family whose head bad received the privilege of' 
Roman citizenship., later to be inherited by his· son., and an honour which 
. (6) . 
implied moderate af'tluenoe as well as good social status • 
. (1) P1 pns, III/4. 
(2) J.lUausner .,. "From Jesus to Paul"., (1942), p.305. 
(3) P'pns,III/5. . -a . 
(4) op.Rom.VII, and Dio. of' Apost.Clmrch,Vol.II, p.l51. 
(5) R;B.Ra~lcham,"Acta.",(Westm.Comms.).,(l922),p.l24.e.g.Some writers suggest. 
a so~ewhat less elevated status tor S.Faul 1 s fandly, e.g.Klausner, op.cit. 
po304o 
(6) w.M.Ramsay, "S.Paul the Traveller and Roman C!tlzen".,(l897),p.31. 
Every Jn waa bidden to teaoh hia son a trade, a stipulation designed 
to secure that all olaasee were eduoated in hand· aa well as in mind. Saul 
(1) 
ot Tarsus learne4 to be a tentmaker and was later able to ply :his oraft in 
order to avoid being a burden to his Christian oonverte. 
' (2) I 
Some time after his twelfth birthday Saul was sent to Jerusalem as a 
pupil of Rabbi Gamaliel. a great man and a scholar given to s~dies i n 
(3) . 
Greek. ln these oiroumstanoes it is most probable that the brilliant pupil 
seized.his opportunities or learning more of th• B~brew Bible and also of 
(4) 
developing his ooii!JI8Ild of Greek• The genius ot ~he youth was ready to be 
set ablaze by the encouragement of the elder man. 
·The finished product of thh varied eduoational oourse was a m a n 
dowered with an equipment of thought and language equal to the vocation 
whioh was to be given him. At first his powers were devoted to an attempt 
.. to extirpate the Christian seat. but his conversion plaoed at the service 
of his new Faith the qualities whioh had been slowly acquired in the days 
ot his earlier beliefs, and not the least valuable or his endowments was 
( 5) 
his command of two languages. 
(1) Aots XVII.I/3. 
(2) Zahn, 0 lntroduotion to the New Testament".(Eng.Tr.)(l909) ,Vol.I,p.50. 
(3) B.D.B.Vol.II,p.l06, and Enc.Blb.Vol.II.p.l639,tor the view that s.Paul's 
studies under Gamaliel pad been "wholly Hebraic" •. 
(4) See' Robertson and Pl\1DD118r. "x.cor." (t.c.c.), (1914) ,p XLVIII .Foakes-Jaokson 
holds.tpat S.Paul would not have been allowed to study olassioal Greek 
under Gamaliel.("Life of S.Baul".(n.d.).p.76.) 
(5) J.Klausner, "From Jesus to Paul", (1942) .pp 305-6.Inolines to the belief 
that s.··Pa.ul read the Old Testament in the Hebrew. Without producing· 
evidence. ·he aug~sts that the O.T.quotations from the LXX found i n 
S.Pa~l's.Epistlea are dl.ie to deliberate alterations made by himaelt or 
by a oopyiat.(p.305) · 
, .. 
,: ,, .• 
'. 
Eaoh ot the langu&G~S whioh S.Faul _inherited gained an international 
status anti oalls tor some detailed mention. Aratl1flio ot oourae traoea 1 t s 
origins baok to Sem1tio eouroes, while Greek belongs to the Indo-European 
(1) 
family or languages. 
The philologists ask us to assUme the probable exiatenoe or a h y p o -
thetioal mother-tongue, used by all Semites when they lived together i n 
(2) . 
Arabia. Migrations divided up these people and from the parent ianguage 
other tongues were developed in different areas. In the nort~west we find 
. . "" ' . 
the Hebrew, Aramaic~ Phoenician and Moabite tongues·. In the east,Babylonian 
and Ass,y.rtan were the prevailing languages, while Arabic and Ethiopian 
developed in the southern area. 
The great political power ot Babylon was waning during the years 1600 
to 1350 B.c., a period whioh included the e~ry ot th~ Hebrews into Palestine. 
In this oountry the newoomars f'ound the Babylonian and Canaan! te languages 
in use and to that partnership they brought the addition ot their o w n 
(3) ' 
Arameo-Arabio dialeot. The Babylonilpl speeoh shared its oountry* s 'd~oliue, 
but the Aramaic oonsti tuent or the language or the Hebrews grew m o r a 
vigorous, and it reoeived turther aooretions when the Assyrians imported 
' . . (4) 
into· the oountry the people who presently beoame known as the Samaritans. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
M.Sohlau~h, "The Gi~t ot Tongues",(l943),p.58, praters this term to 
Indo-Germanic; the Germanic group is a sub-division or the p_arent Indo-
European. ( pp 51 - 52) 
Essay by D•Winton Thomas included in "Reoord and Revelation", edited 
by H.W'.Robinson, (1938), p 374. 
op.o_it., p. 377. 
op.oit., p 387. 
17. 
Aramaio was not a derivative from Hebrew but rather ita rival, a n d 
the struggle between the two languages was oomplio.ated by the presence ~f 
an Aranda element in Hebrew from the first. l!oreover, when they entered 
Falestine tbe Hebrew people toot over so muoh from languages already i n 
uee there that in a sense it is true to say that their language w a s 
(1) 
firmly entrenched in the country before their own arrival. It has ·e v e n 
been said that "the Hebrew language may be appropriately termed· t ~ e 
. (2) 
Israelitish dialect of Canaanitisb". 
But even a considerable degree of blending and inter-penetration does 
no~ destroy tqe identity of tongues which have separate early origins and 
the later books of the Old Testament bear witness to a struggle between 
·Hebrew a.nd Aranaic in the oooasio11al abrupt intrusions into the Hebrew 
' . . (3) ' 
text of·passagee written in Aramaic. 
Though it appears that Hebrew survived the Exile as a living language 
it gradually auooumbed to its rival in its own homeland. And in t h e 
1arger.world, in the 500 years before the birth of our Lord, Aramaic beoame 
the dominant language of Jleatern Asia. In tha Yaooabaean period Hebrew a s 
a spoken language was all but dead and Aranaio was well on its way t o 
becoming the vernaoular of Balestine. The Jews in faot had ceased to speak 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
~saay 'by D.tVinton Thomas included in "Record and Revelation", Ed·. by 
n.~.Robinson, (1938), p.377. 
B.D.B .• Vol.III,p.25,Col.2 ,under ·"Antiquity": also for emphasis on the 
influence of Arabio on the Canaanltiah language v artiole ."Language 
of the O~d Testament",H.D.B. Vol.III, espeoiall7 pp 27- 29. 
Genesis XXXI/47, Jeremiah X/11, Ezra IV/8 - VIfl8 .and VII/12 - 26. 
Zahn, nlntroduotion to the New Testament8 ,(190~, Vol.I, p.4, and 
Eno.Bib.Vol.I, P• 277. 
18. 
(1) 
their own language: they were presently to read even their Bible i n a 
third tongue. .Like Greek, Arauaic seemed to possess some secret of vitality 
which compelled the submission of other tongues to its overriding power. 
In the time of our Lord the prevalence of Aramaic over a wide area is 
shown by numerous inscriptions. In the Maooabaean period Jewish patriotism 
had told against the use of Greek and the balan.ce of evidence seems clearly 
to favour the belief that our Lord habitually spoke Aramaic, though B e 
(3) 
probably also knew Greek. Indeed, a few words of actual Aramaic spoken by 
Him are embedd~d in the text of the Gospels. Suoh words as mammon, talitha 
o~, and abba oome readily to mind as examples- in point. s.J?aul a 1 s o 
provides evidence or the same kind by rsta1ning the Aramaic expresSion 
(4) 
maran-atha. 
By the time of Alexander the Great the triumph of Aramaic over Hebrew 
seemed to be complete. The holy scriptures were indeed written in Hebrew 
but even in the synagogues it now became oustomaey to add an Aramaic 
translation when the books wer.e read aloud in the public services. The dual 
reading appeared ~o express the triumph of Aramaic. 
But in the same period another and a far .greater language, uniquely 
influential in the wider world, began to make itself felt even in ~lestine. 
While Christ and His disciples almost certainly usually spoke Aramaic their 
19-· :, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
D •. ~'V'inton Thomas, in· "Record and Revelation", edited by H.W.Robinson,(l938) 
p.3.88, and Zahn,"Introduction to the New Testament11 ,Vol.I,(1909), p.S. 
Zahn, "Introduction to the New Testament", Vol.I, (1909) ,p.S. 
"L&.nguage of Christ" ,"Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels", Vol.I,pp 3 and4. 
I.Corintb!ans XVI/22. 
teaohlng was inevitably reoorded, a f~ years l$ter, in the Greek language_. 
This apparent paradox is a symbol of the viotory of the seoond apeeoh whioh 
waa inherited by s. Paul. 
As a boy, Saul no doubt spoke Aramato,"the languaga spoken in hi s 
(1) 
rather'·s house, the language in whioh his mother taught him to pray." But 
he was destined to work in a w:orld where Greek was essential for h i e 
purposes. ·In Tarsus it was almost iil8vitable that Jews should speak Greek 
I 
as well as their own Aramaio tongue and a o lever boy would learn the n e w 
language at an early age .• s. Paul "does not write Greek as a person w o u 1 d 
(2) 
who bad acquired the language· with etf'ort late in lite." Jloreover, w e 
know that S.Paul was a pupil at Jerusalem of a great Jewish soholar ~evoted 
(3) 
.2Q. 
to Greek studies. And :l.n later life he found the means of expressing h 1 m -
self' fluently 1n Greek in letters whloh oovered a wide range of human 1 i f e. 
. (4) 
On one oooasion he· startled and plaoated a hostile orowd by addressing i t s 
Il18mbers in Aramaio, but their astonishment at his ability to do this itself 
attests his ord:in&r,y oustom of' speaking Greek • 
. The remote origins of language are naturally shrouded in the mists of 
past tilu and to this.' rule Greek is no exoeption. It belongs to' a family 
(1) Zahn,"Introduotion to the New 78stament",Vol.I,(l909),p.50. 
(2) Zahn, op.oit.,Vol.I., p.51, cp.~p-l'fl.-f~4rliki~2""'4Jt· 
(3) Estimates of the probability that S.Paul studied Greek under R.Gamaliel 
vary considerably. e.g.Robsrtson and Plummer ( 11I.Corinthiane11 , (I.c.c.} 
· (1914),p.XLVIII) oona1der that hie studies were doubtles~ "wholly B~braio". 
W.L.Rn.ox, ("Some Hellenistic Elements in Primitive Obriatianity", (1944}p.31) 
has no diff'ioulty in supposing that s.~ul aoquired all his knowledge of 
Greek "at the feet of Gamaliel." op footnote 4,page 16~(Foakes-Jaokson) 
(4) Aots rD./40. 
(1) 
of languages known.as the Indo-European. There are at least eight other 
groups belonging to this family; oDe group includes Sanskrit and another 
modern ~gUsh. 
From the first, Greek seems to have shown a masterful oharactel" 
conquering the langu'e,.ges or the older inhabitants ot many lands into which 
it was introduced. In nearly every oase it completely supplanted these 
languages; its sole recorded rebuff was its failure to oust the established 
(2) 
Albanian language·.· 
Here one need no more than mention that the geograpey or Greece, with 
its surface split up by mountain and sea, sei"Ved to preserve and even t o 
21· 
inorease, the dialects spoken by those settlers who brought the G r e e k 
language to Greece. "It ever a single parent Indo-European language was spoken, 
(3) 
. it would have been spoken tor a long time in a selt-oontained area." T h e 
separation or the various Indo-European languages was probably complete by 
about 2500 or 2000 B.c. and Greek--speaking bands began to aove towards the 
(4) 
Aegean about the same time. 
At one stage or its growth the Greek language was threaten,ed with peril 
from an oriental source. C.olonists in Cyprus beoame pioneers 1n writing 
Greek, but they unfortunately baaed their efforts on a syllable m o d e 1 
derived f'rom Hittite aouroea. "But nothing is clumsier than a Greek writing 
(1). A term t~ be preferred on scientific grounds to Indo-Germanic: 1 t 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
inoludea a "Germanic" group. :u:.Sohlauoh considers that it was t h e 
spc>ken language or a s!ngle :parent community before 2000 B.c. ("The 
Gitt ot Tongues••, (1943) ,p.58J 
op.oit._,.p.56, and Mahaf'f'y and Goligher,"GreeJs: Belle:riio Era",(l910) ,p.48. 
B.F.C .Atldnson, ••The GJ."eek Language", 6931) ,p .9~- · 
B.F.C.Atkinson, op.clt., pp 9 and 11. 
'·. ·.: .. 
, I :~ ' 
nin.- the Cypriot character, ~d it would have been much better U' they _had 
waited longer·and learned with the rest of their race the use of a finer (1) . . 
instrument. n 'l'ha price of perl5everance in writing on a syllabic b a 15 i 15 
could scarcely have been less than a failure to develop the Greek of t h e 
Golden Age. 
The battle of -the dialects ended in the victory of Attio Greek, t h e 
language of Athens durl11g her period of literary eminenoe, trom about 500 
. - (2) - . -
to 300 B.C. The p~sicia~ continued to oling to the Ionio dialect and the 
. ' ' 
mathei~~&tioians :retained the Dorio • but this was balanced by the f o r m a 1 
adoption of the Attic dialeot as the official l&llgU&ge of the State i n 
(3) ' . 
llaoedcn!a. It ia natural that the most glorious period or the G r e e k 
language followed swiftly on the uniform adoption of the Ionia alphabet-at 
. . (4) 
the end of the fifth ocmtury. 
But euo~ was the vitalit.y of the Greek language that deoline from the 
·standards of its golden age involved no se~tence of death upon it. U e w 
human needs were met by fresh development of the language whioh shows an 
astounding vigour as. the Greek or the KOmE DIALEKTOS, the language whiob 
beoame the vessel ohosen to oontain and to diffUse the ehristian religion. 
. (5) 
~ Plato and Aristotle had prepared. the way fo:r ·this new form ot Greek. · 
They had gathered up previous human thought, adding to it the ideas of their 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(6) 
B1U7,_ quoted by Jrahafty and Goli~her, nareeke:Bellen!o Era'',(l910), p-.48 •. 
G90cilrU.l, 11Sohool Gr.eek Grammar", (1903), p.2. 
llahat'ty and Goligher, op.oit., p.so. 
Maba~ty and Goligher, op.oit., p.so. 
Atkinson, nTbe Greek Language", (1931) • p.266. 
- .. 
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own great minds and·then passing it on to all mankind. Plato in partioular 
had expressed his thoughts in words ot luold simplioity. He had . g r e & t 1 y 
lntluanoed the. vocabulary of the language and handed on lofty standards o f 
literary expression to the 'Wl'~ters .of the KOINE. 
The military genius of Alexander th~ Great soon gave new opportani ties 
to t~is form ot Greek. His conquests oarried the Greek language to w i d a 
areas in the Eastern Mediterranean. to Syria, Fa.lestine and Egypt. And his 
soldiers • drawn from many countries a.Jld oons tantly invading new areas, used 
the KOmE Greek as a oommon mill tary tongue which served to break d o w n 
barriers ordinarily separating different human miJlds. E1ten Rome's subsequent 
military conque~t of Greeoe was balanced by a cultural victory or Greece 
over Rome., one whioh baa spread the in1'luenoe of Greek thought a n d 
literature among the oiviliaations ot the West trom that day to the present 
time. 
Naturally enough., the Attio dialeot., the ezpre~aion of Gre~k genius in 
polltioa., literature., and the arts. formed the main oonatituant of t h a 
KOINE Greek. But it was mainly the Attio of the people, not that of t h e 
Greek literary masterpieces. The more popular Attio whioh had hitherto made 
itself felt only in comedy nOW spread into the words ot historians a n d 
philpaophers. And oommeroe oontributed a valuable reinforcement ot Ionio (1) . 
vocabulary to the ooamopoll tan language •. 
The vigour ot thla form of Greek waa .shown by its reai.atanoe to t h e 
absorption of elements derived from the native languages of the countries 
(1) Thackeray, 11Gr8.lllDI8r of the Old Testament in Greek". Vol.I.(l909) ,p.l7. 
which used it. Examples of such borrcnd.ng are extremely rare: nThe Greek 
language has at all time been the giver rather than the receiver, and when 
I , (1) 
it borrowed it usually clothed its loans in a dress of its own making." 
To regard the KOINE as a debased and decadent Greek is to misunderstand 
its nature. qit does not represent the last stage of the language b u t a 
' (2) .. 
starting point for fresh development." The Attic Greek of the Golden Age, 
the KO~E Greek seen in the New Testament and elsewhere, and the modern 
Greek aa~>spoken today, represent merely different stages in the life story 
of a great language. 
Saul as a young man thus became possessed of a rich equipment o f 
language. Be was born into one great language and he presently acquired 
another eve]) greater tongue. He was a natural heir to the .Ax-amaic which 
then dominated Western Asia and be learned the KOINE Greekwhlch had 
embarked on a course of world conques·t. The quality of tbls latter speech 
. ' ' ' (3) 
must be considered in connection with the literary ~tyle of S.Baul. · 
· Even secular historians have justified s.Paul's dictum that God sent 
(4) 
forth His Son in the tulneas of time. This they do by· giving details of 
the influences, philosophical, spiritual and social which favoured t h e 
. (6) ' 
spread of the C-hristian ·faith in its earliest days. A n d theoloeians 
(1) Thackeray, "Grammar of.the Old Testament in Greek",Vol.I,(l909), p.21. 
(2) Thackeray, op.oit •• p.21. -
(3) The 5.nflu.enoe of the LXX on S.Fa.ul' s style is referred to in Chap. III. 
(4) Galatians, IV/4. 
(6) Eyeil Gibbon's reluotant and ironical account provides such evidence: 
("Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire", Vol.II ,.(1776-88) (edn.l903-6), 
Chapter XV. ) 
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have pointed ·out that various political and military elements reinforced 
the etteot ot these more elevated tao tors. The rule qt Law in the Roman 
. ' 
Empire • the Ro~n mill tary roads and the ooemopoU. tan Greek speech a 1 1 
made it easier tor missionaries to travel 8nd tor varloua peoples to listen 
' 
to their message. 
But ln these present days we oan realise that a not less p9tent influence 
tavour.ing the· apread of the Christian faith was· the early life and education 
of a young man of· Cilioia. Together with a matohleea spiritual genius a n d 
fervour. Paul ot Tarsus fortunately bad a command of the one l~guage which 
by ita innate pow~r and tlexibllity enabled him to speak and write in terms 
"understanded of t~ people" of DIBJ.lYlands. In his banda the XOINE Greek 
8Ubserved spiritual pUrposes: OBn we now again 1Jae this language to throw 
light ~~on·another ques~lon of spiritual import, the auth~ticit,y of t h e 
Pastoral Epistles! 
L• •• 
'. 
qbapter III 
The Literary Style of S.Faul • 
• ----------Me·~~-~_,-........_____ CWW4 ... ~ 
Behind the apparently simple aot ot writing a letter there 1 i e s 
oonoealed a long story ot general human ezperienoe and of p e r s o n a 1 
development. Some of the faotors·oonoerned in this prooess_call for brief 
mention before we oan attempt to identity the sty~e ot a particular writer, 
in this oase s.Paul. And' the need to do this is even greater when w e 
attempt to compare the literary styles ot two seta or doouments w,ith a 
view to estimating whether they present evidence in favour 9f a unity or a 
plurality or authorship. 
Viewed from one angle literature is a branoh ot aesthetics and as euoh 
offers no hope of the diaoovery of any fixed canons or appraisal - d e 
~stibus non est disputandum. 
The difficulty and· the delioaoy of the task or defining literary style 
has been wittily expressed b,y a master of the subject in these terms: "Style, 
the Latin name· ~or an iron pen, has oome to designate the art that handles, 
with ever fresh vitality and wary alacrity, the fluid elements or speech. 
By a figure, obvious enough, which yet might serve for an epitome o t 
literary method, the most rigid and simplest or instruments has lent i t s 
name to the subtlest and most flexible of arts. T.henoa the application of 
the word has bean extended to arts other than literature, to the w h o 1 e 
;2_6. 
range ot the .aotivities ot man. The tact that we use the word ttstyle". ·in 
speaking ot arohitecture and sculpture, painting and musio. dancing, pla~ 
acting. and cricket. that we can apply it to the careful achieveme~ts o t 
the housebreaker and the poisoner • and to the spontaneous animal movements 
ot the limbs ot man or beast, is the noblest of unconscious tributes to the 
taoulty ot lettere."~l) 
The wide range ot elements here involved in th8 question ot style surely 
hints that the art ot writing itself includes a complex series ot taotors, 
both ps~hologioal and physical. The first letter written attar a severe 
illness otters evidenoe ot this. The convalescent r,memhers with distress 
the exhaustion ot body and mind produced by what he had perhaps hitherto 
regarded as the "simple" action ot writing a letter •. 
"Le style est l'hOmme mama" now conveys a deeper truth than as :ln the 
(2) . 
mind or de Button. Sinoe the time when he wrote we have learned more ot the 
interaction ot mind and body inv~lved in the art or writing. We think o t 
the mind wbioh oonoeives a thought and ot the hand whioh gives it written 
expression. and in their joint action see a symbol ot the involvement ot 
the whole personality ot the writer. 
But even this is not all. The mind which conceives the thought h a a 
itself been slowly moulded by the human instinct to pass on its experience 
(1) Sir Walter Raleigh,"Styl.•" .• (l897) ,p.I. 
(2) G.L.le Claro de Button.{l?07-'"88)~"0isaour.a~;-lui" la style 11 • 
'·.~ .. ~. 
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to others. "A large part of the dietinctive features of the mind are due 
to ita being an instrument tor ooJIIJIII.Ulioation. An experience bas to be formed, 
no doubt, before. it is commmicated, but it· takes the form it does largely 
baoause it nay have to be communicate". Tha emphasis whioh natural selection 
. . (1) 
has put upon coJnlllUllicative ability is overwhelming." 
May we not then justly say that litarary style is oommunioative ability 
raised to the level of an art? 
And onoe again, the '!Vry nature of words seems to correspond to b o t h 
aspects of the nature of man, to his spiritu~l as well as his bodily powers. 
Words are no material "counters". eaoh endowed with a fixed significance 
whioh cannot be changed or modified. On the contrary they oorrespQnd closely 
to ever oha~glng. splri tual experience. The complaint made against words could 
well be that their incessant movement nakea it hard to assess their eD,ct 
connotation at a particular moment in their history. It could hardly b e 
juatly alleged that a lack of elasticity makDa them incapable of conforming 
to_the reality of lite. The defects of words point to the turbulance 
associated with youth rather than to the fixity characteristic of the staid 
sobriety of age. Indeed, it is their marcurial power oontinually to ohange 
their oonnota~ions which Jnakes of words suoh apt instruments for t h e 
expression of tha ever developing experienoe of human Ute. "words.. m u s t 
change to .live and a word onoe fixed becomes useless for the purposes o f 
• (1) I.J\,.Rioharde, "Prinoiplea of Literary Criticism", (1925), p.26. 
'·.' 
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art. Whosoever would make aoqua:lnte.noe with the goal towards which t h e 
olaeeio praotioe tends, should seek it in the vocabulary of the Soienoes. 
There words are fixed and dead·, a bota,nioal oolleotion of colourless, 
acentle·ss, .dried weeds, a horttus sioous of proper names, eaoh individual 
symbol poorly tethered to some single object or idea. No wind blows through 
that ~den, and no sun shines on it to discompose the melancholy workers 
at tbeir ~ask of tying Latin labels on to withered sticks. Definition a n d 
division are the watchwords of science, where art ie all for composition and 
creation. Not that the exact definable sense of' a word is of' no value to the 
stylist; he profits by it as a painter prof'i ts by the study of anatomy, or an 
architect by a knowledge of the strains and ·stresses that may be put Qn his 
material. The exact logical definition is often necessary tor the strtioture 
of his thought and the ordering or his severer argument. But often, too, it 
h. the merest beginning; when a word is onoe defined he overlays it,with 
. ' 
fresh assoolation;J ani buries it under ~found moral. dgnit'ioanoes, whioh (1) . . 
may belie the def'ini tion they o onceal." 
But even it' desiooation is the danger which attends on the abuse of' the· 
"classic practice" in language, that praotioe has do~e good service to the 
' 
art of' writing. It has conferred on writers a power of' self'-cri"tioism which 
make.s for restraint and moderation of' statement, and it has also g i v e n 
attention to the fundamental rhythms which seem to underlie all human lite. 
(1) Sir Ualter Raleigh, "Style",(l897), pp 40-42. 
. . ,··~ .. _-, - . -'. 
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But so long as art is practised as an ezprepa~on of life and does not find 
its end 1n itself an excessive and artificial refinement is avoided. This 
is indeed true of the literary art, the classical rules benefit writing 
which is vital and sinoe.-e, and the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews 
has shown that the tromE Greek can _•zpress his l:l.ving message in at least 
{1) 
the eohoes.of t~e rhythmi9al cadences popularised by Isocrates. 
But even if S.Paul uses the same general type of' Greek as the author of 
the Hebrews, a manifest contrast exists between the respective styles o r 
these writers. The range of language covered by the term KOINE Greek i s 
obviously a wide one. ·And that impression is confirmed when we consider 
specimens of the secular use of tbis epee<'h· Archaeology bas now ransacked 
the "wastepaper baskets" of the ancient world, especially in Egypt. From 
these it has rescued a spoil which includes wills, off~cial reporte,private 
letters, petitlons, accounts and many othar ephemeral documents. T h e 
evidenoe derind from these soui'Qes has been presented to us by the patient 
{2) . 
scholars who have worked over this vast store of mate:dal. Tho norraa.l Greek 
spoken by the. common people is here seen to be the Greek of the N e ~ 
Testament and the evidence derived from fragile papyri is confirmed by 
many surviving carved inscriptions and by writings on oatr~a or earthen 
shards. The greatest dhcovery lliilde about New 'l'ostament Greek is that there 
is no suoh language and that the "language of the Holy Ghost" is the speech 
·(1) J.Yoffatt, "Epistle to the Bebrewe",(I.c.c.) ,{193.4) ,pp LVI-LIX. 
(2) e.g. B.P.Grentell, A.S.Hunt, G.Milligan and J.H.Uoulton in Britain; 
j. Rouffiac 1n France, and G. A. Deiemnann in Germany. 
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used by the ccntemporary_maeses of the people. 
We have 1 however 1 to account for the relative elevation of the style 
of·the New Testament and ot the Pauline Epistles in particular. Behind the 
Greek New Testament is the version of the Old Tea~nt in the s a m e 
language. The political wisdom of Alexander the Great had led him to invite 
the Jews to settle ~ the city of Ale~dria which he founded in 332 B.C. 
On these i~grants he oonterrea the tull rights of citizenship and soon 
"the adoption of the Greek tongue was.a tribute gladly paid by t h. e 
Alexandrian Jews to the great Gentile community which sheltered a n d 
- (1) . 
oherisheq '\;hem." So thoroughly was this prooese carried out that t h e 
,':· . (2) 
Hebrew. Scriptures had to be translated into Greek for use in the synagogues. 
~ (3) 
The earliest as well as the best of the ·surviving translations i 8 t h e 
(4) 
Septuagint Vercd.on, which hae profoundly intluenoed the writers ot t~ New 
Testament and. has affected both the form and the spirit of their langua~. 
The Septuagint is in faot not less. indispensable to the study of the 
(5) . 
New Testament,than to that of the Old. The Alexandrian version "oreated a 
language of religion whioh lent itself readily to the service of Christianity 
(6) 
and became one ot the most important allies of the Gospel." 
· (1) H.B.SWete, "Introduction to the Old. Teetament in Greek", (1902)', p.9. 
(2) The Law w~e p~obably first translated and the rest. of the O.T.gradually 
f~llc;med. (B.B.Swete, op.oit., pp 16 & 25.) . . 
(3) The version of Aquila datee from about 130 A.D. Those or Theodotion and 
Symmaohus trom some 70 years later.(R.R.Ottley, "Handbook to the . 
Septuagint", (1919) , pp 38 ... 40.) · 
·{of.} Dated 3rd to 1st centUry B.c. (R.R.Ottlpy, op.oit., p.2 .),, 
(5) H.B.Swete, "Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek", ··(1902) ,p.460. 
(6) H.B.Swete, op.cit •. , pe433~ ' 
Tho sensitive mind or s.Faul natural~ responded to the stimulus o t 
tho language of the Greek Old Testament. 'l'his can b~ seen not only froom hie 
quotations but also from very DifLl\Y' .passages which betray the influence o f 
. . (1) 
the Septua~nt leas directly. 
And though the Apostle probably had no extensive acquaintance w i t h 
Greek literature and shows hardly any signa of the classical discipline he 
could on occasion draw trom the· wills ot memory the technical terma o t 
(2) ' . 
thinkers. But generally the letters of s. Rlul are wr1 tten in the colloquial 
Greek. They ar_e · the impetuous utterances of an eager missionary who never 
dreamed that hie unstudied words w.ould survive all the literature of his 
(3) ' 
time. The quality ot their language and ~l,le elevation ot the t h o u ~ h t 
· expressed ia surely due to the b&ppy circumstance that a great oreed w a s 
·~ .. 
being proclaimed by a messenger not unwortl\v ot his vocation. 
But the Apostle's own peraonali~ produced important effects upon his 
llterar,y st,yle. Opinions about his state ot health lilLY ditf'er considerably, 
. . .. - - . . (4) 
but it is generally agreed that 1 t was otton precarious and eometiJDss bad~ 
Moreover, the friend who accompanied him on some of his :moat important 
. . 
journeys was, significantly, a pl\vsioian. ~ there not be some connection 
between the frustrations produced by illness, the oooas~onal inability to 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
About 91% of' the At.uline trooabulary oan be traced back to the LXX. The 
Pll8tQral Ep1stl.es show the lowest- average figure 1n the tour _groups of 
PauU.ne Epistles. 
C&llll?•Bib.Eaaaya, (190.9) ,.pp 481-2. 
CaJ!1b.Bib.Esaaya,(l909), p 482. 
s.aul'a bad healtl1 ip attributed to:. Epilepsy, by nausner,("From Jesus 
to }aul'•, (1942) ,·p.326), Malaria, by Ra~ay, ("S.Pa.ul the Traveller a n d 
RoD$1 Cltlzenn, (1902') ,pp 94-97) Nerves, not Epilepsy, by H.LietzriBml, 
("Beginn1ri§s.of
11
the Christl~ C}1l11"oh",(l937l•i•l47) Ophtha.l.mia, b 1 
Raokham,. ( Aota , (1922) ,p.206) Cp.App(;tndix I ,p,.l82. 
• • 1 • • 
find the rlghb word, which is the common experieJJOe of those who a r e 
bilingual, and the corresponding outbursts of language eo impetuous . i n 
ita oourse that_ !t overflows the banks of grammar? S.Ft.ul gins t h e 
impression at times ~t, while he has a oommand ot a popular flexible 
Greek, his rapid thought is outpaoing his powers of expression. In this 
connection it is signiticant that some passa~es in the Pauline letters 
(1) 
gain in force when they are read rapidly. This faot throws light not only 
on the probable use of the services of amanuenses but also, surely, upon 
the li~lstlo powers and difficulties ot the Apostle. 
So far we han outlined some of the complex factors involved in the art 
of writing and have seen that it is an acti~ty involving the whole huJian 
pers~nality. Further, we han seen the general nature of the KOINE Greek 
.. :$:5_:.. : 
in which S.Faul wrote arid have referred to the special influences, ap~rltual 
and eduoational, which account for the. relative elevation of the "common" 
language ·aa .used by the . Apostle. And aooount has been taken ot the possible 
effects produced upon his literary style by ill-health and by an occasional 
momentar,y conflict between the two langua~ea of which his mind a t o o d 
possessed. 
How then can we indicate the general literary style ot S.; Iaul? 
From a great master of the classical Greek language comes a h i g h 
tribute ot praise: "~t this Greek of his has no connection with a n y 
school or any model, that it strea~s as best_it may from the heart in an 
impetuoUs torrent,.and yet is real Greek, not translated Aramaic (like the 
( 1) J .Arml tage Robinson, "s. Ft.ul' s Epietle to the .E;phesians", ( 1909) , p .48 • 
. . 
_ ... · . .-'-" 
sayings of Jesu,) •kes him a classic of Hellenism. Now at last, one can . 
. . . (1, 
again hear in. Greek the utterance of an inner experience, tresh and living." 
This Greek which s.ns.ul handle~ in suoh masterly fashion is, of course,. 
a particular f',:»~Jn· of' the KOINB Greek, modified by the ideas o~ the Hebrew 
by 
Scriptures =alit by' the language of the Septuagint and o£ the deeply spiritual 
1\ 
nature of the Apostle. But he.is a master of the KOINE who thinks in Greek, 
writing in 11ths vermcular of.·_a brilliant and well-educated man in touch 
with the Greek culture of his time, though remaining thoroughly Jewish in 
(2) 
his mental fibre." 
&ld his language is truly powerful, though it betrays many technical 
(3) 
faults. His sentences are often long and sometimes involved, and attention 
is a~tracted to."his participial appendages and amplifications, t be 
irrepressible crowding of ·bls thoughts, his imperial disregard for niceties. 
. . ' ' ' . (4) 
of' oonstruotion in his determination to ''w:-eak his meaning on expression"" · 
But s. Paul must be judged primarily as a missionary and not as a 
literary man. Be generally gained his converts by the spoken word. H i s 
letters were usually the results of' personal contacts already made in that · 
other fashion. So the quality or his writing is the incidental outcome of 
his personal character arid education; it is not usually due to consoi9us 
( 1) Wilamowi tz-MOllendortf, quoted by Sir w. M. Ramsay, in "First· Christian 
Cent\lry", (1911), p.lOS. . . 
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(2) A.T.Robertson, quoted Jn "»iotlonary of the Apostolic Churoh0 .,Vol.I.I,p.l40. 
(3) The aVerage number of' words per sentence in the four groups of' Epistles 
h as follows: Group I., 30 words.,Group II, 20 worde,Groupii~, 35· word_s, 
Group IV., 24 words. Ephesiana and Colossians are far above the average 
of the Pauline Epistles ~ith 42 and 39 words per sentence respectively. 
(4) .Article "Language of' the New Teatament0 , by J.B.Thayer, in' H.D.B~,Vol.III, 
pp 41'- 42·. 
·. 35• .. 
literary oratt. As a true missionary he thought of his oonverts• spiritual 
needs rather than of demonstrating his own literary powers. "On g e n e r a 1 
principles no' Oll.O would be more unlikely than he to make a display or literary 
culture in suoh of his writings as have survived. Paul was the last man w h o 
oan .be imagined as polishing his periods. Be wrote or dictated his letters 
impulsively., and they reflect his mind at· the moment. Be is rarely logical, 
. . . 
and sometimes scarcely grammatical. At times he rises to sublime· h,eights of 
natural eloquence, at othera hill language is _oontused, sometlmea he becomes. 
almost brutal in the vigour of his vituperation.(Gal.V/12; Phil.III/2) Be 
displays all the unevenneas of inapired genius. It may safely be said that 
he wrote Greek ae he talked it; for the literar,y Greek·of the age w a s 
(1) 
practically an unspoken language." 
The literary st,yle of S.Faul is indeed a desc~iption of a manner o r 
writing which combines a wide range of variation with oharaoteristics which 
can be definitely recognised. The nan has put the stamp ~r his personality 
upon the KOINE Greek which he used. 
His technical kPowledge of Greek was hardly equal to the expression of 
the rioh variety and subtlety of his · thoufY1t or to tho intensity of h 1 s 
feeling. "Be is ever struggling to eXpress more than he actually says; the 
logical sequence is broken b,y the intrusion of new ideas, feeling auperaedes 
(2) 
grammar-and forbids the completion of a clause." 
(1) F.J.Foak8s-Jackson, "The Life of s. Pa~l", (n.d.) 111 pp 73 - 74. . 
(2) R~bertaon and Plummer, 11I.Corinthians"·,(I.c.c.),(l914),pp XLVII-VIII. 
Cp.Appendix I,p.l82. 
.. _,·,.··· 
But how wonderfUl are the results whioh the Apostle obtains from the 
use of an inadequate .tooll His letters deal wit}l a wide range of diffe.-ent 
people and different oiroumatanoea. They bring praise and blame; they oarry 
argument expressed in terms of persuasive spiritualit,y; they deal with the 
turbulent life· of a great seaport and ita moral and spiritual problema; 
they expound the majesty ·of .the person of Christ and ita refleotion in the 
life of the Christian Churoh; they reveal the oalm happy relations of the 
writer with a Churoh of DILinly faithtul oonverts. 
The literary style of S.Baul meets the varied oalls or ail t h e a e 
different oiroumstanoea, but it also does more. He had had the loftiest 
(1) 
mystical experience and had been rapt away into the third heaven, a taot 
whioh perhaps gives us a key to the sublime beauty of his great hynm t o 
(2) . 
( 3 6. 
oharity. .And even h&re his oommand of the Greek language does not fail hirQ. 
There is no break in the oons1stent revelation of the perso7;1811ty of a great 
man, au born leader of men yet personally eenai tive and affectionate. A n d 
always there is in his ·writings the eame grave dignity of thought and diotion. 
No higher tribute o.an be paid to the literary ·style of S.Paul than· the 
observation that it never failed to answer the demands made upon it both b,y 
the greatness of' the message whioh it was oalled upon to oonvey and b,y the 
lofty personal oharao ter of the aasenger. iVri tten long ago for the needs 
of other people, s.paul'a literary style today still serves the needs of 
these other days and of us other peoples. 
(1) II Corinthians, XII/1-4. 
(2.) I Corinthians, XIII. 
. '.• 
A doo~nt attributed to S.Paul need only be aooused ot revealing 
. . 
laok ot spirituality. poverty ot thought or stilted expression. and at 
once grave doubt is aroused as to whether he oan really be its author. 
Ot no one Oail it be said with more truth that le style est l'homme meme. 
37. 
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Chapter IV. 
The Possible In.fluenoo of' J\~Qnue:nsoo. 
A new oomplioation ia introduced into the problem or the P a u 1 i n e 
Epiatlea when it is suggested thaj: .va~iations to. be seen among somB or them 
may be due to the influenoa. evan to ths interference. of the amanuenses who 
wrote down S.Paul 1 s dictated words. 
1!he extreme form ot this theory would reduoe to ruiDs the a o o a p t e d 
general linea of oritioism of the Pauline doournents. Vle should be oonoerned 
not.with ~e question whatl:ler s.Paul wrote partio-qlar dooUm.ents but tv 1 t h 
endeavours to dissect out the various elements of the text and to attribute 
their origin to one or another of a plurality of autho~s. The oritioism or 
these Epistles would then be on lines parallel to that ot the Pentateuch in 
the Old Testament. and the vivid personality of s.Paul would be replaced by 
shadowy figures having as little oolour and lite as the "alpha.bet1oal" ' 
. (1) 
~pothetioal writers of the books of the Law. 
But there is suti'loient likeness in the vocabulary and synta:z of t h a 
various F&uline dooumenta to rule out the theory that the amanuenses were 
really part-authors ot them. 
{1) J.E.P.D. etoetara. 
·, 
1··: 
On the other haud. the posoible influence or amanuenses on the language 
or the Epistles oannot be ignored.and ao·it beoomes necessary to·torm some 
theory about the part played by the aotual soribes who wrote at s. P a u 1' s 
dictation. l!any questions at ooo e arhe and we may well ask: llhat is t h e 
. . 
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evidence f'or the employment of amanuenses by S.Paul? Were these helpers his 
friends or paid professional writers? Tihat literary equipment did they bring 
to their task? Could .the Apostle have afforded to pay the f'~ee of professional 
amanuenses? ~t degree of libert,y or discretion d1d he allow these helpers in 
the actual framing of the letters?_ 
It is the writer's belief that where the evidence on these pobits is not 
conclusive the oiroumstances. and particularly the temperament of the Apostle 
enable '1.\S to make a t~i~ly oonf'ident ohoioe among various possibilities.-
In one oase an amanuensis is allowed to reveal himself. when Tertius adds 
(1) 
his own greetings to the Christians in Rome. And the presence of' suoh soribes 
. (2) 
is clear from other Epistles too. Towards theend of the Galatian letter the 
Apostle takes the P&n into a hand perhaps made callous by his tentmaking. 
iTith a touch of humour he draws attention to the large size of' the oharaotera 
whioh-he writes. probably in contrast to the neat letters of' the professional 
scribe who reoorded _the rest of.the letter. And three other Epistles reoeive 
similar authen:tif'ioation. a procedure whioh th;e Apostle himself deolares to 
(1) Rom.XVI/22. · 
(2) Gal.VI/11. But Milligan suggests that this apology tor writing in large 
oharaoters may refer to the whole Epistle and not merely to the oonolusion. 
He thinks that S.Paul's "exquisite taot" may have led "him in this oase to 
dispense with an a~nuensis because of the delioate nature or the Galatian 
Epistle.· ("New Testamen-t Dooumentsu. (1913) .p .24·) 
'. 
(1) 
be his ooi!DllOn praotioe. Quite clearly there is likely to be the work of an 
amanuensis in any 'Pauline Epistle and our next task is to form some estimate 
of the .ohar&oter and ot the work of suoh a soribe, 
It is, of oourse, impossiblQ to r$&y whether the amanuenses used by S.Rl.ul 
were his p;rsonal friends or whether he emplo.yed paid professional soribes. 
'lhese classifications may not even be mutually exolu.slve. A friend rray well 
have been a oonvert who, himself a protesaional soribe, ohose to give his 
. (2) 
services to the Apostle in his leiaur~ hours. And the praotioe of S..Paul mAY 
have varied, the paid professional being oalled in when no voluntar,yworker 
was available. Tertius. the only amanuensis permitted to reveal his :name bi 
(3) 
the text of an Epistle may have owed this siDgQlar honour to personal relations 
of friendship with s. Paul and perhaps to special. services rendered to t h e 
Church. The ano~ty concealing other suoh scribes may be due to their being 
(4) 
paid professionals with no claim to such unusual distinction. 
What equipment would the amAnuenses probably have tor their work? S.Pa.ul's 
highly strung temperament would inevitab~y lead to his thinking and dictating 
at high speed. Indeed, it has been pointed out that the meaning of s o m· e . 
passages in the Epistles is most readily felt when they are read rapidly or 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
II Thess.III/17-18, I Cor.XVI/21, Col.IV/18. 
In modern days the ·ol~~gy not infrequently receive requests tor permission 
to take down their s~rmons in shorthand. · 
Rom.XVI/22. . . 
Dr G.Mllligan commits himself to a statement that the N.T.amanuensoe wore 
no~ professional scribes "but educated friends or companions ot tho authors." 
("New Testament Dooumanta",(l913),p.26) Bis authority is weighty but he does 
not give evidence on this point and other scholars seem oonvinceq t h a t 
S.Faul sometimes employed professional scribes. Cp.Sanday and Beadlam, 
11 q ( ) . Romans , 1911 ,p.LX. 
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{1) 
read aloud. His amanuenses would need to be able to write at a corresponding 
speed. What then would their equipment be? They could not have taken down 
S·. Faul 1 s words accurately in ordinary longhand so they JIDlst have used short-
hand or abbreviated longhand. 
Evidence for the use of shorthand comas both from Greek and Latin sources. 
A papyrus dating from 104 B.c., now preserved in Holland, contains a line 
(2) 
written in shorthand ~bola. And later examples imply a long established 
custom of using shorthand. A cit~zen of ~r~nchus apprenticed his slave 
Chaerannnon to a shorthand writer,a~~·o'fp~~~.ror two yearsne~s ~~'1o-1v 
I . 
<J"'l~' c.w, "which your son Dionysius knows." The form of contract used in this 
case happens to have survived and it dat~s from_l55 A.D. A long development 
of the art is implied in terms providing for payment in proportion to t h e 
progress of the pupil. It is significant that the third and last ~n-~t:aliiJ.ent 
of payment is to be made only when the boy writes fluently in every respect 
{3) 
and reads faultlessly. From the third century A.D. we have inherited a waxed 
book which, from a continual repetition of the same s,ymbols, appears to have 
(4) 
been the exercise book of a shorthand scribe or pupil. 
Evidence for a Latin system of shorthand dates from the· lifetime of S.Paul. 
Marcus Tullius Tiro published a system of shorthand about 63 A.D. In 't h 1 s 
(1) J.Armitage Robinson, "S.Faul 1 s Epistle to the Ephesians",{l909),p.48. 
(2) G. Milligan, "New Testament Documents", {1913) ,p.244. An early example of 
taohygraphy seen in an Athens inscription of the 4th o.B.C. may be only 
a case of contracted writing.(Op.oit., pp 242-3.) 
{3) G.W.lligan, Op.oit., P• 244. 
(4) G.Milligan, Op.oit., P• 245. 
... : .. · 
consonants were represented b,y signs and the intervening vowels w e r e 
( 1) 
indicated b,y different degrees in the inclination df' the consonants. 
Oooasionally effort is nade to decide whether S.:Alul's amanuenses made 
use of shorthand or of abbreviated longhand. This distinction, originally a 
(2) 
real one, tends in praotioe to disappear, because both shorthand a n d 
abbreviated longhand develop into extremely contracted symbols only remotely 
.. 
oonneoted with the. syste:ms from whioh the;, spring. A study of Pitman's modern 
(3) ~ 
English Shorthand certainly reveals suoh a tendenoy and reporters today often 
confess that th~ develop a personal shorthand ~intelligible to o t h e r 
professional scribes. These are probably examples of general principles 
which we my surely assume to ha'V'e prevailed also in Greek and Latin shorb-
hand. 
It is olear that S.Faul's amanuenses had at their disposal efficient 
systems of tacqygraphy enabling them to reproduce the Apostle's words with 
equal speed and aocuraoy. 
But oould S.Faul have afforded the fees payable to the professional 
scribes, assuming that he had sometimes to enlist their servloea, perhaps 
even in the oaae of the majority of his letters? 
(1) Eno.Brit.(l929),Vol.20, p.5!6. 
(2) F.J.,Badoook, (''The Pauline Epistles,eto 11 , (1937), pp 161•168) makes muoh 
of the distinction between shorthand and abbreviated longhand, but his 
. readers beoome aware .that a belief -in·:.the use of abbreviated longhand 1e 
an_easential support for his theory t~t in II Tim I/17 the text should 
read "Antiooh" for "Rol'lleu. There is a sense of excessive ingenuity in 
Badoook'· it long argument. 
( 3) Cp • Pi:ttnan 1 s "Shorthaxid Manual" and "Shorthand Reporter" , ( n. d. ) 
' ...... 
. ;. 
As he oame from a devout Pharit:lee faudly it is quite lUI?.l.Y that hie 
. . (1) 
rather disinherited and repudiated him on his conversion to C.hristia.nlty •. 
(2) 
Indeed. there ar~. signs or his povert,y at one stage of his work. Later on-he 
again appears to be in affluent oiroumstanoes; he is able to bear the expense (3) . . . 
ot a judicial appeal to the Emperor and he oan afford to live in his own hired 
. - (4) . 
house at Rome for two years. Moreover. apart from his probable renewed 
affluence it is extremely unlikely that s.Faul's wealthier converts in such 
. commercial. centres· as Corinth and Ephesus would have tailed to provide the 
Apo~tle with finano ial support to:r his work, and among his necessary e:tpens~a­
would a~ost certainly have been the fees or professional amanuenses. T h e 
cumulative foroe or thea& oonsiderations surely justifies tho assumption that 
S.Faul, at least sometimes, employed paid protessional scribes to write dawn 
the Epistles as he dictated them. 
But what degree ot liberty or disoretion.did the Apostle allow to these 
amanuenses in the framing or sentences and the insertion or particles a n d 
other connectives? It is hard to give a convinolng answer to this question 
because contradiotory answers are proposed by so~lars ot equal competence. 
For example, one hlgh authority oontends that "in the practioe or dictation, 
especially if it were·aooompanied by the use or shorthand on the part ot the 
recording scribe$, we should ha~ a read1 explanation ot some o t t h e 
(1) Cp•. Sir William RamsaY., ·ns.Rlul the Traveller eto", (1902) ,pp 36-37. 
(2) Cp. II Corinthians XI78. 
(3) Sir William Ramsay, op.oit., pp 311-312. 
(4) Acts XXVIII/30. 
•. 
peou1iaritiea ln. language and style amongst the New Testament writings whioh 
. . (1) 
have often oau~ed difficulties." Here t~re ia a olear hint that the personal 
peoullaritiea and·the professional oompetenoe of a scribe might affeot his 
reoording of a mess~ge diotated to him. 
And two other aoholars aesige to the amanuenses definite influence upon 
" the text of the :Fauline Epistles. "Some scribes would be more eXpert than 
othdrs, and would reproduce what was dictated to them more exaotly." •••• But · 
. . . 
"an inferior soribe would get down tl}.e main words oorreotly, but the little 
. (2) . 
oonneoting links he nay have tilled in tor h1m.self." Anot:b,er speoulates on 
"how muoh Paul actually diotated ••••••• and how far he may have giwni general (3) . 
directioDS • " 
In opposition to these views we find an equal authority writing: "It is 
not likely that Timot~ here (i.e. in II Cor.I/1), or Sosthenes in I Cor., 
or Silvanus a!ld Timothy in nand. II These., had muoh to do with t h e 
oomposi tion. ~oever acted as amanuenses may have I!Jlde an oooasional 
suggestion; but in every oase we may be sure that the letter is S. :R:I.ul' s 
(4) 
and not a joint production." 
And the foroe of this contention is somewhat increased by the praotioe, 
.even ~~ those who insist on the possible influence of amanuenses on the text 
of the Epistles. In ma~ oases, after deolarlng that this possibility must 
not be_ overlooked, they than prooeed to treat the text as really ooming from 
(1) ·G. Milligan, 11New Testament Doo~nts", (1931), p.247. 
(2) · Sanday:and Beadla~,. ''RollUlns n, (I.c.c.), (1911) ,y.LX. 
(3) J.Armitage Robinaon at the ~buroh Congress,.l907. (Quoted b,y M.Jones in 
"New Testament 1n the 'l.Wentieth Century", (1914) ,p.288) · 
(4) A. Plummer, "II Corinthians", (I.c.c.), (1915) ,p.2. 
s. Paul. It is obvious therefore, that we are without sufficiently c 1 e a r 
evidence to justify a detWta verdict on this important point • 
. ·But it may be more easy to assess the balance ot probability it we take 
' (1) 
toto account the Apostle's known temperament and his experience of life, two 
factors naturally affecting his literary style. 
S.P8.ul 1 s character was obviously a complicated one, but certain 
features ·or it stand out clearly. Bis was a deeply spiritual nature united 
to a quick and brilliant intelligence. His strong, even dominant personality 
made him a natural leader of men and compelled him sometimes to wage warfare 
(2) ' 
upon an instinct to domlllflte others. By lnheri tance a oi tlzen ot the Roman 
Empire, he bad aoqui~d a correspondingly wide outlook upon life. 
He had thrown all his gifts into a campaign to persuade others, over wide 
'45. 
areas of the Mediterranean world, to share his own convictions. And thes.e 
Epistles are the direot.product ot his incessant work~ They often t e 1 1 of 
his racking anxie.ties about the fidelity and courage ot particular churches 
and individuals. 
"The care of all the Churches" was obvi~usly an incteasant drain upon hie 
(3) 
strength. From every quarter came appeals tor advice, tor interpretations ot 
·doctrine, tor tresh vieltewtrom himself. And these calls came to a mn ~ho~;~e 
life had been one ot incessant strain, ·both mental a~ ph;ysical. Added t o 
(1) Sanday and Headlam, "Romans",(t.c.c.),(l9ll),p.LIX. 
(2) Even so hostile a witness as J.Klausner has to own that though "Saul-Paul 
was lacking in humility, exceedingly confident of himself, and boastfully 
11oondescending", he none the less knew his own shortcomings, fought against 
them, and sometimes conquered them.'' ("From Jesus to Paul",(l942),p.424). 
(3) II.Corinthians XI/28. 
this, his health bad never been robust and yet he never spared himself. H e 
had tramped the endless ribbon of the Roman roads and dared the dangers of 
the sea. He h·ad lmown all too well the peysioal and mental ezhe.ustion o f 
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ceaseless travel. ae had been shipwrecked and nearly drowned, he had suffered 
judicial soourging _and had been stoned bY angry orowds. And all the time h e 
was continually burnt up with the inner fire that consumed the devoted b o n d-
s~rvant of Jesus Christ. 
Here it may help us if we try to imagine the soene when one of t h e s e 
Epistles was first written. The situation in one of the ohurohes o a 1 1 s 
urgently for a letter from the Apostle· and he sends for his amanuensis. The 
Apostle perhaps paoes up and down _the room; &'tk:tim.ea·i his .words pour out in . 
impetuous eloquenoe, at others, his oour~e is interrupted by parenthetio 
remal"ko. or by expressioDB of the human affeotion whioh continually. r i s e s 
spontaneously from his heart. Sometimes his diotation oan ~oaroely be written 
down quiokly enough even by a professional sor.ibe, somet~s it is slower, 
. . . 
but sudden breaks in s~quenoe attest the tumult of his soul. At last t h e 
letter is ended, the final salutation perhaps added in his own hand. T h e 
Epistle is ready to go forth on a j·ourney whioh was destined to be far and 
long, beyond the writer' a utmost imagination. 
But, surely, the scribe was not permitted to make a fair oopy from his 
own shorthand (lJld then despatch it at onoe, as it were upon his 0\m immediate 
authoritY? Is it conceivable that S.Faul did not soan the fair cop,y w 1 t h 
anxious scrutiny, oooasionally weighing up a phrase or sentence? Were there 
not oooaslons when he had the whole Epistle amended and re-copied before he 
allowed it to go out to its destination? 
In faot: is not the whole balanoe of probability against the supp~sition 
that the amanuensis was ever permitted to do more than perhaps hazard a n 
oooaeional slight suggest~on? 
After all, S. Paul was ·not only. a dominant: character but also a trainee;\ 
theologian tully aware of the need for preois'ion' in language •. His experiences 
had brought thia home afresh. A letter sent to 'l'hessalonica had partly missed 
. (1) 
the mark and he lad md to write a. second letter to make his meaning olear. 
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No one had better reason to knaw the iroportanoe of precision and.the difficulty 
of attaining it. 
All these considerations make it very difficult to imagine t h a t any 
amanuensis would be allowed to aeewne responsibilities for the form of· s. Paul's 
letters which could only rightly be exercised by the Apoai;ol:i.o writer himself. 
In short, we w~ld plead that the oiroumstances. and the charaoter o .t 
s~ Paul make it extremely unlikely that the style and language of the Pauline 
Epistles owe any debt to the amanuenoea other than· ELproper debt of gratitude 
for the ~courate recording of wordl!l which the.re~ come to uo from S.Paul. 
(1) The writer of II Fater III/16 waa·probably expreeeing an opinion shared 
by many early recipients, as well as by later readers, of s.Faul 1 s letters. 
-, ;-
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PART II. 
Chapter v. 
:£Ps Se~2,.h.!~?!._.!!_~~e_es .--2!., t:Hr~i.."~}: 
A threefold oord is not quiokly broken a.nd the proverb is one which has 
its consolations for the student of the New Testament. From its nature as an 
expression of the human spirit literature is a form of art characterised by 
a certain delioaoy and elusiveness. It dea·la with qualities rather than with 
quantities and therefore does not easily submit to tests of a mterial type. 
The things ot the spirit must be spiritually apprehended and.also tested ~d 
compared on the spiritual plane. None the less it is deeirable t~t a u o h 
subjective judgements,ahi)Uld as far as pos~ible be buttressed by object1~e 
0 ' • • 
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evidence. Where then is the necessary element to be found in literary oritioism? 
I 
S~rely :ln the application to a given doo'liment of multiple tests. In e v e r y 
subjective .judgement there is some degree of the objective. and 1rs we :lnorease 
the number of the critical tests employed we ensure the preaenc~ of s o m e 
degree of that element without which. sound judgement is impossible. 
Fortunately the Fauline documents. themaelvea seem to suggest at least 
three lines of oritioal approach to their problema; the threefold cord i s 
ready to hand. 
. .. ' 
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In the first plaoe; we are confronted with the results or g e n e r a 1 
criticism or the New Testament. This is as broadly based as possible, taking 
into acoount every relevant raotor, whether or a chronological, linguistio, 
(1) 
doctrinal, eoolesiastioal, psychological or other kind. From a great m a s s 
or work oertain agreed results have gradually emerged; partic~lar scholars 
may reoord their dissent from some details of these but the general trends 
or thought are quite clear. The majori~ or critics now accept eight Epistles 
as genuine works or S.Faul. There is some hesitation about the Second Epistle 
to the Thessalonians and somewhat greater doubt about the Epistle t o t h e 
Ephesians. On the other hand, numsrous soholars definitely reject the Pastoral 
Epistles, and many others are dubious about them. It must be aclmowledged 
however, that the names or distinguished men, especially in England, may be 
quoted in their defence. 
A seoond strand in our threefold cord is found in what we hav~ c a 1 1 e d 
Paulina oritioism, sinoe it is based upon the very nature or the A p o s t 1 e's 
letters. Certain definite oharaoteristios or these doouments w e r e pointed 
out in the introductory chapter or this essay and it was suggested that they 
might well afford us a set or appropriate oritical principles. Their presence 
betokens the authorship of S.Faul and their absenoe from a dooument attributed 
to him forms a first item or presumptive evidence against its authenticity. 
The principles or Fauline orit~oism may be summed up under three headings: 
Firstly, the accepted Epistles are remarkable for a consistent reve~ation of 
(1) Cp. P.N.Barrison, "Problem of the Pastoral Epistles",(l92l),p.6. 
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the strong and vivid personality of their ~I)ostolio author. The reader receives 
the impression· of a man of great spiri_tual power and devotion·, of the highest 
. , . 
. ":..: 
ability and of an engaging lmrnanity. It .is also evident ·thAt he has the gift 
of making an~aoquired language into a. vehicle adequate for the purposes of his 
spiritual, intellectual, and eJDQtional genius •. The whole a.t.tect produced i s 
sufficiently strong to iDVite its· use as a prinoiple of critical appraisal. 
Secondly, the Fauline writings ~re oharat.terised by a uni'form elevation 
of thought and a corresponding quality of style. Each topio is treated···on tho 
highest possible-level, the particular is related to the general, the material 
to the spir_itual, the ephemeral to the eterne.l. Nothing could do m o r e to 
emp~sise the spiri~l power of the Apostle than the reflection that a.n y 
declension from these high levels or the' ·presence of anything trite o r 
mean in a document would at onoe ma~ us. ask whether it could p·ossibly_ b e 
attributed to s.Faul. 
Again, there are certain outstanding features of i&Jlguage w h i o h we 
recognise as suggesting the work of the Apostle. This has _already been dealt (1) . 
with in some detail and here it may suffice to recall periodic irregularities 
in grammar and expression just of the type whio h betrays the efforts o · t a 
writer who seeks to convey his torrential thought and emotion through t he 
m.ediUII of·a language of which he is not tully in co~. The Gre·ek may be 
faulty at times but it is singularly powerful and ~ooeastul. in attaining its 
purposes~ and above all, it has a marked individual style whioh elevates i t 
(1) Cp.Chapter III, nThe Literary Style of· S.Faul~, pp.2&-37. 
0 .•. ,' 
to the rank ot a means ot oritioal appraisal. 
Finally, we oome to the third strand ot our threefold oord. The vooabulaey 
ot the Pastorals invites comparison with that ot the other ten Epistles both 
as to ita range and quality. The aams is· also true ot many details ot eyntax 
such as the use of particles and ot the definite artiole and the methods o f 
connecting sentences as well as other grammatical usages. 
But is it a·sound procedure to apply such testa in an effort to decide 
th&· possible unity of authorship of two documents by giving attention to their 
language? Can the counting o~words and the statistical ex pres a~ on 
. {/· 
of vocabulaey and syntax give us any clues as to authorship? The answer probably 
(1) . . 
is that this treatment of langtiage is sound when it is used in conjunction with 
other methods of oritioal appraisal, but that it is scarcely valid if ~sed i n 
isoU.tion. Its main value lies in its objective nature, enabling it to add or 
to deny support to judgements mora l:labie to be affeoted by s u b j e o t i v e 
considerations. 
/ 
Yay we not plead that there is an "anatoii\V" of language? No doubt a't1le is 
the a()l.l:l?ot U,terature, but in this material world that soul lllllSt be expressed 
·through a body. Nouns and verbs, adjectives and adverbs, compose that b o d y 
which is i~eed "fitly joined together and oompaoted b;y that which eveey joint 
supplieth. '' 
(1) Soma justification for this contention can be found in "The statist~oal 
Study of Literary VQoabulary", ·by G.Uclny Ytile, (1944), but the highly 
mthelll&tioal character of this book is a grave difficulty to the ordinaey 
reader, but it at least shows the need for extreme oaution in using this 
approach to the study of literature. Pitfalls are numerous. 
It my be objeoted that if we use this method of literary analysis we find 
ourselves· dealing not with the body of language but with a oadaver. In answer 
to that we uay surely plead the analogy of medioal soienc~ in which t h e 
dissection of the cadaver is an essential preliminary to the understa.Jlding of 
the living subject. So long as the anatoii\V of language is studied in t h i s 
spi-rit it surely has a valid if also a subordinate part to play in fashioning 
an adequate lnetrwnent of oritloal appraisal. 
We thus find ourselves possessed of three sets of critical principles o n 
whioh to base a study of the language of the various Pauline Epistles generally, 
and then in part~oular tc) .. ~~'J;,la ~s to mke ~ oo~~~parison between t h e language 
"- '·. . ,.,_._ . 
of the. J:astorals and.t)lat of the ~ocepted Epistles respecti-vely with a view to 
determi~g the probable authenticity of the _former group. 
Parfeot certainty oaunot be reaohed by .literary oritioism bUt results 
attained by the use of -.several different methods of approach beoome impressive 
. . ' . ' 
as they appear to. converge _OJ! a partioul~r is_et of conolusiona. Tlley m a y 
produoe suob a high degree of probability that it only. just falls short o~ a 
oonviction of oertainty. It seems reasonable to mintain that convictions of 
this strong character ma.y be gained from a study of the general oritlcism of 
the ·uew Testament oolllbined with attention to the· prlnoiples of speoiflc Pauline 
oritioism and in ~ombinat!on with the study of the anato~~w. of the language of 
s • .Paul. 
The applioation of all thr.ee sets of principles gives a n affirmtive 
answer to questions raised about the authenticity of the First Epistle to the 
-· ... · ... · 
Thessalonians. the four Major Epistles. and three of the letters o t t h e 
Imprisonment. But there ,is no suoh unanimity about the Seco~ Epistle to the . 
Thessalonians and the Epistle t~ the Ephesians. a:t.uline ori tloism questions 
the level and t,Y,pe of' thought found in II.Thessalonians and some d o u b t 
is suggested as to whether the personality of the writer ot the Epistle t o 
the Ephesians and his literary style suggest that s.~ul is its author. But 
in the en~ the authenticity of both these. Epistles. brought into question by 
. . 
Pauline critioism. is saved by the support of our two other sate of critical 
principles. 
The authenticity ot eight of the Pauline Epistles has been established by 
the concurrence of three separate sets or oritioal principles~ the threefold 
oord ba~ justified itself. But what of a possible similar complete condemnation 
of the Pastoral Epistles for these documents are attacked on.the linea of a 1 1 
our three seta of' critical principles? 
Before the effects of' those attaoks .oan be properly asse~sed we m u s t 
oonsider in greater detail the oase of the two other letters w h i o h are 
assailed on grounds of Pauline oritioism. the Seoond Epistle t o t h e 
Thessalonians and the Epistle to the Ephesians. 
t. ' ~ ' 
~pter VI 
' Two .C.~~a!. .!eE._cl_!.o!s .. ~ :'~p.e,p.t_&;l2,.au.~<!}~eJ.~,!)~· 
(1) 
It may safely be asserted that the Major Group of Fauline Epistles 
oomprising a lette.r to the Galati~s• two to .the Corinthians, and another 
addressed to the Romans, forms the groat bastion of the whole modern oritioal 
position relating to· the writings of S.Faul. 
These Epistles owe their unique position both to a oertain inner integrit,y 
and to' tmir undesigned oorrespolidenoas to known contemporary oiroumstanoes. 
:Moreover, this position has been 'maintained, and even strengthened, by t h e 
l 
~ oritioal assaults wbioh have been made upon it. Those letters have been 
tried aitd tested from ~ angles, but always in the end it has been ·found 
that the doubts and not the reputation of the documents have perished in the 
oourse of examination. And ncnr ~ the op1n1on of the great majority o t 
oompetant oritios they ~ reasonably beotreated as authentlo Epistles o f 
S.Rl.ul. 'fhis statement is unaffeoted by any neoessity " to inquire whether 
every part of the Epistle to the Romans, as we possess it, was written b y. 
s.Paul, or hOll ma~ Epistles have been oombined in our sO-oalled ·II Corin-
thians, or whether :the editor has added some lines of his own. 1' h e 
possibi~ity of editorship inoluding both arrangement and some additions does 
not materially affeot the sigDifioanoe of the substantial a n d striking 
(1) This title is used in preference to the term Hauptbriefe or "Capital" 
Epistles,. used by Baur •. 
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consistency anct oomplementarineas of the teatimoey of several letters to the 
(1) . 
oharaoter and oareer .ot their author~''-
-. .. 
But tho principal oritioa ot·the Major Epistles oall tor some mention. 
Their work ls hardly ever merely captious and good servioe to the oause of 
truth is often rendered by oritios whose objections do not fiually meet with 
general aooeptanoe. 
·England olaims ore_dit tor produo.;lng an outstanding radical orltio in the 
last years of the eighteenth century. Edward Evanson, writing in the year 1792, 
rejected three of the Gospels BDd then added: "I. think it rrq duty to a d d 
briefly D\Y reasons tor eipunging al~o _out. ot the volume of' authenticated 
\ j • 
Scripture ot. the New Covenant the Epistle~ to the Romans, Ephesians, 
(2) 
Colossians, Hebrews, James, Peter, John, and Jude •11 Ot Romans he observes 
.. 
that the author "writes in the Dame of S.aLul" and ot Colossians he remarkS 
that it was "manifestly fabricated by the same opifioer who oompose4 that to 
(3) 
the Ephesians • " 
Evanson justly enjoys a repute as a pioneer oritio but, naturally, he is 
a man · ot his age. Bis verdiots are larg~l;y based up~n. alleged historioal 
disorepanoies in the books of the New Testament and it must be awned that 
the;y often shaw penetrating insight. But the application of further dareloped 
principles of oritioism has not cantirmed Evanson's verdiot on Romans. 
(1) E.de W.Burton, "Galatlans",(I.c.c.),(l92l),p.LXVII. 
(2) E.Eri.nson, "Dissonance of' the tour generally received Evangelists", 
(1792), pp 257;..268. 
(3) E.Evanson, op.olt., pp 267 and 263. 
(l) 
Baur imd many ot his disoiplea generally known as t~e TUbingen Sohool 
of oritios peroeived in these Epistles many signs of those tendenoies wbioh 
they believed to have been obaraoteristlo of the history of the early Churoh 
and they therefore gladly aooepted them as genuine worlas of s.Paul. It was one 
of those oooasions when polemical advantage ooinoided with ori tioal truth. And 
the support so gained for these doouments appeared to be all the more weighty 
(2) 
from its oontrast with the general negative tendenoy ot these soholars. 
But presently there arose another sohool of oritioa who claimed t o 
(3) 
" oontinue the work aseooiated with the University of 'l\ibingen. But in g o i n g 
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beyond the position of Baur ~ey ultimately oontradioted it. at least in part. 
The Dutoh ~oholar w.c.van MaDen may stand as r~presenting this sohool o t 
thought Whioh ultimately reAched a kind ot literary agnosticism. In his opinion 
none of the Pauline Epistles oould rightly be attributed to the Apostle:neither 
fourteen, nor thirteen, nor nine or ten, nor seven or eight, nor yet· even the 
Co • (5) 
four so long 11uni -v:eraa:ily" regarded as unaa~ai~able. it We are invited to regard 
(1} 
(2} 
(3} 
(4) 
(6) 
His 11 :Rw.lus" appeared in 1845. . 
G.Salmon mentions the faot that Baur regarded those four·Epiatles and the 
Apooalyp~e as the sole genuine literary remains of the Apoatolio age. 
(Introduotion to the· N~ Testament", (1913}, p.20) 
Eno.Bib. p. 3622, artiole bY Vl.c.van Uanen, who wrote extensively in the· 
period 1886-1900. The late Dr R~J .Knowling, sometime Pro'feasor o f 
Diviility in the University ot Durham, devoted many years to refuting the 
attaoks of Van Mane~. even learning the Dutoh language speoially for this 
purpose. Mlloh ot his work on the subjeot is incorporated in his books, 
"Witness of the EPistles", (1892}, and "Testill10ny of S.Paul to Christ" ,(1906) 
For. ·the names of other member~ of this sobool of thought op.Sanday a n d 
BQ""dlam, "Rowms", (I.c.·c.), (1911), pp. LXXXVI-LXXXVII. 
Eno.·Bib. Artiole "Paultt, P• 3625. 
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these Epistles as having been f'~m the first books; "treatises tor instruction 
and espeoially for edification, written 1n the form of' letters 1n a tone of' 
author! ty as from t~ pen pt Paul and other men of' note who. belonged to his 
(1) 
entourage .·n . 
But after reading the objeotions of' Van MaBen and some of' his disciples 
to every single Pauline Epistle we begin to wonder whether they do n o t 
deserve th~ witty warn~g of' Dr SalmQn against exoessive oritioal s u s -
. . 
pioiousness. "There are. rogues in. this world, and ;you do well to guard against 
.. 
them; but it you allow your mind to be poisoned by suspicion, and take every 
man tor a rogue, wlJ¥, the rogu~s will conspire against you, and look JtOU up 
. ~) . 
in a lunatic asylum." 
It is no doubt true that we owe a debt to Van Manen and his disciples, 
both tor their ainoeri ty and tor the compulsion whioh they laid upon more 
restrained sohQlars to examine atresh the bases of' their belief's.·tt is not 
the first tlme that excessive agnosticism has caused some reaction to t h e 
advantage at truth. 
The failure of ~he more radical attaok~, including those made on t h e 
(3) 
Major Epistles, is attested by the attitude of' suoh authorities as B.W.Bacon, 
(4) (5) 
J.Mottatt, and Klrsopp Lake. These are not men who ,shrink f'rom f'ollllowing 
(1) Eno. Bib. Article "Paul", P• 3626. 
(2·) G. Salmon, "Introduction to the New Testament", (19~') , p.367. 
(3): B.\V.Bacon, "Introduction to the New Testament", (1902) ,pp 66-'71 and 80. 
(4) J.Mqf'fatt, "Introduot.lon to Li~rature ot New Testament", (1918) ,pp 83-148. 
(6) .~~Lake, "Earlier Epistles of' s.Paul", (1930), pp 102•308. 
' .. \: 
trustwort:tw" evidenoe to its logfo:Q.l oonolusioll and their belief' that s. PaUl 
wrote these let·tera and their adherence to Baur' s opinion about the Jlajor 
Epistles oarries great wei~t. The f'aot that oritioal opini,on has n o w 
remained substantially unaltered over the hundred years siDOe Baur wrote in 
1845 is also in itself' a handsome tribute to the strength of' the oase f'or the 
geuuineness of' these letters. 
Th& external evide.noe to~ all the Major Epistles is both e a r 1 1 and 
(1) 
satistaotor;y and· it accords well with the internal evidence supporting . t h e 
. (2) 
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belief that S.Faul is their author. Thdre are ~ small undesigned c o i n -
cidenoes to be fowld throughout th' entire :Fauline corpus and a 1 i k e 
impression is gained when the searoh is extended also to the .1\ots o t t h e 
Apostles. These provide a convincing reinforcement to arguments based on other 
considerations. In spite. of their varied contents. th&se letters seoure on 
the score of their OPIJ1 quality, :recognition as being _harmonious in cbaraoter 
and language, at onoe the product of a strong and origiJUll mind and a 1 s o 
entirely worthr of an Apostle. 
A oharaotorization of the Epistle to the Galatians ~ght be applied with 
but slight aite:ration to the obber three members of this. group. 
"The letter itself discloses, large~ incidentally and without apparent 
effort or intention, a situation so oomplex. so vital, so selt-oonsistent, 
so psyohologioally oredible as to make it wry improbable that it is a work 
(1) Cp.J.Jloftatt, "Introduction to Literature of New Testament", (19i8), pp.lO?, 
114-116, and, 148. 
(2) Robertson and Plttmmsr,~I Corinthians",(I.c.c.),(l914), p.XVIII, a·n d 
A. Plummer, 11II Corinthianst•, (I.C.C.), (1915) ,pp. XII-.XIII. 
of art cunningly framed to crea~ the impression that a situation w h i c h 
exiatad·only in the writer's mind was an actual one. This fact is itself a 
strong reason tor believing that the letter is a natural product ·ot t h e 
. ·(lJ 
situation whioh it refleots." 
And thiS same writer has said that: "Galatians has always been inoludad 
59. 
in the normative group by those who have found in the New Testament collection 
. (2) 
any books that were what they professed to be." 
When oritioism has had ita say ~d the problem bas all been weighed u p 
afresh, the verdict of the great majority of competent authorities today i s 
in favour of the belief that the four Major Epistles are genuine works o t 
s.~ul. This view has been aptly expressed by Professor Sobmiedel, himself a 
radical oritio, who dismisses the position ta~n up by Van Mallen and others 
in these terms: "In a word, until batter reasons are produced, one ·Dmst really 
-. . ' (3) 
trust oneself to the oonviotlon that one has before one writings ot ~ul." 
In the taoe ot that declaration ~ are sure11 justified in asserting that 
modern oritios generally pronounce clearly in favour of the contention that 
S.Faul wrote the four Major Epistles. These letters appear to form a solid 
quadrilat~ral, eaob of them strong in itself and eaoh adding strength to the 
oaae for its fellows. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
E.de W•Burton, "Galatians", (I~c.c.),(l921) p.LXV-LXVI. Cp.J.B.Lighttoot, 
"S.~ul1 s Epistle to the Galatians", (1910), pp.57-58. 
E·.de w.Burton, op.;oit •• p.LXVI. 
Quoted by Robertson and Plummer in "I.Corinthians", (I.c.c.),(l914),p • .XVII. 
. •. 
" 
To turn to the Epistle to the Hebrews atter reading the :RI.uline Epistles 
1s to become conscibus not only of a change of environment but of "climate" 
as well. From the first our impression is almost entirely one of contr~s~ and 
it becomaa important to define the nature .of the differenoes between Hebrews 
' ' 
and the letters of S.Faul. 
But this sense o~ contrast has not always. prevailed and the t i t 1 e. 
reta~d in the English Bible. o' "the Epistle ot Faul the Apostle to t h e 
Hebrews" bears witne~s to a belief. long current in some parts ot the eal"ly . 
Christian Churoh. 
(1) 
This letter was obviously kn~ to Clement ot Rome and it has b e e n 
s1,1ggested that both Clement• s letter to the Corinthians and this Epistle 
' (2) 
betrays signs ot the dependenc·e on the liturgical use of the Church ot Roms. 
It is. therefore. the more interesting that it was at Rome that the :RI.uline 
authorship of Hebrews was most consistently denied and for ths longest period. 
By the third century the Church of Alexandria held this Epistle to be at 
. (3) 
least indirectly the work of S.:RI.ul. Into the oontliot ot opinion on this 
subjeot contusion was introduced ·by the learned Origen who. though ot oourse 
conscious ot the dist1notive style of Hebrews. onoe goes. so tar as to speak 
~) . 
ot 11fourtsen Epistles of S.Faul!' This. however. may oonvey no more t h a n 
·Origen•s suggestion that the thoughts might originally have coma from S.Faul. 
' . ' . 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
B.F.Wastoott~ 11Eptstle to the Hebrews".(l892).p.LXII. op. J.Moftatt. 
"Hebrews".(l924).p.XIII. 
A. Nairne •. "Hebrews". (191'7) •PP .xmv-xx:ux. . 
B.F~Westoott. op.cit •• p.LXIV. 
Hom.in Jos.VII. quoted by Westoott. op.oit •• p.LXIX. 
,·\. 
their aotual expression from a disoiple of his. T.be Atrioan Church contributed 
(1) 
the suggestion that S.Barnabas wal!l th; author of Hebrews. 
' i -None the less. the faot that Orig•n aooepted this lette~ as oarr,ving 
. ' 
' Rulline authority led to a gradual Un~rltioal aooeptanoe of A:Luline authorship 
,. 
and in the end the dial!lentient voioe of Rome was heard no more. lC was lett to 
t 
ErasDD18 to set out oritioal views onoe again ~ years later, but reaction 
soon set in with great f'oroe and even Protestant orthodo~ aooepted t h e 
.. · .. 
Pauline authorship of' Hebrews. Not tiil _the eighteen~ oentuey, with t h e 
revival of tree Biblical oritioism, was the question again reopened, and now 
"soaroely aJ\Y sound soholal" will be fow:~.d .'to a~·oept A:Lul as the direot. author 
of' the epistle, though suoh a modified· vieW as was suggested by Origen still 
~; . 
olaims adherents among the lover~ of' oampromise with tradition."(2) 
Naturally enough, speculation bas al~s sought to identity the auotor (3) ' ' . ' . 
ad Bebraeos. but it is unlikely that certainty will ever be reaohed about the 
. - (4) 
subject. We may !'erhaps be satisfied with the suggestion of Dr Moffatt that 
"he was probably a highlJ trained Hellenistic Jewish G-hristian, a h ,&lf<:r Kd. ">-.o~ 
of repute, with speculative gifts and literar,v culture; but to us he is a 
voioe and no more. He lett great prose to some little olan of' early Christians, 
but who he was, and who they were, it is not possible, with 8uoh materials as 
are at our disposal, to determlno. No oonjeoture rises above the level o t' 
(1) Tertuliian, "De FUdioitia" 20, quoted in Eno.Blb., p.l991. 
(2) Eno.Bib., p.l992. · 
(3) J.:U:oftatt, "Introduction to Literature of New Testament", (1918) ,pp 435-443. 
SUIJIDI8.rises JliaDr suggestions ae to the author. 
(4) J.MQffatt, op.oit., p.442. 
plausibilit,y. We caanot say that if the a~ctor ad Bebraeoe bad ne~r lived or 
·written, the course of early Cbriotianitywould have been materially altered. 
n~·waa not a perso:nality of Paul's commanding genius. Be did not make history 
or mark any epooh. Be did not e~n, like the _anonymous authors of Matthew's 
gospel and the fourth gospel, suooeed in stamping his writing on the mind of 
the_ early Churoh at large. But the later Clmroh was right in o 1 a. _i ~ i n g 
. . 
a oanonloal position for this unique specimen ot Ale~ian thought playing 
upon the primlti'Ve. Gospel, although the reasons upon which the olaim w a s 
(1) ' 
based were generally erroneous." 
It has been necesaar,y to retail so muoh of the controversies about t h e 
authorship ot Bebre'Ws beoause they are the key to wider ~riticlmn of it. The 
deoisio~ that this is an anonymous Epistle has been reached' in these days only 
~tter careful consideration of various suggested authors whose claims a r e 
D 
based upon the m ture of the letter i tselt. 
Sturdy·.tndependence is oh8racteristlc ot the author. Be is "neither a n 
imitator of Paul nor a mere borrower from Bellenistio "Wisdom"." And h i a 
thought can be 81UI!Dilrised as "a free combination of the results ot alullne 
theology with the current ideas of Alexandrian-Jewish philosop~. producing 
(2) 
a genuinely new type ot. Christian thought." 
.And the evidence of the 11 terary style of Hebrews reillf'oroes t h e 
evidence tor a non- Rl~llne line. ot thought. "Be has a sense of 11 terary 
(1) Az?. attenuated survival of _Orlgen' s suggestion may be seen in the opinion 
ot F.J.Badoook that a group ot friends wrote Hebrews, one of them being 
the suba,tantial a~t\lor. but .t.bat s.~l contributed the last three verses. 
· ("The Paull11-e Epistles and the Eplstl~ to the HebreWs". (1937) ~PP 199-200) 
(2) B.W.Baoon, "tntroduotion to the New ·Tes~~nt",(l902), p.1.2. 
, •• J ~ 
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nioety, whioh enters into his earnest religious argument without rendering· it 
a;rtifioial or over-elaborate. Be has an art ·or words, whioh is more than a n 
' . ' (1) .· . 
.63 
unconscious sense of reytbm.. Be las th8·'"~style of a trained speaker; it ia style 
at the oo~d of a devoUt genlus."Qt Bellenistio writers he is the tree.&t;:.from 
·the monotoey that is the ohief fault of Bellenistio oompa.red with literary 
Greek; his words do not follow eaoh other in a meohanioally neoeasary order, 
but are arranged so as . to emphasise their relatiVe. imi)ortanoe. and to make the 
sentenoea effective aa w$1i" as intelligible. One may say that he deale with 
·the biblical l~age (uDderstanding by this the Hellentstic dialect f~ded 
on the LXX, not merely his aotual quotations from it) ••••• as a preaoher 
. (2} 
whose first duty is to be faithful, ~t his second to be eloquent." " 
Bow different is tb8 verdiot which is passed upon the literary style of 
S.Faul: "There is a rush of words, rising repeatedly to passages of splendid 
I 
eloquence; but the eloquence is spontaneous, the outoome. of strongly m o v e d 
feeling; there is about it nothing ot laboured oratory. The language is rapid, 
terse, incisive; the ar~nt is oonduoted by a quick· out and thrust o f 
. (3) 
dialeotio; it remblds us of a fencer with bis· eye always on his antagonist." 
Or again: "Equipped with a language hardly adequate to the rich variety 
and. subtlety of bis thought or to the intensity of his feeling, he is ever 
struggling to express more than he actually says; the logical sequence i s 
broken by the i~trusion of new ideas, feeling supersedes grammar and forbids 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
J .Moffatt, "Hebre:ws", (I.c.c.), (1924), pp.LVI-LIX treats of' the deliberate 
rhfthm:l.oal cadences of the auctor ad Hebraeos. 
J.MO£tatt• op.cit., p~LXIV- the enclosed quotation oomes from w.B.Simcox, 
"The Write~s of .the New Testament'' ,(1890) ,p.43. 
Sanday and .Headlam, "aomans", (I. c.c. ·)., (1911) ,p.LV. 
.... · 
- ' 
(1) 
the completion ot a clause." 
There c auld hardly be a greater oontrast than that between the literary 
styles of the tour Jlajor Epistles and of the anonymous Epistle to the Hebrews. 
And the contrast is expressive of entirely different, if ultimately comple-
mentary, lines of thought: "tor the one the supreme oontrast is. be~~n flesh 
and spirit, for the other between the image and the reality, the imperfect 
and the perfect: for the one Christ is the direot object of personal faith, 
(2) 
tor the other the fulfiller of t~e destiny of man." 
And the differences of style between this Epistle and the writings of 
s.raul cannot be adequately explained by changes of subject or ciroumstances. 
(3) 
"They characterise two men, and not only two m.Oods or two discussions." 
64. 
In short, the eVidence which so strongly supports the case for t h e 
Pauline authorship of the Major Epistles by that very taot comes to constitute 
a powerful oase against the belief that the apostle can also have written 
n po 'il c E~pck { 0 us • GOntrast can go no deeper t~ that and it seems. to b e 
ample ~ustiticatlon_for the assertion that modern criticism agrees i n 
accepting the Fauline authorship of the four Major Epistles and in deD1lng 
a similar authorsblp to the Epistle to the Hebrews. 
It remains only to consider the reaction of these documents to the canons 
of literary criticism proposed as being specially suitable to their nature. 
(1) 
(2} 
(3) 
Robertson and P.lummer,qi.Corinthians",(I.c.c.),(l914}, 
(~ee · also p._36 ot this essay.} 
B.F.Vlestoott, "Epistle to the Hebrews", (1892) ,p.LIII. 
B.F.Westoott, op.cit., p.LXXVII. 
PP• XLVII-XLVIII, 
The contrast in. the personalities of the two authors, as revealed in 
their writings, is oomplete and the evidenoe tor this statement has b e e n 
already adduoed. Two _men are indicated, not varieties of mood and oiroumstance. 
The signs of the presence of S.Faul in the Major Epistles aooord w i t h the 
picture of him which we derive also from his other letters and trom the Aots 
ot the Apostles. Such evidence is entirely wanting from the Epistle to t h e 
Hebrews and indee4 is repeatedly contradicted by it. 
Again, while both sets ot writings are marked by a high level of natural 
grave dignity of thought there is a complete aontrast of atmosphere between 
the FBuline letters a!ld the Epistle to the Hebrews. It is the difference 
between a Christianity tak8J:!. iJJ,to the •rket plaoe and that same religion as 
viewed devoutly and philosophically by a student of letters in the calm o t 
his. stuey. 
0 
And lastly, languaee aDd style d1fter·in.t~~g~$st degree. Vocabulary 
and syntax here provide a contrast ais~ "found -in gener!_ll style. The language 
ct s.~ul s~s a limited command of Greek, made sUtfioient for its·purpose 
by the powerful personal! ty and the torreJjltial zeal ot the Apostle. I n 
contrast with this the author of Hebrews has a delicate precise sense o f 
style, of balance and reythm.,_ saved from artifioiality by his sincere devotion 
-
and deep piety. 
The clear verdicts of general criticism aooepting the tour Major Epistles-
as being authentio letters of S.Paul and rejti'oting the Pauline authorship of 
Hebrews thus find confirmation from the emmination of the same documents by 
the literary tests peculiarly applicable to them. And from this ooinoidenoe 
of results we ~Y. aurely derive new oonfiden~e in the literary criteria which 
are presently to be applied to the_ problem of the Fastoral Epistles. 
. I 
' . 
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Chapter VII 
TWo ·~en Questions: Verdiots ot 
"AoquJ!€1l' .. an"dJ,"J!::'Jtoi:.Pf~oYff!!-.r • 
It it is ever deoided finally that the letters to-!lmotbf and T 1 t us 
oannot have .been written by s.~ul it may well be olaimed tor the Epis~es to 
the Thessalonians that they are the true heirs to the title of p A S t 0 ·r a 1 
Epistles ot s.paul. They are not indeed oonoe)'ned with the ministl")! ot t h e 
Church but they reveal &.:Rlul 1n a pastoral relationah1p:~~wtth the people o t 
. . . (1) . . 
.what was presumably a small C1hristian ooiDIJlUnit;y. '!'here are in them mau;y slgns 
ot that' mutual atteotion and trust whioh are the invariable aooompaniments ot 
the existenoe of happy relations between the Christian ministry and the laity. 
' ·, 
It is tr.ue that many passages in the Major Epistles also betray the Apostle's 
pastoral spirit, bUt o~ the whole they are ·-the letters of an· administrator, 
whereas these are the letters of a pastor, le>ving and beloved· 
Ncnr it happens that the Seoond Epistle to the Thessalonians is one whioh 
(2) 
still tails to oommand general aooeptanoe and the question ot its authenticity 
·gains in importance from the rioh human interest of the 'l'hessalonian letters. 
The problem ot.II Thessalonians admits ot fairly easy statement but 
hardly ot equally taoile solution. During his seoond llisttionary journey, about 
(3) 
the year 51, S.Paul had founded a ohttroh at Thessalonioa, a plaoe of strategic 
(1) J.E.Frame; "Thessalonians", (1912) ,p. 5. 
(2) M.jones, "New Testament in the TWentieth Century",(l914),~.264. 
(3) G.W.ll1gan·, "s.Faul's Epistle to the '1'hessalonians",(l908) ,p.XXXVI. 
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importance in the eyes of a missionary. ~e Acts of the Apostles suggest ·a 
sojourn there of only some three weeks but it is probable that S.Faul 1 s visit. 
(1) 
lasted longer than that. It was brought to an end by the turbulent opposition 
of certain hostile Jews; there had been riots and S.Faul had to·wtthdraw to 
(2) 
Beroea and then to Athens. Naturally, he afterwards felt anxiety a b o u t 
the constancy of recent converts under continued Jewish enmity and from Athens 
Timothy had been sent to rally and strengthen the Thessalonians. Fortunately 
he was able to sand to the Apostle a reassuring report of the affeo_tion and 
constancy of his people. 
The First Epistle to the Thessalonians then ca~e to them, a h a p p y 
expression of S.Faul1 s relief and pride. He seizes the opportunity of refuting 
some allegations made against him by enemies and then goes on to warn h i s 
readers tactfully against certain moral dangers, including indolence. Their 
expectation of the speedy return or their Lord must not. result in any pious 
idleness. Some of the Thessalonians were worried beoause friends and relations 
(3) 
had died before the second ooming of the Lord. They supposed that none would 
hav& died before then and wondered_whether death would deprive them or their 
full reward. Bearing in mind this anxiety as well as the tendency of some of 
(4) 
the living to be idle, allowing the community to support them, S.:Rlul 1 a y s 
great emphasis on the suddenness or the second coming of the day of the Lord, 
(1) J.Motfatt,"Introduotion to Literature of New Testament",(l918),p.66. 
(2) Aots XVII/15. 
(3) I.Thessalonians,IV/13. 
(4) E.J.Biclmell, "First and Second Ep'-stles to the Thessalonians 11 ,(1932),p.XXI. 
( 1) 
"as a thief in the night''• Let toil and vigilance mark them as Christians; 
let' not idlene.s s and doth spoil their witness. But the whole first Epistle 
is a happy one, characterised by mingled friendliness and that extra j o y 
which comes with the removal of anxieties previously felt. 
It is, therefore, with some degree of shook that we first read the Second 
(2) 
Epistle to the 2)hessalonians written soon after the earlier letter. The Hght 
of' easy friendliness has somehow died out; there i-s in it a certain stS.ffnesa, 
a faint frigidity, in sharp contrast with the easy informality of the other 
letter. The administrator begins to eclipse the pastor. 
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Moreover, there seems to be at least a superficial doctrinal contradiction 
between the two letters. In the earlier document emphasis is laid u p o n 
(3). 
the suddenness of the no~. eo ucr-(cl, and at least by inference it is represented 
as imminent. This is at onoe a reason for hope and for watchfulness a n d 
vigilance. The emphasis is her~ upon the sudden and unexpected coming of the 
Lord, but the faithful being ever on the alert will not be caught unprepared. 
I 
In contrast with this, the second letter declares that bef'ore the 11olpoucno~. 
>I 
there will be a falling away and the coming of the ol..\lop.os with all power and 
signs and lying wonders, and with all deceit of unrighteousness for them that 
{4) 
are perishing. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
I.Thessalonians,V/2. 
E.J.Biclmell gives Harnack's opJ.m.on as "at the same time, or only a few 
days later." (!'First and Second Epistles to the Thessalonians", (1932 )p.XXXI.) 
I. Thessalonians, V/2-'J·; , 
II Thessalonians, II/3-10. 
.. ·· : 
(1) 
But apocalyptic teaching is always fluid. "signs and suddenness are not 
incompatibles" in it and a tendenoy to foreshorten time is evar one of i t a 
(2) . 
principal features. It seems that certain readers of the earlier Epistle had 
I forgotten that while the lTci-pou<Tid. was doubtless near· it might well be preceded 
(3) 
by signs significant to the f'aithtul if' unregarded by the wicked. In t h e s e 
people a state of' morbid fanatical exolteme~t had been produced. They w e r e 
neglecting civic duty a:cd daily work, and their concentration on the thought 
of an imminent second coming was not showing good reeul ts in the spirl tual 
sphere. A sharp' corrective was called tor and S.Faul's Second Epistle 1 s 
designed to administer ~ t. There is a shirting of' emphaeis but not a o o n -
tradlction in teaching. 
"In'both Epistles. but especially in the second, we oan see the torch of' 
apocalyptic enthusiasm, streaming out w1 th smoke as well as with red flame, 
which Paul and JIJaJlY Jewish ChristiallS in the early Churoh employed in order 
to light up their path through the dark provid~noee of' the age. Alul i s 
' I prophesying - none the less vividly and effectively that he does. a o eK l-Lfeous 
The ohief' element of' novelty which he introduces in II Thessalonians from 
Jewish tradition (cp.Dn.XI/36) into the primitive Cbriatian eschatology, ie 
the conception of' a supernatural antagonist, a f'inal paeudo~messiah o r 
antiohrist, who shall embody all that is prof'an~J and blasphemous, and w h o 
(l) J .• E.Frame, "Thessalonians", (I.c.c.), (1912) ,p.44. · 
(2) Cp.S.tfark XIII/~37 ,. with its poasible double application to the f'all of' 
Jerusalem and the final end of' the age. 
(3) E.J.Bioknell,''Firat and Beoond Epistles to the Theacsalonians",(1932),p.XXVII. 
(1) (2) 
shall be welcomed, instead ot repudiated, by Jews as well as pagans." 
But even· it the· eschatologles of the two Epistles can be regarded a s 
complement~ry there is a considerable difference of tone to be observed i n 
them. And in this oonneotion Harnack otters the ingenious suggestion t h a t 
. (3) . 
there were two churches at Thessalonica, ·a main body of Gentile oJrigln t o · 
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whioh the first letter was addreesed and a smaller body of Jews to whom t h e 
second was sent. This theory has the added advantage of also aooounting f o r 
some mingled elements in the esohatologies of the two documents. Other testimony 
to the reality of the difficulty may be seen in the suggestion sometimes made 
that ~he order of the Thessalo~an Epis~les in the New ~stament ~hould b e 
(1) J.Moffatt, "Introduction to Literature of New Testament", (1918) ,p.78. 
After some hesitation R.H.Charlee ("Esohatology",(l913),p.438) uses both 
Thessalonian Epistles as evidenoe for what he terms the first stage 1 n 
S.Paul's esohatologioal views. But he insists that "some time" elapsed 
between the oompoeitlon of tho Epistles. The present tendency however, 
seems to place ~he tWo basalonian.letters olose together in time. 
Indeec;l, Harnack suggests that both letters were witten on the same day, 
or that at the met only a few dayeelapsed between their despatoh. 
(E.J.Bicknel1, 11Flrst ~d Seoond.Epistles to the Thessaloniane",(l932), 
p.:XXXI) .An interval of t4.ve to seven weeks is favoured by J~E.Frame,· 
after a consideration of the contentsof tbe two letters.("Thessalonians", 
(1912),p.19) 
(2) The s~ggestion that the "Nero Redivivus11 ~h lies behind II Thessalonians 
II/1-12, is not favoured by suoh authorities as Gunkel, Bousset, a n d 
Charles. Sohmiedel's suggestion that these verses embody a Beliar-Neronic 
rnwth is expressly repudiated as unwarranted by the evidenoe.(R.R.Cbarles' 
"Ascension of Isaiah", (1900) ,p.LXII) (cp.J.E.Frame, "Thessalonians", (I.c.c.) 
(1912) ,pp.4o-42) . 
(3) E.J.Bioknell, "First and second Epistles to the Thessalonians",(1932), 
pp.XXXl-XXXII. Cf •. J.Uoffatt, ''Introduction to Literature of N e w 
Testament".(l918 ,p.621. · 
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(1) 
rever~ed. II !hessalonians being aotually the earlier in date. But though this 
idea still flnds somQ modern supporters it may safely be said that they a r e 
(2} 
very few. 
But when every difficulty has been recognised II 'l'hessalonians seems t o 
oling to the first Epistle Slld, similarly. I Thessalonians seems t o b e 
indissolubly connected with the four Major Epistles. It ~s even been said of 
F.C.Baur and the ~bingen soholars generally that the,y were right i n 
recognising the four l'Ajor Epistles of S.Paul as authentic but wrong in not 
carrying their admissions further. "Their error was not in including these 
four in this group. nor chiefly in beg!nning with these, but that in having 
begun with thee~, they excluded suoh other letters as I Thessalonians, 
. (3) . 
Philippians and Pbil~mon on tnauttioient grounds." 
The same principles or oontlnu~ty ot literary structure which o o m p e 1 
·. 0 
orit!os.:to refer to the Bexateuch rather than to the Pentateuch in the 0 1 d 
. . '(4) 
Testame:t?-t tend to bind the Thesealoman ·letters together and to the rest o t 
S.Paul's Epistles. Today there are not many serious scholars who deny t h e · 
(5) . . . 
genu!nenes~ ot I Thessalonians and a majorit,y also aooept II Thessalonians. 
The latter has been tried. and on the whole not found wanting, so it h a s 
(1) 
~~l 
(4) 
(5) 
J.MOttatt quotes support for this suggestion from Baur and van dar Vies, 
on the supposition that both ot the Epistles are sub-Pauline. 
("Int~oduotion to Literature of New Testament'', (1918) ,p.75) · 
One ot the f~ is F.J.Badoook, ("The Pauline Epistles etc",(l937),pp 4~62) 
E.de . .W.BurtoA, tt(lalat5.ans"; (I.e .c.), (1921) ,p.LXVII. 
S.B.Dro_iver, 11 Introdu6tion to Literature ot Old Testament0 , (1892) ,pp 4, and 
9 - 160. 
B.D.B.,Vol.IV,p.745,.artiole by w.Look, mentions Boltsmann as an ezoeption. 
' ·-' - )_--' l"1 
' '• 
been acquitted, mainly on the grounds of internal evidence already b e r ~ 
(1) 
indicated. 
The literary oonnerlon between I and II Thepsalo~ans is very c 1 o s a 
indeed, po close in fact that the alleged "dependence" of the language of the 
later Epiotle on its forerunner has been eeri~sly urge~ as evidence against 
its genuineness. "Uuah more seri·ous • •... is the objection drawn from i t s 
close resemblance to I Thessalonians, amounting at times to an almost-~lavish 
(2) 
dependence.~' And the same critic indio a tee that a charge 'of such uhdesirable 
dependence can only be avoided on the supposition that S.Paul had retained 
and consulted a copy of I Thessalonians shortly before he added another letter 
to it. 
As t~s particular charge has now been abandoned by most critics t h e 
evidence supplied in its favour may serve to support the very case which it 
was designed to disprove. A curious case of iroJl¥ in the ori tical world. 
. . 
But even if each difficulty about the authenticity. of II Thessalonians 
can be met, if esohatologies can be reco~iled, the unity of the Thessalonian 
Church be taken as established e.IId the resemblances in style be quoted . 1 n 
u 
defence- of this letter instead of in its disfavour, we need to find s o m e 
unifying prinoiple to olear away difficulties and to offer rational support ,, 
to the case in favour of II Thessalonians. This may perhaps be seen 1 n a 
(1) External evide~ce is reasonably good, the second Epistle here b e i n g 
slightly the stronger. Both letters are included in Marc ion 1 s canon, 
(o .140 A.D.) . . 
(2) Article by A.C.J~Giffert 1n Enc.Bib.,Vol.IV,p.5044. 
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relatively simple explanation of the contrasts between the two Epistles. Let 
it be supposed that the idlers and unruly in "the city were not only causing 
. (1) . . 
spiritual harm but were obstinate in their faults •. They misunderstood o r 
despised the eXhortations of I Thessalonians and S.Paul bad to recognise that 
he bad tailed to seoure the etteots which he had hoped to produce by t h a t · 
letter. Be has to write a second time and naturally the tone of this letter 
answers to the change of oiroumstange. It is no longer the beloved p a a t o r 
writing easily and without restraint to those who, he knows, will ~ive ready 
heed to his words. It io now a soiDB'flhat alarmed Apostle who writes a second 
time. Selt-oonsoiousness has crept into his style, words must be chosen, not 
to express oontident friendly admonition but to rule out the possibiU. ty of 
their being miSUJldereto.od or perverted by people who have already pro'Ved 
intractable. The balanoe of doctrine must be· secured by warnings of ~signs" 
which the wicked will be in danger of overlooking altogether. Inoreased 
' 
anxiety and a sense of th~·tailure of his e~rlier Epistle may perhaps ~9ount 
suttlciently tor the change of tone to be felt in the seoond E p i a t 1 e 
. . 
in comparison w1 th its forerunner written only a terr weeks earlier. 
These. and similar considerations probably explain why the majority o t 
s·cholars seem inolined now to accept both the Thessalonian letters as coming 
(2) 
to us f'rom S.Paul, reterr.ilig to II Thessalonians as acquitted after due trial. 
(1) E.J.Biok:nell,"Fl.rst and Second Epistles to the Theasalonians",(l932),p.XX. 
(2) cp. J.E.Frame,uThossalonians 11 ,(I.c.c.),(l912),pp.37 and 42. It ·is tobuestlng 
also to note that so radical a work as the ~o.Bib.(p.6041) owns t~t "it 
one aooepts aey' of Faul' s epistles there ie ·;n~. good reason tor deeyin~ the 
autheJ;J.tici ty ·of I. The.se. "· In the oase of n· J~b:ess. the same writer -.ads 
this ooimnent: "The present writer is ~~lizled to thlnk that t}J.e e~de~oe 
points rather 1Jl· .th" .cl~reotion ot the ~uUne authorship ot the Epie~le, 
. -- ~. .. ,• ... : 
but it must be reo(;gtise~ tMt its ge:nu:inen~es il, beset with s e r i. o u s 
dittiou.ltl~s. and that it iB at best very :4oubtful. 11 (Proteaeor A.c.~Ql.tteJt) 
. .:..' ;::· :~ -.. ,_.,. • ,,. I 
/ 
'T5 
The prob~em of the Epistle to the ~phesians presents mor~ difficulties. 
f.ha~e are not confined to any one aspeot, suoh as the esohatologioal question 
in II Thessalonians, but tbsy extend to the very nature of the whole letter. 
Moreover., there is no slmilar Epistle with whioh Ephesians may be compared for 
~ritioal purposes. 
{1)_ . 
In one of his letters s.Paul refers to the Jewish tradition that a t t e r 
. 
Moses bad been in tbs divine presence he had to veil his taos when he spoke to 
the children of Israel. From that D\}'Sterious oonverse his countenance b o r e 
away an unearthly glow upon wUoh men dared not look. And the Apostle goes on 
to say that his Jewish compatriots still wore a spiritual veil whioh prevented 
them from recognising that the Law found its fulfilment in Christ. 
The figure of a veil whioh prevents speedy recognition is no b a d 
represen~tion of the present state of the problem of the Epistle to t h e · 
Ephesians. It we read a vivid letter or s.Faul, auoh as Galatians, .and then 
turn to Ephesians, we get an impression that something vague and tenuous hae 
been interposed between the author, if he b~ S.Paul, and ourselves. Be seems 
to speak in slightly muffled accents as if through a veil. 
Bow ~hen is this difference of style to be summarised? The letter olaims 
to have bee~ ~itten by S.:RI.ul so it invites comparison with other :RI.uline 
Epistles. It immediately becomes olear that the style of Ephesians differs 
greatly from what we have been accustomed tO find in the earlier P a u 1 i n e 
{1) II Corlnthians.~II/12-16. 
{2) Cp.Chapter III, 11 The Literary Style of S·.:RI.ul",pp 26-37. 
• 
writings. "The old. crisp sentences have given· plaoe to long. involved para~ 
graphs. in whioh clause follows olause. and thought is drawn Qut of thought. 
. . (1) 
as if the writer did not know how to oome to an end." 
(2) 
Another commentator bas well said of ·Ephesians: "1re o&nnot speak here of 
vivaoity. ·hardly of energy.; if there is energy it is deep dOwn below t h e 
surface. In its pla~ we have a slow-moving onwards advanolng mass. 1 i k e 
a glaoier wor.king ita way inoh by inoh dOWD .a valley. The periods a r e o f 
unwieldy length; the writer seems to stagger under hie load. He has weighty 
truths to express. ani he struggles to express them - not without suooess. but 
.. (3) 
certainly with littl~ flexibility or ease of composition." 
It is only fair to say that the. sama writer also finds some resemblances 
(4) 
in style between Romans and Ephesians.· And another discovers almost poetical 
form and balance among some of the long and cumbrous sentences. Thio h n o 
doubt without parallel in the other writings of s.,Paul. but ·"it is very rash 
to make assumptions as to the possibilities of so mobile and powerful a n 
(6) 
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intellect as that of Sp;Pe.ul." Moreover • this Epistle has a number of character-
istioally Pauline expressions. including some whioh do not oocur in Colossians. 
. . (6) 
"and at every step genuinely Pauline turns of thought are recalled." And from a 
(1). G.Mllliga.n. "Ne¥1 'l'es~ment Doownentsn • (l913) .p.98. 
(2) Sa.nday and Beadlam."Roma.ns".(I.c.c.).(l9ll).p.LV. 
(3) S~day and Beadlam (op .• oit •• p.LV) consider that Romans and Ephesians stand 
a-t oppoQi ta,_:'.e:lttremes among the literary styles of the Pauline corpus. They 
add that the dtt'.ferenoe is even greater than that· between Romans and the 
~~torals. ·Fr-om Dr Headlam the writer has an assura.noe that his opinion on 
this point hacf'nat alteZ?sd as late as 1944. 
(4) Sanday· arid HeaQ.l~. op.oit •• p.LVI. · 
(6) Dio.of Apostolic Cburch.Vo~-I.p.348 ~ a~tiole by L.W.Grensted. 
(6) Article in Eno~Bib •• by A.Julicher. p.867. 
r • 
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(1) 
·modern Jewish soholar, no admirer of S.Faul, we learn ~t he sees no reason 
to rejeot Ephesians as unauthentic albeit in the .letters of S.Faul ha always 
allows for possible additions to the text of' verses and even of' seotions made 
by disoiples of the.Apostle. It is well, however, to bear in mind the principle 
"timeo Danaos et dona f'erentes'' when· Dr Klausner commends aey of' the Pauline 
Epistles. 
There is then little question tpat the. literary style of Ephesians raises 
many doubts about its authenticity. But one particular f'aot has often been held 
to throw muoh light upon this type of difficulty. It has been observed that 
from some manuscripts of' the highest reputation the words E~,E~t~~ a r e 
' (2) 
missing trom the first verse of the Epistle. ·This has suggested to m a n y 
scholars ·that Ephesians is really a circular letter, perhaps sent rotind to a 
number of churches in the Lyo~s Valley, and that in o~ntormlty with its na.ture 
a blank spaoe was lett where some manuscripts nov/ .have the words h,' E~i.O"'f 
. . 
It is suggested that the readers filled in the spaoe with th& names ot looal 
(3) 
ohurohes suoh aa Laodioea, Hierapolis, Ephesus, and others. 
The weighty support of Dean Armitage Robinson was given to the theory of 
a oiroular letter and h~ declares that most of the difficulties surrounding 
this Epistle disappear onoe it is regarded as an enoyclioal rather than as a 
(4) 
oongregatioJl&l Epistle. 
(1) J•Klausner~ .. n:rrom Jesus to Pa.ul",(l942),pp.242-244. 
(2) e.g.~ and B~~1:.~ Lightfoot points out that a reading in S.lllul' s. Epistles 
whioh .enjoys their support almost always represents the original text. 
(T. K.Abl:loti:; .. "Ephesians and Colo(Ssians", (n.d.) .,p.l.} . 
(3) But J.Jlof'f'att holds .~~t "t}lo notion of QQpies '!'1th blanks for tbe looal 
ad~oss is nQt. "true to anoien,t me-thods/of epistolograpey. ("Introduotion to 
Literature ot· New Testament"., (1918) ,p.392) . . 
(4) _J.Armitage Robinson,"St Pau-l's Epistle to the: Ephesians".(l909) ,pp_. 11-13'., 
and 292--295 .• 0p~Weatoott ·and Hort., 11 'l'he New. Testament. in Greek - Introduction." 
(1883) ,pp. 12;5-124·. · . . . . 
The ditf'ioul ties referred to are oonoerned mainl:Y with the pereonal~_ty 
of the writer; oan he really be identified w1 th S. Paul? After all, the Apostle 
(1) 
had spent three whole years at Ephesus - and even on the theory of a oiroular 
. . (2) . . 
letter Ephesus was one of the Churches addressed. With his geni~s·ror gaining 
friends and his warm affectionate interest in his converts oould S.Paul, as 
.. 
we know him, have written in the oold, aloof •. _im~Jersonal style of Ephesians? 
~ould net his humanity have broken·irresistably through the b a r r i e r s 
interposed by the tact that he was addressing other ohurohes too? Would there 
n_ot haVe been an emotional anaoolu~n complementary to the syntaotioal 
anaoolutha found in many of his ietters? 
Uhile it is true that many authorities consider that the peculiar tone of 
Ephesians is sufficiently explained by its being a circular letter, others are 
less !JatiQf'led. An American. GCholar believes that the publioation of S.Luke' S 
work in two volumes lias follcmed by the ·forma~ion of a oolleotion of S.Paul' s 
letters, gathered from vari.ous ohurohes wb{oh ha~ received them. He suggests 
that the Aots of the Apostle a had· stimlllated interest in the person and work 
' (3) 
of its oentral figure and that some Asian Christian gathered nine Epistles 
together and then himself wrote Ephesians as· a preface to the oolleotion on 
its publication. This explains its general, encyolioal, nature "so unlike 
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Paul's praotioe or situations, but so appropriate to his first publisher, who 
(4) 
naturally wishes to introduce Paul as- a writer, to God's people everywhere." 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Aots X:X./3l,,wor~s .taken tro~ the farewell address to the el.ders of Ephesus, 
a pas·srige tull of _the 'deepest mutual af'feotion. (Cp.veraes 37 and 38) 
J-:¥9ttatt. denies this, so. far as internal evide:noe is oonoerned. 
("IJ;i":troduotion to l;.i:~erature· ot New 1'e.stament", (1918) ,p.391.) . 
E.J.Goodspe$d, "Chris.tianlty goes to Press", (1940) ,p.5;3. 
E.J.Goodppee_d,; op.oit., .p~54. Dr Goodspeed suggest~ .thtit the oolle.otor of 
the letters ··and ooptpoa~r · ot Epl'l,~sians was One'simus, Philemon' s fo~mer 
slave and Fos~il>ly.l.atsr on Bi{lhop ot ~phes\le• ·'(p.58) 
) .. 
This theory has gained admiration for its ingenuity but has hardly brought 
conviction of its truth. 
Another high authority who aooepts the authenticity of Golossians removes 
Ephesians from the list of the "oorrespondenoe of Paul" and puts it among a 
(1} 
number of' "Homilies and Pastorals''. Its tone presupposes that its Christian 
(2} 
recipients were personally unknown to the writer and "there is no internal 
evidence to prove that Ephesus was the ohuroh (or even one of the ohurohes} 
(3} 
addressed, and much to the contrary. '1 It is best understood as "a oatholioised 
version of' Colossians, written in Paul's name to Gentile Christendom (II/11, 
III/1}: the solitary reference to oonoreta conditions (VI/21-22} is adapted 
f'rom Colossians in order to lend vralssmblanoe to the writing, and the general 
traits of' the homily rank it among the catholic epistles or pastorals of' the 
(5} 
early Church.'' 
As against this it must be aoknm7ledged that while the indications of' the 
. . 
writer's personality are not easily reoonoiled with what we knON of' s.Paul, 
and while the literary style.betrays marked idiosyncrasies, the theory that 
. . 
this letter dif'f'~rs from S.Paul's other Epistles in being an encyclical helps 
. (6} 
II 
many oritios to aooept Ephesians. Harnaok, Julioher and.Deissmann all accept 
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(l) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5} 
(6} 
J.Mof'i'att, "Introduction to Literature of' l~ew Testament", (1918} ,p.lO. 
J.Mof'i'att, op.oit., oitea Ephesians I/15, III/2, and IV/21. 
J.Mof'f'att, op.oit., p.391. But Dr W.Look reminds us thAt we learn from 
Tertullian that Maroion and soma other heretics had the title " a d 
Laodioenos 11 , whioh implies the absanoe of' f.v '1::4to-Gl from some oopies: "but 
it is equally probable that the alternative title'is a real f'aot, and that 
the Epistle was originally sent to Laodioea."(Artiole ·in B.D.B.,Vol.I,p.718) 
On the olosa "structural" resemblances between Colossians and Ephesians see 
article by VT.Lock. "Epistle to the Ephesians" • in H. D. B., Vol.I,p.715. 
J.Moffatt, op.oit.; p.393. 
U.Jones. "New Testament ln .the Twentieth Century",(l914) .p.271. 
~~-~-~~-~--~-~---------~~----~~----~--~ 
(1) 
it and in England Dr H.D.A.Major who speaks for the Modernist school o f' 
thought unhesitatingly accepts it. Even Dr A.C.Bouquat of Cambridge confesses 
(2) 
80. 
to no::more than "considerable doubt.as to the Paulina authorship of Ephesians." 
But doubts about the authenticity of' Ephesians ariSe from two m o r e . 
general questions: Why does S.Paul, who generally contents himself w i t h 
(3) 
incidental allusions to the great destiny of the c·huroh, here devote to the 
subject a minor treatise of' an encyclical nature? It mus~ be remembered that 
to S.Paul there was no Pauline corpus of' letters which together expressed his 
system of' theology; his letters immediately served only pastoral a n d 
administrative ends. 
I 
And secondly, hm¥ is it that Ephesians presents such a sharp contrast, in 
style and thought, from Colossians composed a short time beforehand a n d 
. ~) 
Philippians wri-Cten only a li ttla after-nards? The sudden complete abandonment 
of a recently adopted style is even harder to aocount f'or than is its temporary 
adoption. 
For the present the mwstery of' the authorship remains unsettled. Grave 
doubts are f'elt about its possible Pauline authorship but Ephesians h a s 
doughty defenders. No one is qui·l;a satisfied about his own case and everyone 
is conscious of the oase opposed to his ovm. But the champions of Ephesians 
are neither so numerous nor so convinced and oonvinoing as those who battle 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
In a letter to the writer, April,l943. 
In a letter to the writer, April,l943. 
!.Corinthians ,IV/17, and XV/3-11, (unity of the Church) 
I.Corinthians,XII/27, (Churoh is the body of Christ) ~· 
Cp_.J .Moffatt, ''Introduction to Literature of New Testament" ,.(1918) ,p.388. 
tor the authentioit,y of II Thessalonians. The Epistle to the Ephesians is not 
v!ndloated as a genuine letter of S.Paul, but the oase against it is adjudged 
"non-proven'' • 
From this brief rev!~ ot some features ot the ten Pauline doouments we 
have found four generally aooepted Epistles and two disputed .letters. W e 
have observed the oritioal groun~s on whioh the tour are aooepted and the 
reasons tor varying degrees ot doubt about II Thessalonians and Ephesians. 
Moreover, when general oritioism is supplemented by prlnoiples derived 
trom the speoial mture ot. the Pauline writings similar results are attained. 
The representation of the personalit,y ot the 4postle, the loCt,y level of the 
teaohing given and the type of language all agree in vindicating t h e 
authentioity of the tour Major Epistles. A certain ambiguity in regard to 
the thought seen in II Thessalonians oorresponcls to a degree of heal tanoy 
on the p~~ ot g~eral oritioa. And lastly, in Ephesians somewhat greater 
doubt is felt whether the per~_onal~~ or the· writer suggests S.RLul a n d 
whether the 11 terary st;Yle oe.n be. reoonoiled :with his. Here again general 
oritioiam an~ters olosely to the ohallenges raised b,y prinoiples of appraisal 
based on the speoial nature of the Pauline .letters. The task now before us is 
' . 
to apply these same principles ~o the Pastoral Epistles, seeking to determine 
f'rolli tha language of the Pauline Epistles generally whether their number i s 
ten or thirteen. 
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PART III 
--
O:tuiptar VJ;II 
1'he Pri~J;P.~l Ar..~~~~~~Jutz~d;!d;• 
The oritioiem or the Fa.storal Epistles ia a_.subjaot ot wide rangs and 
ot long histor,y. For the purpose ot this essay it must thSrafore be treated 
on a sele~tive basis. The out~tanding oritiodi~~.aohiavemen'tis or the past may 
well serve as .explanations· or the present state of the problem. 
-· Modern ori tioal stu4y has extended over a period of some 150 years and in 
- - . 
that time a ueat mass ot material has been aooumulated. i'he wisest oourse 
nou seems to be ~hat·or indioating the work of five or six outstandin~ oritios 
ot the Fa.storal Epistles and than of oonsiderin~ the. main subjects round whiob 
oontrover~ still ra~~s. In this oonnexion it should be notioed t b a t the 
development of the problem of the Pastoral Epistles has been determined by 
the attaoks made upon their authantioity. One doubt attar another has been 
expressed and buttressed by good. arguments. But in most oa'ses def_enders 0 f 
the Fastorals have soon rallied their foroes. often producing good defensive 
arguments in turn. It bas been a ding dong battle with viotory oscUlating 
between two toroes by no means unevenly matohad. 
'l'he oo~troversy bas generally been conducted on taotioal rather than on 
strategical linea. It is easler to appreciate the separate battles than t o 
detect the outlines of an;y general oampaign in which they have played, 
consciously or unconsciously, a necessary part. It was only in the year 1921 
. (1) 
that the .publication of a book, small in compass but influential in effect., 
raised the problem of the Fas~oral Epistles to a strategical level. To that 
book a whOle chapter JIDlst be devoted because of its quality and inf'luence. 
That is not to say tbat the last word· hafll been said on this subject; the 
truth has not yet been demonstrated beyond ap further question, but certain 
positions have been .takeri an'd held ana·it se.ems unlikely that they will ever 
again be at the lll8roy of the hazards ·of war. We at least begin to see t h e 
general lines along which the difficult problem of the Pastoral Epiatiea is 
likely eventually to be solved. 
· The results so far attained have been arrived at only slowly and in part 
this is due to the nature of the work of Englisb oritics. The 'n a t i o n a 1 
instinct of fair play finds i'ts counterpart in a oharaoteristio attitude to 
oritioal problems of the New Testament. This finds its expression i n a 
determination. not-to be dazzled b.Y ~new pieoe of brilliant writing. 
Juetioe is· done to ·it, tribute paid to its usrits, but there is no tendency 
to minimise the strength of old positions which may be assailed in the n9W 
work. Patience and the lapse of time are usually deliberately invoked a s 
(1) P.N.Harrison, nProblem of the Fa.storal Epistles", (1921) 
.-_ -8:& . 
' 
neceas_ary agents to enable -the new cont!'ibution eventually to make its o w n 
precipitation of agreed truth. Such a scrupulous attitude in research c c n -
tributes greatly to oonfidenoe in the results fina,lly attained. Happily these 
general prinQiplea find illustration in German as well as in En!lieh scholar-
ship in the oase of the Fastoral Epistles. 
(1) 
Credit is rightly given to Edward Evanson as the pioneer English critic 
. . (2) 
of the New Testament. He of'ten expressed his views in vigorous d. i r a o t 
language but he deals gently with the Pastoral Epistles. Of the Epistle t o 
Titus h~ says that "the very 'introductory address excites in m:1 mind a strong 
(3)' -, 
suspicion, that it was not written by S.:Alul,. 11 But he hesitates about t h e 
letters to Timothy, f'lnally leaving -the decision to the judgement of others. 
The next development in modern scientific criticism oame fifteen years 
- (4) ' 
later when Sohleirmacher iv,sisted on the great importance of collecting, 
sifting-and analysing the lexical and grammatical facts underlying the 
problem of' the Fastoral Epistles._ Be started with a stu~ of' I Timot~ on 
these lines and finally rejected it as a compilation based on II Timotcy and 
·~t - ' 
Titus. The supremacy thus given to I Timoth;y as the most "awkward" of' t h e 
· (1) 1731-1805, Vicar of Longdon, Woros, prosecuted in the consistory court 
for U~:tarianism 1771, c~plain to the Solicitor-General 1776, opened a 
.sohool at WID ham 1778. · 
(2) ·A ·aa.nq;le of' Evanson's vigour of expreseion is to be seep in his "Dissonance 
· of th!', four geuerally received Evangelists", (1792), where he denounoes the 
author'· of the Fourth Gospel for 'representing, in S.John Ix/6, our I.or4~ s 
u~e of spittle in anointing the eyes of a blind man, "an unguent worthy 
only of' a mountebank." (p.246) . . 
(3) E.Evanaon, op.oit., p.267. 
(4) In the year 1807. 
(6) P.N.Ha.rrison, "Problem of the Fastoral Epistles 11 ,(1921), pp 18-19. 
-.,,., ' 
. (1) 
Fastorals ha8 often been affirmed by other oritioa. and by 1830 we·aee t·h e 
intluenoe of Schleiermaoher' a work in the question of another oritio who asks 
. . - (2) 
"quo sensu Faulinae?" in referenoe to the "Epistolae Faatorales." · 
FUrther development came with the pnblioation. in 1880. of B.J.Boltzmann•s 
book ."Die Fastoralbriefe". This has been described as an ''&pooh-making w o r k 
whioh "still _holds the field as a classical statement of the case against tb8 
Fauline authorship of these Epistles. and of the reasons for placing them in 
(3)' . 
the seoond century." It is from Boltzmann's armoury that very m£!.D.Y later 
., 
oritios have drawn their most effective weapons.· 
I . ' 
The ohief defeat ot this WOrk WaS the ·author'S failure properly to aooount 
for the faot that the language and the substance of some passages in II Timot~ 
and fitus are thoroughly PaUline in every respectt. Boltzmann disuiissed these 
passages and all the Paraonalia as fictions invented b,y an "auctor ad Timotheum 
e t Titwn" to giva oolour and verisimt'litude to his work. The suggested souroea 
of these passages were the Acts of the 4f:)tles. the ~enuine Pliuline . Epistles 
and some aorapa of aeoond-oentur.y traditio~. But this· defeat in his work does 
little to lessen the debt of later scholars to a great oritio for his out-
standing work. 
The next substantial contribution to the study of the Pastoral Epistles 
' . II · 
was made by Th.Nageli. in the year 1905. '!'his was in the form of a new study 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
-.· 
,M.Jonea. "New Test~nt in the Twentieth Century" • (1914) ,p.2'77. 
B.A.Sohott."Isagoge Biatorioo-critioa in Libros Novi Foederis Saoroa", 
( 1830) , Cha ~~er VI.. . 
P~N.:aarrie_on. "~oblem of the Pastoral Epistles". (1921·) .p.l9. 
p.N .Harrison. op.oi t·.. pp 1~20. 
., , . -
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(1) 
of the vocabulary of s.~ul. He examined the charaoter and the quality o f 
the Apostle's stock of words and dissected out elements derived from the 
classical age of Greek and from the U.terary sphere generally. Among o t h e r 
elements treated were words to be traoed to juristic sources and to I o n i o 
poetr,y. Attention was also drawn to ethical terms inherited 'from t h e 
.. (2) 
Septuagint. 
Nagali treated the four Major Epistles as the main souroa of information 
(Bauptquelle) about the nature of the Pauline vocabular:y and m e Bt a u r e d 
(3) 
resamblanoea and divergencies by that standard. 
(4) 
In the case of the Pastoral Epistles he catDB to apeak of their composer, 
who, he deolared, incorporated genuine Paulina fragments into his own w o r k. 
The rioher vocabulary of· tbssa letters is aooounted for by hia wider reading 
in secular literature, beyond tbf1t .enjoyed by S.Pa.ul. And Nageli also discovered 
in the Pastoral Epistles signs that the composer had recently read the Epistle 
(6) 
to the Philippians. 
Another advanoa was made in 1917-18 when F.Torm published son;~.e articles 
(6) 
"Uber die Sprache in den Pa.storal-Briefan." After commenting on a relatively 
infrequent appaaranoe of the definite artiola ln these letters and a neglect 
c1 
of certain particles usually much favoured by S.Pa.ul, Torm proceeds t o 
(1) Tb.Nageli, "Der Wqrtachatz des Apostels Paulua0 , (1906) 
(2) Th•.Nage·li, op.oite, pp.l2-68. 
(3) Th•Natal:l,. op.cit., PP• 76-77. 
(4) 0V~x-~ta.sser". . 
(5) fhiiNageli, op.olt., pe88. . 
(6) In tha"Zeitachrift tUr Neutestamentliohe Wissenschratt",(l917-191E!), 
pp.22S.:.243. 
indicate a valuable critical prinoiple. Even among the genuine letters of a 
particular author there are namarous undesigned but striking divergences and 
this tendency :la like~ to have fUll play in the case of a writer of genius 
like S.Paul. It is advisable therefore, to supplement the c_omparison of the 
language of particular Epistles by an exandnation of the l:lnguia.tic features (1) . 
of the four groups into wh:loh the letters of s.Paul are naturally divided. 
Ev1denoe based on the language of whole groups of Epistles might w e 1 1 
oheok the formation of over hasty judgements derived from the :lnspeotion o f 
(2) 
individual letters in relative isolation. Torm pronounces that the. transition 
f'rom the four llajor Epistles to those of the Impr_ieonment is no less abrupt 
than the transition from the language of the latter group to the· FB.storal 
(3) 
Epistles. His work moreover, is so oaref'ully and so judioially expressed that 
the English conservative soholar Dr w.Look is onoouraged to olaim him as an 
(4) 
ally. 
In. the year -1921 there oame from the Oxford University Preas a .little 
book of only 200 pages whioh has profoundly influenoed_all subsequent work 
on the Pastorals. T.be author, Dr P.N.Barrison, set himself the task o f 
studying the problem afresh, starting from the standpoint of Boltzmann, and 
than seeking to frame a theory whioh would explain, as Boltzmann• s t h e a· i s 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
F.Torm, in "Zeitsohrift rUr Neutestamentliohe Wissenscbraft", (1917-18) 
pe228. 
F.TQI'm, op.oit ••. p.239, endorses N~geli' s emphasis on close resemblances 
betWeen the _l&storal Epistles and the Epistle to the Philippians, op. 
too~ote -1 on page 86 of this essay. 
F.Torm, op.oit., P• 233. 
W.Lock, "The R&storal Epistles 11 ,(I.C.C.),(l936), p.XXX. 
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failed to do, the existence within some of the Baatorals of tragmenta o f 
undoubted gemdne Pauline material. By an additional study of. the language of 
those seoond-oentury writers who belonged to the second and third generation 
after s.Paul' s death, he at onoe broadened the basis of his study and found 
(1) 
r ar~nts corroborating his theories. On any estimate, Dr Harrison w a a 
. _:··.:. ·.::: 
largely suocessf'ul in his quest and his influence is now so great as to make 
it necessary to devote the next chapter to an outline of his thesis. 
The foregoing. historical aketoh has drawn attention to the salient 
features of the historical de~elopment of the problem of the Pastoral Epi•tlea. 
Mora than that it is impossible to give here within a reasonable compass, but 
the general outline needs to be filled in by some indications of the speoial 
questions comprised in the wider problem round which controversy has b e e n 
most vigorous; promtnent among these are the following: 
I. Was there any "seoond" imprisonment .of S.Paul at Rome? 
I 
The Aota of the Apostles end.s ·abruptly and affords us a last giimpse 
of S.Faul awaiting the trial before the Emperor whioh he had claimed 1 n 
(2) 
virtue of his status as a Roman citizen. It seems clear that while t h e 
other Pauline Epistles oan be fitted into the oiroumstanoes depicted in 
the latter part of the Aots there is no possibilit,y of finding room for 
the Pastoral Epistles. 
So it has ot'ten been argued that the acoount given in the Aots leaves 
us free to aaSUDI8 that S.Paul was acquitted at the trial impending 1 n 
(1) P.N.Harriaon, "Problem of th8 Pastoral Epistles", (1921), p.20. 
(2) Aots·XXV/9-11. 
·.:. •'' -.' 
: · .. 
s.Luke's narrative. It is then reasonable to suppose that the Apostle 
was set free and that he made further jOUl"neyings, perhaps in the West 
as well as in the East. Further oorrespondence would then naturally have 
followed and tbree letters from that period have survived, two sent· t o 
. Timothy at Ephe~s and another addressed to Titus in Crete. 
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ln the'Second Epistle to Timot~ s.Faul clearly regards himself as 
being on the brink of death, so it is ~uggested that he had been arrested 
a aeoond time and was enduring a second imprisonment from whioh only death 
would release him. For a long time the truth of this oonjectural second 
imprisonment was taken to be an essential support to the belief that 
S.Faul wrote the ~storal Epistles, so this question baa been discussed 
in endless detail and with great ingenuity. 
The names of very great authorities appear in the list of those w h o 
believe in this alleged se~ond imprisonment. If ~thing could add weight 
to the testimony of the great German scholar Theodore Zalm it would be. the 
verdict of tbe late Professor William Sanday: 11it is no disparagement to 
other workers 1n the field of earq Christian literature to say that Dr 
(1) 
Zabn is the mst learned of them all." Zabn argue a with immense learning 
.(2) 
and endless ingenuity'· that S.Paul journeyed both in the West and in the 
EAst after being acquitted at his 11first" trial, that he was afterwards 
(1) W.Banday, ttcriticibm of the Fourth Gospel", (1905),p.8. 
(2) Th.Zabn .. "Intl'oduction to the New Teatament'',(l909),Eng.Trana., 
Vol.II, pp.l4 eto. 
impriaoned again at Rome and tbat II Timotl\1 is his farewell letter written 
on the eve of his second trial and hie martyrdom. 
A similar opinion is expressed by the tamous Provost of Trinity College, 
Dublin, Dr George Salmon. Baur's rejection of the Fastorals is met by a 
oharaoteriati_o epigram: "Baur has given student• of· early Church History 
so many new ideas, that they would have great oause to be gratefUl to him, 
. (1) . 
if it were not that those ideas are tor the most part wrong." After giVing 
details of the strength and consistenoy of the external evidence for the 
Fastorals Salmon argues with great force in favour of his beliefs that the 
language of the Ba.storals does not forbid us to accept their P a u 1 i n e 
authorship, that the controversies depicted are not those of an age later 
than S.Faul and that there was a second imprisonment, leaving room for the 
work which resulted in the writing of the Pastorals. Dr Salmon ref'uses to 
believe that s.Faul was not acquitted at his first trial: "Faul's release 
from his Roman imprisonment, we are to.ld, is unhistorical; so is his non-
release. In other words, Luke's history of the Ute of ~ul breaks o f f 
(2) 
without telling us whether he was released or not." 
Dr A.E.Hillard holds that the Bastoral Epistles imply recent journeys 
(3) . (4) 
in Asia and Macedonia, in Crete and Epirus. Be believes that Spain a n d 
(1) G.Salmon, "Intl'Qduotion to.New Testament", (1913),p.398. 
(2) G.Salmon, op.oit., p.404. 
(3) A.E;.Billard, ~Ba.atoral Epistles", (1919), p.x. 
(4) Cp. the hope of visiting Spain expressed in Rom XV/24 and 28. 
J.M6tfatt ("Introduction to Literature of New Testament", (1918) ,p.417) 
points out-that no tradition exists in Spain that s.Faul ever visited 
that oountr;y. Cp.Enc.Bib.Vol.IV, p.6088. 
~' ..,.._·.:.~ .... '• 
. >,! ,. •.:,._ ·.· , .. , 
Crete wexoe aleo visited and tllat s.Paul fulfilled his expreseed intention (1) 
of revis_iting some ot the churohee of Asia and Macedonia~ 
Sir William Ramsay adds the support of' his high authority to a seoond 
imprisonment of' S.RJ.ul, between two trials. In his opinion nPhilippians 
oocupiea the aa.me plaoe in the first as II Timotl\v in the second trial, 
but Philippians looks forward to a fresh career aJI'M)ng the chUrches, while 
. . (2) 
II Timotey is the testament of' a dying man." · 
Another Provo~t of Trinity College, Dublin, Dr J.H.Bernard, reposing 
on the. strepgth of the early external evidence for the Past·oral Epistlee 
warns us that "it is not a ~ound maxim of' l&v that a single witness must 
(3) 
neoessarily niislead." In f'aot the Rletorals may provide trustwort:ey 
evidence for a period of the lite of S.Fa.ul tor whioh we have no o t h er 
witness. Bernard aocepts the tradition ·that when Clement ot Rome refers to 
. (4) 
s.I.:aul1s journey .elT~ T~T;(>~T~~ Su<ri.UlS a visit to Spain is implied and 
he olai"ms Lightfoot' a support tor th~ statement that among a n o i e n t 
I geographers· •1-pp..c. is used to indicate the Pillars of Hercules at t h e 
Straits of' Gibraltar. Bernard summarises his main argument in tb&se words: 
"if' the only objections to the genuineness of' the Pastoral Epistles were 
derived from the novelty of' the information tha.t they give us as to the 
life of S.Paul, there would be very little ·question as to their authorship. 
(6) 
The real~ graV$ objections to t~m are based on their style and language.n 
. (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Cp.Philemon, wrse 22. :Ad:lippians I/26 and II/24 • 
Sir William Ranisay, ns.RJ.ul the 'traveller and Roman Citizen", (1897)p.360 
J.B.Berp&rd, "FG.storal Epistles11 ,(1899),p.XXVI. 
Cp.Rom XV/23-24. . 
J.B.Bernard, op.oit., p.XXXIV. 
',_· 
FrolJ1 a Cambridge soholar, Dr R.St John Farry, oomes the olaim that a 
second iropria~t_n~. ~1" S.Paul is: not .inconsistent with his k n o w n 
circumstfmoee at the end of' Aota and an aolmowledgement that none of' the 
. (1) 
Pastorals can be fitted into the soheme of that book. 
Parry nakea two fresh :points of' some importance. Be argueiS that t h e 
use· of the aorist tense in Aots XX!IIII/30 mat not be misconstrued: f."t\-Lf1'4~V 
"describes the period as past: the verb means not that he dwelt in his own 
hired lodging f'or two whole years. but that he stayed in Rome f'or t w o 
whole years dwelling in his own hired lodging: and it is therefore implied 
that at the end of the two years he lett Rome. This is the natural suggestian 
·. ' I 
both of' the wo~:d EVitJ-f.IV£V and of' the order of' the words in the sentenoe. 
It the taot was not so, and S.Paul never left Rome till his death there·• 
. . (2) . 
then we should have to explain the suggestio falsi of' the writer~" This 
makes a seoond imprisonment an almoet · iuevi table deduction trom the words 
of s.Luke. but surely it is a heavy weight to depend from a single verb in 
the aorist? 
Anoth8r point nade by Parry is that S.Luke 1s too good a literary artist 
to oonvey an atmosp~re of serenity and oonf'idenoe in the last chapters of' 
Aots if' ~t did not in tact really exist. The a~senoe or·a~ note of trage~ 
would thr011' the narrative o ompletely out or gear it in point ot tact. t h e 
situation so oalmly depioted aotual1Y ended in s.Paul1 s condemnation and 
(1) R.S.John :Parry, 11 Pastoral Epistlea 11 ,(1920) ,pp XI,XII, and XIV. 
(2) R.S.Jobn ~. op.oit •• pp.XV-XVI. 
. -· .· 
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( 1) 
death at the·end of those two years. ~rr,y shares the belief of Zahn and 
Lightfoot in a second imprisonment and would tit the events implied in the 
~storals and Clement of Rome into the years 62-67. 
Though there is intellectual~ no inevitable oonnexion between belief 
in a second imprisonment and in the ~iine authorship of the ~storals, 
in practice that position is genel'ally maintained. The two positiolUI may 
(2) . . 
be held separately, but they are ueually conjoined. The names of s. u o h 
" or1t1os as Boltzmann, Bacon, Juliohel', and Pfleiderer convey the implication· 
ot a dual rejection, alike of the Pauline authorship and of a oonjeo~:al 
· ... 
second imprhonment of the Apostle. 
II. Can the Pastorals be fitted into the scheme of the Aots of the Apostle.s? 
"Filigree Criticism" is a mordant expression used to describe an over-
. precise literar,y analysis of existing dooumant~ of the New Testament, based (3) . .· 
largely on subjective grouma. But the same term may well cover the building 
up of elaborate critical pos~tions with insufficient attention to the need 
tor objectiy-e evidenCe. Point is given to this suggestion by several attempts. 
made to prove tba.t the ~etoral Epistles oan be fi tt~:~d ·into . the so heme of 
the latter halt, of' the .Aots of the Apostles. Generally this carries with it 
the implication 'i;hat the author of the J:adtorala is S.Paul. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
R. SoJolm JB.rry, "Pastoral Epistles", (1920) ,p.xvt. 
as by H~rnaok, op. R.SoJohn Parry, op.oit., g•XVI, and JoMoftatt, 
"Introduction to Literature of New Testament , (1918), p.416 o 
J.L{offatt, op.oit., p. 157 o 
' ','. 
In the year 1900. w.E.Bowen Jlllblished a book on the "Dates or t h e 
Pastoral Epistles". In this work I Timotey' and Titus are dated o 1 o s ely 
. (1) 
togethel', just after S. Faul' a . farewell to the elders of Miletus •. B o w e n 
(2) 
deolaring.that I Timothy was "not likely to have been written on shipboard.n 
.And II · Timo~ is held to have been sent off from Rome just before t h e 
despatch of ColQssians, Ephesians and Philemon. Fbilippians is t h e n 
trea1;ed ao the latest of the Fauline Epistles, written some time a f t e r 
II 'l'imotcy. 
But even the judicial Dr w.Lock firmly rejects Bowen's contentions, 
declaring that 11the ·historical situation (of I ~imot~) cannot be fitted 
into the aoooUnt of S.Paul's life in the Aots. This is true in spite of 
(3) 
recent attempts to place it at the time of Aots XX/38." 
In a study called "The Apostolic Age"'·. J.V.Bartlet placed the writing 
. (~) 
of I. Timotey. just after s. Paul's depar_tl1re from Miletus and suggested that 
the Epistle to Titus was written at Fair Havens. in Crete, where s.Faul 
(~ . 
was sheltering from a storm. Finally he traoes a descending scale o f 
hopefulness through the Epistles to the Ephesians. to the Colossians, and 
to Philemon, on to the "more dubious tone of Philippians" and finally to 
(6) 
the settled foreboding of II TimotbJ as a whole. 
Some thirteen years later Bartlet returned to this subject in an article 
on "The lU.storio Setting_ of the Pastoral Epistles" • published i n "T" h e 
(1) Acts XX/1?~38. 
(2) An op~ion flatly contradicted by the oontemporaey J.v.Bartlet, w h. o 
declares ·that 1 Timotby was '~itte~ on board ship soon after leaving 
Miletus." ('''1'he Apostolic) J\ge", (1900) ,p.l80) 
(3) IJi H·l>•B·, Vol. XV, P• .772.. . 
(4) ~· V.B~rtlet, op.oith p.ol80;. 
(5) Acts IDII/8 · 
· -(~) J.v.Bartlet, op.ait., p.l98. 
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Expositor". Here he make8 an elaborate attaok on the suggestion t h a t 
II Timotey has been built up on the basis of' oertain Pauiine reliquiae, a 
poei tion surely subsequently made untenable by the work of' Dr P.N .Harrison. 
Be also modifies his earlier suggestions as to the time and plaoe of' the 
writing of' . the l«storala. Both I Timot:ey- and T1 tus are here held to have 
been ~itten in Rome, rather earlier than the tour lette~s o t t h ~ 
Imprisonment, and II Timotey is dated about the year 62. early in the 
· (lF · · · . 
third year in Rome. 
Two later attempts to br~g the Pastoral Epistles within the soheme· 
of' Aota also call tor notioe, but it is very doubtful whether they have 
been aooepted as more oonvinoing than earlier attempts to support t h e 
same thesis. Both of the books in question were published in 1937, 
guaranteeing that the ·questions raised and answer~Cl at the beginning o t 
this oentury bave been examined again nearly f'orw years later. 
An intricate argument is worked out. by Dr F.J.Badoook in favour o f' 
his theory .that S.Faul eut'f'ered an impriso:mnent at Ephesus in the year 54 (2} . 
whioh lasted till the next year. S.FQul then visited Crete and we~t on to 
Corinthwhenoe he s~nt off the Epistie to Titus.·~ three 1 etters 
to P.hilippiana, Colossians, and Philemon were written slightly earlier 
than this, and II Corinthians and Rotna:ils a little later. I Timotey was 
than sent of'f' f'rom Philippi early in the year 57 • ·and II Timothy a n d 
(1) "E~ositor". E~ghth Series. Vol.6.(1913),J.V.Bartlet, artiole 
'"H1stor.io Setting of' the Fa.storal Epistles", p.330. 
(2) F.J.Badoook, "The Pauline Epistles eto", (1937). p.74. 
·I •, 
(1) 
Ephea:lans f'J,"om an ilnprisonment at Colossae later in the same year. 
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Badcook is immensely patient and sets out a most carefully planned 
argument. But it is almost too perteot and confidence ~n the writer i s 
apt to·be shaken by a snbtle pieoe ot epeoial pleading in which he indulges 
. (2) 
to prove that· the author of II Timothy originally WJ"Ote tbe word "Antioch" 
in Chapter I, verse 17, whereas every reputable ma.mlsoript reads the word 
"Rome" in that context. 
Criticism of the New Testament iDVOlves a delicate balancing of many 
probabilities. Much ot it is &~rounded by the gentle shadows o t a n· 
' 
unoertainty due to paucity of evidence. Consequently the glaring "certainty" 
produced ~ Badc.ook' s methods ·or cri ti.cipm tends from 1 ts very n a t u r e 
inevitably to exoite suspicion of its soundness • .Md that suspicion is not 
lessened by the reflection that Badoock1 s effort at teztual emendation is 
peculiarly convenient, it' not essential, to the support of his v e r y 
. involvod· lines or argument. 
Another study of the problem of the Fastoral Epistles was published, 
al eo 1n 1937, by Sir Robert Falc.oner, formerly Freaident of'. the University 
ot Toronto. This is a return to a preliminary stuey made many years earlier • 
. The work ot other modern scholars is taken carefully into account. and w e 
thus gain the advantage of watching the etfeots produced on a ksen mind by 
the~r work. 
(l) F.J.Badoook, "The. :Fauline Epistles etc". (1937). p.X. 
(2) F.J.Badcook,.op.cit~. pp.l50-154. 
·.· .. ' 
Titus is here regarded as the·earliest of the Paetorals• itself the 
outoome of a mission of S. Paul in Crete sometime during hi a two years stay 
at Ephesus, But surely in that case th8 »m!ssion or all mention of this 
cretan mission in Aats is hard to explain? 
II TimotbJ is dated before Philippians "the last extant letter of the 
Apostle" and in II Timotey Sir Robert find·s two components, the work of a 
composer and other JI~~.tter, some of it coming f'rom S.Paul himself. Finally, 
the author of I TimotbJ is said to have used the other. two Pastorale and 
in addition certain material drawn from unknown sources. 
The ol~~r signs of unit,y among the three Pastoral Epistles are said 
\ 
to be due to their having been worked over b,y a later writer sometime 
before the Epistle of Clement of Rome was sent to the Church of Corinth. 
So onoe again, a skilful attempt to place the Pastorale within the 
setting of. the .t\ots produces an impression of exoe.ssive subtlety. S i r 
Robert Falconer is perhaps more ot a 11 judgen and less of an 11a.dvooate" 
than Dr Badoook, but will he eventually be rated as aqy more persuasive? 
Moreover, it will be very hard to oonvinoe most people that the farewell 
in li Timotey is of_, earlier date than the Epistle to the Philippians. 
These attempts to find room for the Pastorals within the scheme o f 
Aots have now lasted for nearly fifty years. The arguments have been set 
forth, in some oases at least, by competent. scholars. But have they not 
all failed to produoe a conviction of their truth? And do not t h e i r 
excessive subtleties only strengthen the belief that the solution of the 
97•·· 
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problem or the Fastoral Epis~les ~st be found in some direction marked 
by lees subtletY and by greater simplicity? 
(1) 
It must however be owned that Dr P.N .Harrison, whose work cannot well 
be called simple, is utterly opposed to the suggestion or a s e o o n d 
imprisonment and brings the. Pastoral ~istles within the ambit or the Aots 
of. th~ Apostles. He is, of course, firmly convinoed ~hat S.faul did n o t 
_write the Fastoral Epistles and Dr Harrison is always, a very weight,y 
champion of aey critical oause which wins his allegiance. 
III.Can the differences between the . .Pastoral Epistles and.the rest ot the 
JSuilne letters· b8 e#idned §' ohang~s iii subject:Omat£er? 
It is a serious matter to suggest that the aolalowledged contrasts 
between the Pastoral Epistles and the other letters attributed to S.Faul 
can wholly be explained by changes in subject matter. That is antecedently 
unlikely to be a completely satisfactory @ewer to the problem, but on the 
other }land, it is a factor to be taken into aooount. It may explain much, 
it must not explain too much. 
If the Pastorals· are accepted as genuine they are at the same time to 
be dated one or two ye~s after the latest of th8 other ten Epiet~es. Ir 
s.Paul is their author his experience has· grown in the interval and perhaps 
his sufferings tor the Gospel have also multiplied. Some time previously he 
' (2) . . 
had referred to himself' as an old man, but that in a context whi~h certainly 
betra~d none of tbe feebleness of' old age. 
(1) p.N.Harriso~. "The Problem of' the Pastoral Epistles",(l92l),pp 102-116. 
(2) Philemon, verse 9. 
~· 
It is true that the :Eastorals deal with new eubjeota and new 
circumstanoea. The ministry of the Ghuroh is not dealt with in an;y other 
. . (1) 
of the Epistles on a seve.rely practical and administrative plane and the 
regulation of teachers is also a new subject. It is moreover, true that 
these letters are acMressed to. indiVidual friends and fellow-workers of 
the Apostle though it must be awned that when they are. read publicly we 
do not feel that we are violating the pri~cy of personal correspondence. 
When S.Baul writes to individuals ~r _to churches on particular topics he 
is at least conscious ~hat other eyes ~y soan his words, other .e a r a 
listen to them being read aloud. 
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But the versatil~ty of S.Baul is very great and his pen has dealt from 
time to time with many and varied topics without producing a a e n s e 
of "difference" at all comparable to that which wa feel to· exist between 
the Pastorals and the other Epistles. ,Among the latter there are a 1 a o 
dlfferenoes of design leading to- different topics, differences in t h e 
parties addressed and differences in the relations of the writer to those 
parties. But for all this the other Epbtlea retain their substantial 
. (2) . . 
identity of language. In contrast, one of the great difficulties i n 
attributing the Pastoral Epistles to S.Baul is the large number of words 
in them whioh are not found in the other ten letters. If s • .Paul is right 
in calling himself"the aged" it must be remembered that "it is not t h e 
(1) 
(2) 
A marked contrast in tone is to be seen in II ~orintbians VI/'J-10, 
and Ephesians IV/11;..12 • · 
S.Davi'dson,"Introduction t.o the Stud)t of. the New Testament", (1868), 
Vol.II, p•l86. 
'1'. 
•.;. 
(1) 
custom of old·age to create a new stook of words." 
It i~ when dif(erenoes of eubjeot matter are added to differfnoes of 
style ahd language. that 1 t bpoom.es har_der' not easier' to believe that the 
' 
Pastorals are works of S.Fe.hl. How deep those differenoes go is w e 1 1 
expressed by Julio her's comment on the Pasto:r;-als: "their words are ma.ny 
(2) 
and their ideas few; pf Baul one might say exactly the opposite." 
IV .Evidence derived f'ro111 a study of the Pauline o lausulae. 
'-· 
lCO 
Rlrely objective evidence is always a vdluable ally in a controversy 
naturally affeoted by individual reactions to evidence of a more subjecti~e 
type. Certain evidence of this former type has been tounc:t by Professor H.J. 
. . (3) . 
Rose in a study of the unstudied rlzythms of S. Paul' a literary style. These 
are unoonsoious preferences, unlikely to be noticed or imitated by a n y 
other writer • 
The reythms of S.Faul' satyle are clearly ~rked: he uses a series of 
short pointed sentenoes, not periodo, somewhat after the _style of Seneca 
and other authors of the Silver Latin age. These short sen~enoes are often 
combined into long, loosely constructed, compound sentences. or parallelism 
and antithesis S.Paul makes constant use. They are outstanding features of 
his thought and style. 
(1) S.Davidson, "Introduction to the Study of the New Testament",(l868), 
Vol.II, p.l86. 
(2) A.Julic:Jber, "~trQduotion to New Testament", (1904), p.182. 
(3) H.J.Rose, artioh on n'nle Clausu1ae of the Pauline Corpus", published 
in J.T.s. (Oot-."1923), pP 17-20 and·~-• 
. ,. ·_. ..·, ... 
In these ~ys s.Paul was conforming to a tradition ot the Greek ot 
the Hellenistic period, that good prose sliould.be rhythmical. It should, 
however, be emphasised that these r~hms in S.Faul1 s oase are largely 
uPoonsoious and so to be distinguished from oonsoious, s~listio, rhythm. 
·Rose mentions the work of Zielinski on the olausulae to be seen _ i n 
~ioero and adopts a like division ot five olas~~s of these fea~es o t 
l,angt~~ge. The zoesults of this objeotive evidence bearing on the ·Pastorals 
are interesting. On rhythmioa.l grounds alone I Timot~ is non- Fauline. 
· II T:Lmotb¥, though shorter; comes out mLlOh better: "so far as rhythm goes, 
we are at liberty to believe, what I personally hold to be right, that we 
have here substantially a genuine Pauline Epistle, though probably edited 
for publication after the writer's death •••••••• Titus is too short to 
-(1) 
give ~very decided results.'' 
The relation of these results to those attained by ·nr P.N.Harrison is 
interesting and suggestive. 
v. Evidenoe offered by the Fauline prolo§Ues to the Latin Vulgate. 
The shor't arguments or prologues whioh appear in the Latin Vulgate and 
in ~ printed editions of the Bible have been minutely studied b y a 
(2) 
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learned Benedictine scholar, Dom de Bruyne, who has come to the oonoluaion 
that they were originally composed by Marcion as headings for the Epistles 
(1) H.J.Rose, Article on ''The Clausulae of the Pauline Corpus", published 
in J.T.S. (Oot.l923), PP• 31 eto. 
(2) "Revue Be'n~diotine'', January 1907. 
I • 
I . 
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(1} ' 
in his Apostolioon. Dr F.C.Burld.tt has drawn attention to this line o t 
argument thereby giving it his general approval. Dom de Bruyne points out 
. ' 
that the set does not inolude an argument to the Epistle~} to the· liebrews 
and also that those prefixed to the Pastoral Epistles, as well as t 6: 
II Corinthians and It Thessalonians, are of a different oonstruotion from 
the others. Onoe more the Fastorals display their usual tendenoy towards 
"dif'ferenoen and .the variation in the disputed II Thessalonians is also 
interesting. May we perhaps ha~ard a guess that tbe anomalous position of 
II Corinthians is due to its unusual editorial history, as inoorpora.ting 
·two· letters, Chapters X-XIII and Chapters I-IX, rospeotivelyf 
VI.Evidenoe derived from the Chester Beat;t;y Fapyr1. 
A modern disoovery of papyri has been hel~ to provide evidenoe u n -
favourable to the FastQral Epistles. This oomprises some 96 leaves, now 
(2} . 
known as the Chester Beatty papyri., and both Sir Frederiok Keeyon a n d 
Professor U.Wiloken, the great German papyrologist, agree in dating them 
(3) 
about 200 A. D. 
Sir Frederiok is of the opinion that, while the appropriate leaves 
might have left room for I Timotbf, there is no poss~bility of there 
having been room for all the three Fa.storal Epistles. He believeo that 
aotually none of the Pastorals was inoluded but that a f'f!lfl leaves were 
(;1.} F.C.Burkitt, "Gospel History and its Transtnisaion'', (1911) ,pp 35~364. 
(2) Or '•p 4G!' 
(3} Sir F.G.Kenyon, "Story of the Bible",(l936), p.ll6. 
(1) 
left blank at the end. 
This evidence is not conclusive against these Epistles as a whole 
since it may only amount to signs of a local ''fluidity" of opinion about 
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oanonioal books. We lmow that in the second century various Eastern Churches 
accepted the Apocalypse but that a century later it was questioned a t 
(2) 
Alexandria and definitely rejected in Asia Minor. In the West there w a a 
long hesitation about II ~tar and the Epistle to the Hebrews, and, on the 
other hand, the Epistle of Clement to the Church of Corinth nearly gained 
entry to the oanon; it is .actually attached to Codex ~. though in a n 
(3) 
inferior position. 
It is clear that looal acceptance of particular books might precede 
their general acceptance. But naturally an omission of books from a 
particular manuscript gives added weight to any other objections raised 
against them on critical grounds. The exact weight to be attached to the 
abaenoe of the Pastorals from the very early Chester Beatty papyri may be 
disputed, but it cannot be deprived of all significance, and that is of a 
kind unfavourable to the early acceptance of these letters. S i ·g n s 
of hesitation oa.nnot altogether be disaasooiated from doubts about their 
Pauline authorship. 
(1) Sir F.G.Kenyon, "Recent Developments in the Textual Criticism of the 
Greek Bible", (1933), p·.s1. 
(2) P.Gardner, "The Ephesian Goepel",(l915), p.45. 
(3) F.J.Foakes Jackson, "History of the Christian Churoh", (1909),p.l09. 
In this ohapter we have reviewed briefly the ohief landmarks in t h e 
developing history of tne problem of the Pastoral Epiatlea and have a 1 s o 
dwelt upon the outstanding aspects of' it whioh are still debated today. The 
main qu,stion, that of the possible Pauline authorship of the Pastorals i a 
104.·. 
still undecided. The jury has not yet returned its final verdict, it s t 1 1 1 
hesitates. 
Three furtheT matters perhaps here oall for notice. In the first plaoe it 
. -
must be remembered that in the 150 years of the development of the oritioism 
of the Pastoral Epistles the oritios have constantly been given new and better 
tools for their task. Really trustwort~ texts of the New Testament have been 
produced in this ·time, based upon the best manuscripts and the f i n e s t 
(1) 
scientific pl'inoiple. 
Then there has been an immense ac1vance in the soienoe of philology, 
especially in the oomparati ve study of languages. We have been enriched with 
much lmowledge of the history and the quality of the Greek of the New Testament. 
And la~tly, .that form of Greek has b.een J?roperly estimated as t h e 
contemporary language of the mas.ses of the people after the oaretul soientifio 
study of vast numbers of papyri and other similar material. 
It must not be overlooked that the long delay in the solution of t h e 
problem of the Pastoral Epistles has had its natural oonsequenoe. In default 
of oonvinoing proof the verdiot has been slowly going against the authenticity 
(1) ~- F.J.A.Hort• a own estimate of' the margin of possible error in t h e 
Westcott and Hort text is 1/1000 th of the text - one tenth of one per 
c~nt. (''The :New Testament in Greek", (1881-2), Introduction, p.2 ~ l 
of the Pastorals. A number of oritioe in despair of being able definitely to 
prove what the,y none the lese felt to be true have omit~ed the Eastorals 
altogether from their. reckoning of the books of the New Testament. 
"No modern oritio is quite happy in treating these letters as Fauline in 
. . ( i) l 
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their present form" is the judicial verdict of Sir Edwyn Hosk;yns. And Professor 
Anderson Soott, in a book dealing with s.awl, writea: "That the P a s t o ra 1 
Epistles are DOt dealt with is due in part to these considerations of .8 p a o e, 
but also to 'the faot that those portions of the Epistles to Timotq and Titus 
which oa.n with a!\1 oontidenoe be attributed to the Apostle add little o r 
. (2) 
nothing to our knowledge of his tea.ohing." And then in another book, dealing 
with ''Living issues in the New Testament", he omits even to mention t h e 
(3) 
Pastoral Epistles. 
A Scottish Bishop_ writing in defence of Episoopaoy is bOund t«? mention the 
Pastoral Epistle~ but He owns that he oann9t make much use. of them because 
. . . . ' . . (4) 
., .. •.' 
their authenticity is disputed; he then paasee on to conaider other evidence. 
An incidental comment mde by ~r Percy Gardner is that he_ cannot attaoh much 
weight to a oertain passage because, though ·it ooours in a Pauline Epistle, 
"it is the Firat Epistle of Timo~ whioh oannot be regarded as fair evidence 
(6) 
for the views of Paul himself. n 
(1) Hosleyns and Davey, "Rid.dle of the New Testament", (1931), p.287. 
(2) C~A • .And,eraon Scott, "Footnotes to S.Paul 11 ,(1936), p.VIII. 
(3) C • .i\,Aliderson Soott, "Living Issues in the New Testament", (1933) 
(4) Dr K.D.Mackenzie, Bishop of Breohin, "The Case tor Episoopaoy",(l929),p.20. 
(&) P.Gardner, "~. Magio and MOrale~,(l909), p.XVII. 
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From a list of "letters" of S.Faul, Dr G.A.Deissmann omits all mention 
(1) 
of the Fastorals, and his fellow-oountryman, Professor Pfleiderer, distinguishes 
between genuine Pauline Epietl.es and those addressed to Timotb;y and Titus whioh 
(2) . 
he cannot reckon as genuine· • 
. , 
For ua~ years the problem of the .Faa:toral Epistles thus appeared to most 
students to be .a baffling one. The swaying battle of attack and def'enoe h a d 
gone on so long ·with no very decisive :.results •. These letter• indeed showed 
many oharaoteristlos whioh made it hard· to aooept the olaim, expressly made in 
•.:;• 
eaoh of them,.that a.Faul was their author. But there was little difference, 
l.f aey, in the ability and oritical equipment of attackers and defenders. It 
seemed that little progress was possible unless new evidenoe '1'10.8 discovered to 
olear up the ~ster.y of the style ~ language of these Epistles, for t h a t 
. (3) . 
appeared to be t~t:t orux of the problem. But suo~ a· convenient discovery w a s. 
unlikely and in its absenO.~ the probiein · ot the ~atoral Epistles seemed to be 
left in a state of inevitable stagnation. 
The}:'e was one other remote hope of progr"ess being made. Was it possible 
that, .soma day, someone might maks a fresh survey of the evidence already so 
often sifted and draw out from it hitherto unsuspected truth? Or might suoh an 
one perhaps arrange existing knowledge in new pat~~. so giving light where 
(1) G.A.D.eissmann, "S. Faul", (1912) 
(2) O.~leiderer, "Christian Origins", (1905), _p.281... . 
(3) J.B.Bernard, "The Pastoral Epistles", (1899),p.XXXIV. 
··,.I" 
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darkness had so long reigned? These somewhat emoting oondi tions w e r e 
suddenly and unexpeotedly tu.lfilled in Dr Harrison's small. book whose· general 
1l8.ture has already been indicated but which must now be considered in s o m e 
detail in the next chapter. 
. . 
---------------------------------
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Chapter IX. 
The work of Dr P.N.B&rrlson • 
.............. -.-...... •• .---. ~,r31_ .... Y"'!! .... _ •• ~A._. ll ~ ) 
It would be difficult to find any oompetent scholar willing to d e n ~ 
that Dr Harrison bas uade a contribution of outstanding importance to t·. h e 
s:tud~ of the problem or the Fastoral Epistles. Ii1 fact, so great has .been his 
influence on all subsequent work in thie dep~rtment that it is necesea~ t o 
devote this chapter to an outline o£ his_ -.ork• 
With engaging frankness Dr Harrison tells us at the outset- the general 
results of his prolonged researoh in the Fastorals. This prooedure betokens 
'· . 
his own confidonoe in the soundness of- his methods and at the same t i Di e 
enables his readers to scrutinise his work atop ~ step. Their foreknowledge 
of' the oonolusion enables them the better to appreciate every detail of' the 
process b~ which it is finally reached. The whole series of' i n t r i' c a t e 
arguments reaches ita climax in tlree stages: 
In the first place, the alleged release o£ S.Paul after his trial at Rome, 
followed by another period or work during whioh the Pastorals were said t o 
have been written, must be de_t'initely dismissed as a legend without v a 1 1 d 
historical basis. This is the case despite the ingenious arguments of t h e 
great soholars who favour the theory. In Harrison's opinion the Personalia in 
tbe.Fastorals provide canolusive evidence against the supposed sec o n·d 
imprisonment and other theories f'ounded upon it. 
'•. 
\ ' . 
·• . 
Secondly, a comprehensive triangular comparison of the language of the 
Pastorals with that of .the ten Pauline Epistles on the one hand, and that ot 
the Apostolic Fathers and early Apologists on the other band, inevitably 
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attaches them to the latter group and to a great extent detaches thel!l t r o m 
the ten Pauline Epistles. The case in favour of' this conolusS:on is stronger 
than hae hitherto been supposed either by attackers or defenders. The style 
ot the Pastorals is radically: different from that of' s. Paul and they reveal 
· . the vocabulary of' early seocmd-oentury Christendom as lmcnm to· us. ·f' r o m 
wri tlngs of' that period. At the same time the Personalia in· II. TiJ!!Otby a n d 
1'itus when. exa.mhle'd 'in isolation and subjected to the same tests are t o u n d 
to be tboroug~y Am line in vocabulary, idiom, and style. 
Lastly, Barriscm declares it to be psyohologioally inoonoeivable t h a t 
s. Paul could have addressed Timotey and Titus in the terms whioh the Apostle 
(1) 
uses in these Epistles. 
Aooording to Harrison's estimate the author of' these letters w a s a 
fervent admirer of' s. Paul devoted to hie name and memory, but bis character 
(1) P .• N.Harrison, ("Problem of the Pastoral Epistles", (1921) ,p.7) here adds "tor 
purposes of' orientation and as an expression of' personal opinion" h i s 
conviction that: 
(a) The falSe t~achlng seen in the Pastorals was not a danger to the Churob 
in the 50 years or so after S.Paul's death. . 
(b) That the positive dootrine of' these Epistles is the Paulinism not o t 
S•Paul but of' the second and third generation of' Christians. Certain. 
elements betray this date and other elemnts vital and central to the 
~bl1l)e gospel are missi:Qg. . 
(o) The eoolesi~stioal organisation implied and the stress laid on Churob 
pQli ty ar@ .foreign to S~ Paul's lmown i.deas on suc·h matters; they belong 
to a $tate of' affairs later than Clement of' Rome but earlier than the 
Ipiat.~an Epistles. · 
T~se pointa are not developed because the evide~e on which they are based 
falls b~tond the &~ope of Barr1son' a purpose. 
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and spirit W8J;ie~ery different from what we see in the genuine ~uline Epistles. 
This au~hor too bid great qualities and high gifts but he was not s. ~ul. B e 
was in faot a dev~ut, sincere, and earnest Paulinist, who l~yed at Rome o r 
(1] 
Ephesus and wrote during tbe later years of the Emperor Trajan and perhaps 
(2) 
also in the early years of Hadrian. Be had a olose ·knowledge of s. P a u 11 s 
genuine letters and had aooesa to several brief personal not•s written by the 
Apostle to Timot~ and Titus on various oooasiona and still preserved after 
their deaths. In addition there surnved s.~ul's last letter and farewell to 
Timotey perhaps written on the very day of his martyrdom. 
The auotor ad Timotheum expanded this last letter of S.Paul, adding to it 
three genuine aborter notes written at earlier dates, and this resulted i n 
· .. 
our II-.Timoth;y, the first of tba three :Rlstorals, at onoe an amalgam and a n 
expansion of early material. 
(3) 
Next aame the Epistle to Titus whioh inoludes another genuine n o t e of 
S.Paw•-s, dating from about the ·time of II.Corinthi~s·~- · · 
Fi~lly oaDB I.Tlmotb;y. Apparentl;y the author had used 'up all his ste>re of 
genuine Pauline notes and lBd not the ability to frame similar doouments for 
(4) 
himself. In this Epistle there is a marked advance in the pioture of Church 
organisation and of the opposition to heretios. 
(l) Trajan, 98-ll?,A.D. 
(2) Badrian,l17-13B,A.D. . (3) Titus IXI/12 e~. 
(4) P.N.lfarrison oites I/3, III/14, V/23, as halt-hearted e~erimants in this 
direotion. ("The Problem ot the Pastoral Ep1stles",(l921),p.8.) 
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The author of the Pastorals knew the &,v.noptio tradition and a 1 -s o 
perhaps Aots, I.Peter and I.Clemnt. Be believed the Rluline gospel whole-
heartedly, as he understood it, but inevitably though unoonsoiously he had 
been af'feoted by thos~ oontemporary influences rav~ing f'ornal oreeda and 
a developed eooleaiastioal organisation. Be himself' still believed that he 
was passing on the teaoblng of' s •. Paul. 
The oondi tiona aroUJJd him were enough to oause anxiety to suoh a DBn of' 
genuine piety. Be might well ba.ve felt that a desperate situation oalled f'or 
. . 
-
desperate remedies. Christianity was being buffeted f'rom without by b o t h 
\'·, 
p~gan and Jewish intluenoes.. Asoetio tendencies were at war w1 th p a g a li 
lioentiouaness. Within tm Churoh speculation in doctrine was leading t o 
·'qua:rrele and eager propagandists were teaobing Jewish uvths and oeremonial 
• . b -
restriotions based on a dualistio philosophy. Lastly, t.he pr&totioe of ooo\l.lt 
arts bad beoome a means to ma~:Dg money·. All this made for despair ·in t h e 
. . - . . . . 
heart and mind of a devoted follower of S.Paul. Jloreover, ins~bordination and 
moral larl ty in the Churoh were ~t likely to be overlooked by jealoua enemies 
outside and oontinually invited scandalmongers and perseoutors to do their 
. fell work. 
Either the author's own devoted impulse or even pos8ibly.the demand of 
otb(Jr anxious Chri 8tian 8 led him to work up s. Faul' 8 farewell letter together 
(1) 
with some other 8Uoh fragments into a "traot for the times". Presently .t h e 
. . (2) .. 
author had to o ompose more freely and here !nevi tably he tell out of t h e 
(1) 
(2} 
J .li.Newman' 8. "Tra.ots tor the Timas." were aiso the outooma of fightlnga 
within and fears without. ' 
The etbioa of ·pseudonymity are discussed in P.N .Harrison, "The Problem of 
the Pastoral EpifiJtles".(l92l),pp.l2-l~·. and J.Motf'att., "I~trod,uotion· to· 
Literature or N&W.'!'e~t~merit", (1918),pp.4o-4~. 
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Pauline style and phraseology and into his own looser; less nervous. 1 e s s 
' . 
rugged style. and into the current vocabulary of his own day. The.faots of 
the literary origin of the Pastorals may have been well known among Christians 
(1) 
at first but were speedily forgotten with the lapse of some years. 
Suoh are the conclusions at which Dr Harrison has arrived after 1 o n g 
·intensive research into the language and style of' the RLstoral Epistles and 
• 
our present task is to estimate the value of these results by considering the 
methods by which they were originally attained. This is the more important 
because of the generally favourable verdict passed on Harrison's work· 
whatever qualifications may be expressed by particular oritics. But even if 
this were not the case. tribute would have to be paid to the quality of his 
.scheme of research. It resembles a beautifully articulated military plan and 
seems to advanoe irresistably towards a successful conclusion made all b u t 
inevitable by its own breadth of conception and attention to detail. The whole 
"plan of campaign'• unfolds itself in the establishing and maintenance of' four 
main propositions. each strongly based on objective evidence and each lending 
additional strength to a greater whole. These are the propositions in.question: 
I. Certain un-Pauline elements are revealed in the RLstoral Epistles when 
their langua~ is compared with that of' the accepted Pauline "letters. 
( l) This undermines the force of Ramsay's citation of' the degradation from 
office of' the Asiatio presb~er who composed the "Acts of Paul a n d 
Theola''. Ramsay maintains that this was definitely punishment for having 
attributed to S.Paul sayings which were not really his. ("First Christian 
Century",(l9ll),p.8l) Harrison thinks that the true authorship of t he 
Fastorals was in the earliest days no secret kept from the knowledge of 
local Churoh circles. 
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II. None of the explanations usually suggested for the 1 i n g u i s t i c 
peculiarities of the Pastoral Epistles really makes it possible for us to 
believe in their Fauline authorship. 
III. When a triang,ular comparison is made between the language of t h e 
Pastoral Epistles and that of the accepted Pauline letters on the o n e 
hand, and that of certain early second-century writers on the o t h e r 
hand, the Pastorals tend to attach themselves to the latter and to detach 
themselves from the lan~age of S.Paul. 
IV. The linguistic tests already used reveal the presence within t h e 
Pastoral Epistles of passages written by S.Faul and this fact, together 
with the tl~ee previous propositions, shows the way to a solution or the 
problem of the Pastoral Epistles. 
To appreciate the strength of Harrison's case it is essential to consider 
these four propositions in some detail. 
I. Certain un-Pauline elements are revealed in the Pastoral Epistles when 
their iangua~ is compaFecl with that of the. acoeptea Pau,li,ne Tatters. 
Like his great predecessor Holtzmann, Dr Harrison first turns his 
attention to the numerous hapax legomena to be seen in the Pastorals 
{1) 
which are often the first source or suspicio~ about their genuineness. 
The main facts oan be simply stated. 
(1) G.Udney Yule shows the high proportion of "once-words" to be found in 
most literary works. The significance of the hapax legomena of t h e 
Pastorals lies both in their :nature and in their number.("The Statistical 
Study of Literary Vooabulary'•,(l944).,pp.286, 289, 292 etc.) 
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A oount of the hapax legomena in the ten Pauline Epistles shows a small 
proportion of these words in tbt earli~st letters and a gradual inorease to a 
modest total in Philippians, the latest of' them. On the whole the r i s e in 
trequen~-1 a_pproxi,mates to the ohronologioal order of the appearanoes of these 
Epi:atlea,_ but the correspondence is not e:mot. For eaoh page pt II.Thessa1onians 
there are 3.3 hapax legomena, whereas the highest figure is- 6.2: for- each: pag& 
of' Philippians. Wben these faots· are shown in a graph they are expressed by a' 
line rising gently and evenly from II. Thea salonians to Philippians. Between no 
pair of these Epistles is there an inoreased frequency of even one word per page. 
But the moment that the Pastorals are inoluded in the comparison the whole 
pioture obanges abruptly. From the highe!iJt figure tor the other group, of' 6_.2 
bapax legomena per page of' the Epistle to the Philippians the figures jump up 
to 12.9, 16.1 and 15.2 ·ror eaoh page of II.Timot~, Titus and I.Timot~ 
respectively. fhe_aotual increases over the figures tor Philippians are 9.0, 
6.1 and 9.9 per page reepeotively. The line on the graph suddenly breaks ott 
at the end of one aeries and starts a new series on a mao h loftier ma thema tioal 
level. Th&' whole impression given by this oomparison is one ot abrupt oontrast • 
. ,
Moreover, this sense · of' oontrast o ontinue s even when we turn to words used 
in oommon by the ten Epistles and the Pastorals. When we disregard the oommonest 
words, nouns, verbs, and prepositions without-wbioh it would be impossible to 
write at all, liberal discounts in respect of' the reconciliatory signif'ioanoe 
of' the residue mve to be mde. Some of' them whioh make a single appearanoe 
in only one of' the Pastorale are found in passages wbioh Harrison h i m s e 1 t 
-.,: 
.. 
_l_·_.· •. · 
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acknowledges to be genuinely Pauline. They thus lose their itenio p o w e r. 
Others of these words used in oo~ similarly lose their intluenoe beoause 
they are used in the two sets of documents with different and even contrasting 
. . . I 
meanings. For example, in Titus I/14, the word I<.Ol\IOS has a "good" meaning 
I 
referring to the universal faith of the Churoh, whereas in the other group, in 
Romans XIV/14, it has the "bad" sense of levitioally unclean. There are numerous 
. . (1} . . 
examples or a similar variety- of connotations. 
A· o~mplementary process is seen in a tendency to use different words t o 
(2) ' I . 
express the same idea. Tlms s. Faul oondstently uses fll~o!..plan.(..) to expres-s his 
thanlctt,llneas ·to God, whereas in tha Pa.s~orals tha "Latin" expression ~J..pw £'f...~ 
is used with equal oonsistenoy. The impression made by this is only deepened by 
the dhoovery that these "new" words and phrases used in the Pastorals t o 
express Fauline ideas are frequently also found in the works ot the Apostolio 
(3) 
Fathers and ot the early Christian Apologists. 
Not less significant ot oontrast tn language is the absenoe t r o m the 
Pastorals of n~rous Pauline terms, even of whole groups of suoh terma. N· o 
writer uses all his vocabulary in eaoh of his works but questions are naturally 
raised when his obaraoteristio expressions are suddenly abse~t from oertain 
writings attributed to him. Harrison declares that grave signitioanoes must be 
at~aohed to these facts: "Not only does it go tar and away beyond anything tor· 
whioh tha variations in the ten Baulines had prepared us; it implies a ohange 
(l) P.N.Barrison, "Problem ot the Pastoral Epistles",(l92l),pp.27-28. 
(2) P.N.Barrison, op.oit., pp.28-30. 
(3) P.N.Barrison, op.oit., P• 28 • 
. I 
of' perspeotive, a shifting of' horizons, a profound modifioation of' the whole 
mental and spt~itual outlook for wbioh two or three, or even five years would 
hardly be sufficient in any man, least ot all an old man, such a one as this 
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.Rlul the aged-, with suoh deep~rootad oonoeptions, and so definite a system of' 
thought and eiprassion as we know him to have reached, tor all his receptivity 
- (1) 
and ~arsatility." 
.The contrasted uaespt particles, enolitios, prepositions and pronouns in 
the ten Epistles and the Pastorals respectively have long bean a subject of' 
comment. But Harrison maintains that the contrast is mora .startling than bas 
hitherf;o been recognised. He axamlnes 112 of' these words am then asks us how 
are w~ going to reoonoila their total absanoe from the .Rlstorals with the fact 
that they constitute a vital part of' S.Paul' s habitual modes of' thought a n d 
expre,sion as seen in the tan Epistles? One. or other of' these 112 words "bas 
(2) 
hitherto appeared on the average nine times to every page that Paul aver wrote 11 , 
yet they are totally absent from the Pastorals. 
Corresponding granmatical oontrasts fend f'oroe to the evidenoe derived from 
(3) 
vooabulary, but more important still are signs of' dif'f'erences of' style o t a 
radioal kind. The ten Epistles have taught us the· ~iterary style of' S. P a u 1. 
We look tor hia irregularities and abruptness, "the tendenoy to fly off' at a 
tangent, the sudden ~a and swift asides, the parenthesis and anaoolutba, 
the frequent incursions of' the unexpected- whioh mark.the products of a mind 
carried along, and sometimes oarried away, by the intensity of' its own 
(1} P.N.Ha:trlson, "Problem of' the Pastoral Epistles", (192l),p.34. 
(2) P.N.Harrison, op.oit., p.35. 
(3) P.N .Harrison, op.oit., p.38. 
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(1) 
thoughts." Such writers tend to be oblivious, rather than scornf'ul, o f 
grammatical rules and precedents as such. But the strong thread of logical and 
reasoned argument characteristic of S.Faul is bound to~ther into an articulate 
unity by the unobtrusive but faithtul service of particles and. prepositions. 
Contrast goes even deeper when we Qurvey the style of the :E9.storals. I t 
reminds us less of a living or~ism, and more of an edifice. It is i n 
comparison sober, didactic, statio, oonsoientious, domesticated. In place of 
(2} 
the Fa.uline impetus and surge of thought we have the words of a man "greatly 
concerned to preserve intact the correct pattern of sound words, which must be 
diligently memorised, and faithfully recited, and so passed on from lip to lip 
as. the one duly authorised expression of saving truth. '1 From this writer's work 
I 
the Fa.uline term Q"lclupos nnd its cognates are significantly entirely missing. 
\Then the Fa.storals shaw the use of Fa.uline prepositions and oonnectives 
there is a vagueness and looseness in their use. S.Faul always has a t: i r m 
grip of his language ·even where it ia n;10st unconventional. Even an apparent 
anacoluthon suoh as that in I.Timotey I/3 etc, is as unlike the true Fauline 
(1) P.n.Harrison,"Problem of the Fa.storal Epistlea",(l92l),p.41. 
(2) Cp.E.Jaoquier, "Histoire des livres du N.T." 4 vole, (1903-8). This Roman 
Catholic scholar examines the lan~~ of the Pastorals in minute detail, 
oharaot~rising it in t~~e words: 1il n'a pas,l' vi~eur et la foroe, 1 a 
vivaoite et l'impetuosite, la vie et la variate 11 apre rudesse de oelui 
I ~ . . des epitres au:x Romaine ou aux Galatea. Il est lent, monotone, pesant• · 
diffus, deoousu; en certaines parties, terma at inoolore. 11 (Vol.I,p.366) 
Uith amazing ingenuity Jaoquier summarises all that oan be said in favour 
of a Pauline authorship of tpe Fastorals, but he.pays.involuntary tribute 
to the great contrasts between th3ir style and that of the ten Epistles by 
falling baok on the suggestion of "un autre seoretaire" for the former. 
(Vol.I, p.364) 
type as the slow windings ot a stream through flat oountry contrast ·with (1) 
the headlong rush or a mountain torrent." 
Another idioeyrioraB,y or the author of the Fastorals is his liking for 
certain types of compounds involving prefixes suoh as ~- privative a n d 
¢1~o- ... both of these are also to be i'01md in the ten Epistles b u t 
infrequently, whereas here they appear with marked frequenoy. 
A aaretul oonsideration of the foroe of these mss.ed arguments oompels 
an ao.knowledgement that Harrison bas justified his first oontention that 
an ezamination or the language of the whole thirteen Epistles attributed 
to 8. Paul revea~s the pre seJl,Oe of oertain un- Pauline elements in t h e 
Fastorah. So he now· seeks to oonvinoe us or the truth or htat' s e o o n d 
propoeition. 
Harrison takes no less than ten of these aug~stions, oonslders them 
one by one and rejeots them all. This oalls for a brief summary of this 
part of hia work. 
Progress and modifioation are naturally to be seen in the t h r e e 
. {2) 
groups of letters oonstituti~~ the ten aooepted Epistles. It has b e e n 
na. 
argued that a -period of two to five years then elapsed before the Fastorah 
(1) P.E.Harrison, !\Problem of tbe Fastoral Epistles", (1921) ,p.43. 
(2) (a) I and II. Tbeaealonians: 
(b) Galatians, t.Corinthians, II.Corinthians, Romans: 
(o) Ephesians, Colossians, Philemon, Philippi~&: 
-·· ... ' ·' 
' J 1].9' "!"• 
were written. These added years and further experienoe naturally affeo~ed the 
Apostle' a diction, but there is a continuous prooess to be seen at w o r k 
through all tbQ four groups of letters. The fourth group it is suggested, does 
not in any way constitute a breakaway tram the earlier Epistles. 
Harrison doubts whether room o an be found in the Apostle·' a life tor this 
(1) 
development, but tor the moment be waives the point and contends that t h e 
extent of the departure from S.Paul' s mnner is too great to be explained in 
this fashion. 
The wonder of s.Pii.ul's style is .that he rrade his limited coiDIIBnd of' the 
Greek language suffice for his unlimited spiritual purposes. But in language 
he moves, consciously or unconsciously, within oertain limits, obeying certain 
nlaws~ which constitute his style and enable it to be recognised. Even genius 
knows its limits of variation aid those limits are definitely observed in the 
f'irst three group~ of EpiStles and aa de.t'initely· exceeded in the fourth group. 
S.Faul's mind· is very versatile but ~ot in such a way as to allow him 
suddenly at the end of a lifetime to discard a host of his favourite e x -
pression& and to introduce into his letters a mass of' new and unfamiliar terms. 
Test attar test of the language ot the whole thirteen Epistles shows that the 
Pastorals bring one series of characteristics to an end and start a new o n e 
with its own quite definite features • 
. It we depend on the evidence of language alone the contrasts between the 
accepted Epistles and tbe Pastorals suggest two distinct writers and not ~o 
(1} P.N.Harrison, "Problem o-r tbe Pastoral Epistlea",(l921), p.45. 
' : 
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stages in the development of' the mind ot one and the same writer. C a n a 
ohange of' oiroUm8tanoes explain the dif'terenoes to be seen in the Pastoral 
Epistles?. No, says Harrison. After all, the ten Epistles also shaw m a n y 
changes ot oiroumstanoes and one ot them at least reveals some ot the painful 
(1) 
vicissitudes ot the Apostle's life. Heresies and controversies are dealt with 
in Galatians and Corinthians, yet neither heresies nor other circumstances 
there produoe etteots in any way similar to those observed in the' Pastorals. 
It defenders ot these Epistles put forward, as constituents of' the ~lleged 
changed cirouinstanoes, such features as false teachers, new heresies, develop-
mente in eooles~_astioal organisation, discipline and liturgy, Harrison neatly 
counters by declaring that these speoitlo oiroumstanoea oooupy high places 
among the grounds ot objection to the alleged Faullne authorship. 
Or again, can the situa~ion be met satiotaotoril;y by the ·suggestion that 
new topics, derived trom oha!if$$s of' oiro:wn$tanoes, oompelled s.Paul to . u s e 
many trash terma? The answer 001118S at onoe:· a wide range of topios produces no 
similar disorepanoies among the accepted Epistles. 
Moreover, the teobniaal terms seen in the Pastorals are dealt with vaguely 
and in e, manner unlike s. Paul 1 s, and where some terms are used with exactness 
they are precisely those which ooinoide with the terminology of writers of the 
seoonct century. The missing particles are by no means normally confined t o 
(2) . 
passages of argument and dialeotios. 
(1) II.Corinthians XI/23-728 ~ 
(2) R.s.John Parr,y argUes in exaotly the opposi~. 4ir~ation about the .missing 
parti~les.("Tbe Pastoral Epistles", (1920),p.CXIV.) 
Defenders of the authentioi ty of the ~storals have sometimes suggested 
that s.tuke aoted as s.~ul' s amanuensis 1n their writing. The implication is 
that as an ~oomplished literar,y artist and-a close friend of s.Paul t.h e 
Evangelist would have bean allowed an unusual degree of intluenoe upon t h e 
emot form of the language of these letters. It is in faot suggested that the 
presence of s.tulm is the explanation of the differencee with which we a r e 
cone arned • 
· Untortunataly for this theor,y the hapax legomena or the Pastorals are as 
(1) 
foreign to s.tuke as to S.Paul. The vocabulary most characteristic of S.Paul 
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and.the partiql'~ ~pet favoured by s.tuke are alike missing trom the sa 
documents. Thera is a great gulf .f'i-~d between ~.~ peculiv graoe, the literary 
charm and fi~sh of s.tuke's work on the one hand and the stylistic divergencies 
of the· Pastorals from the ~nner of S.Paul on the other hand. WIV• asks Harrison, 
should the co-operation of two ~oh men aa S.Paul and s.tuke lead t o t h e 
introduction or many terms u,tterly foreS.gn to them both? Briefly, the affinity 
between s.tub and tbe author of the Pastorals is as indisputable as their 
identity is incredible on linguistic grounds alone. 
Again, the ra~ipients of these letter.s have bean invoked as &!Xplanations 
of their literary character. These documents are, unlike most of s. P a u 1 1 s 
Epistles, addressed to individuals. But Philemon 1s also addressed to a single 
man, and it keeps within the limits of the observed "laws" of S.Paul's style 
whereas the Pastorals ignore such discipline. 
l 
(1) Cp.J .l!ot'tatt, ."J;ntroduction to Literature of New Testament" ,(1918), P• 414 
and ~.J .. Badoook, "'l'ha Paulin~ Episf;;les, ato'', (1937) ,p.l08. Sir R.A.Falconer, 
in his arf;;icle "ttmoti:Jy and Tlws, ·Epistles", in "Dictionary· of t h a 
Apostolio C})uroh11 ,(Vol.JI,p.591) disou~sas a lass intimate relation with 
the tuoan ~~ttngs. 
It would eoaroely do to argue that the blgher 1i terary sty-le of t h e 
Fastorals is the result ot a euperlor eduoatlon enjoyed by T11110t}J¥ and f1 tus. 
The evidenoe t'or that euppoaltlon is meagre and it oan hardly be maintained 
that these letters show signs of being addressed to people ot a h 1 g h e r 
mentality than the ·first readers of the Epistle to the Romans. 
But there is also a serious psyohologloal diffioulty about believing that 
s.Paul wrote these letters to Timot~ and Titus. They were his old assistants 
and familiars and yet Timothy seems to be addressed as if he were an immature 
youth. On the other ·band, it ·is hard to understand wey Tlmot~' s old master 
and friend ahDUl.d· protest to blm so vigorously bls own apostleship and personal (1) . . 
veraolty. Something aeeina vaguely to be interposed in these letters between the 
personal! ty of s. Paul and 'those of Tlmctb;y and Ti ~s. Perhaps it would be more 
oorreot to say so.ebody than something? In that o1roumetanoe rather tban 1 n 
any speoial peouliaritles in the readers of the :Eastorala it la probable tbat 
we most .seek the solution of our problem. 
It has been argued ingeniously that tbe oontrasta between the language ot 
the Fastorals and the aooepted Pauline letters tell in favour of the former. 
A forger would have oopled s. Paul's sty-le slavishly and laboriously; only the 
Apostle blmselt oould boldly indulge in these anomalies. Barrieon retuses to 
" invoke the sinister figures of falsarius or Falsoher. These terms suggest a 
moral depravity whioh oontrasts with the lotty' motives of his paeudo~s 
author and a ae.oreoy in sharp oontrast with the probable publio oontemporary 
(1) I.Tlmotb;y II/?. 
., 
(1) 
··mcnrledge ot the identity ot the author. To judge the literary etblos o t 
early c·bristian days by standards applicable to today is to be gull ty both of 
. (2) 
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an anaobronlsm ancl ot an injuatioe to a wortb,y DBih It should also be remembered 
that oonoordanoes were- not then available 8ll:d that the suooesstul oommisaion ot 
a orime is even more diftiOult than the neate_st planning ot· one. 
In the early Churoh books seoured admission to the oanon or the Soripturea 
' 
more for their pcnrer ot edifioat1on ·than in virtue::.ot any guarantees of their (3) . 
authenticity. SUoh faots as the absence of Fauline partJolea were only revealed (4) . . 
to the oolder sorutin¥ ot other eyes in later centuries. 
Literary analo-gies have been used to justify belief in the P a . u 1 i n e 
' .. 
authorship ot t~ Pastoral Epistles. May there not for e~le be seen· 1n the 
acknowledged works of Shakespeare variations in language as great as those 
existing between the Pastorals a.nd tba other letters of s. Paul f 
A detailed examination by Harrison of a s:tudy on tbla subjeot written by 
(5) . ·. 
w.P.Workmail results in a drastio demolition of this particular theoey. 
The Pauline Epistles show a ~ual gentle rise in the proportion o f 
hapax legomena inoluded in them. The earliest letters oontain the lowest 
:numbers, the latest the largest totals. The rise in tmae numbers oorreaponda 
(6) 
tairl7 olosely to the obrollologioal order ln wtdoh the Epistles were written. 
(~1~}. )~Yo f) o 
(1) C,p._p•n~ ot this essay. 
(2) .Cp .• P.~•lfarri~on. "Problem ot the Pastoral Epistles" • (1921) ,p.58. 
(3) "The passS.11g of the years naturally tends to emphasise authorship aa a 
guarantee of authentio 1 ty. · 
(4) P.N.Barrhon, op.o:l.t., ,..58-59. 
(5) P.N.Barrtaon, ~p.oit., p.6Q. 
(6) Cp.p. lll.t-Of thi.s .essay. 
~· . • + • 
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There h no corresponding prooeas in the works ot Sha~epeare. Chronological 
development has there little or nothing to do with the variations in t h e 
numbers of hapax legomena • nThe latest play stands lower than the earliest, and 
the play with the largest number stands next in order ot time to that with the 
(1) 
smallest number." A o~mplete oontrast to the oase of the writings ot S.Faul. 
Again, it tor· the moment we treat all the thirteen Epistles as written by 
s. Faul the dltterenoe between the lowest and highest n~ers ot. hapax legomena 
contained in single letters is more than twloe the· difference to be seen i n 
(2) 
Shakespeare's works. 
(3) 
Lastly, the .inorease of hapax legomena among the 3'7 plays ot Shakespeare 
is at once slight and regular, whereas in the Fa~line Epistles there i s a 
regular alight rise through the ten earliest letterp, but bi oontl'$at a n 
extremely vl~lent and OOmPlete~y contrasting rise directly the, P a s t o r a 1 
Epistles are included in the cC:nnparison. In faat, the alleged analogy w i t h 
Sba)l:espeare entirely breaki!J dcnm; two contrasting processes are revealed in the 
works ct the two writers and in the hapax legomena of Shakespeare's playa there 
is no corresponding feature to the sudden violent contrast in numbers w h i c h 
reveals itself when the Pastorals are oompared with the other Epistles o t 
s. Pt.ul. 
It has also been argued tbat uacy ot the hapax legomsna are fOUnd in t h e 
. (4) 
Septuagint and ll118t therefore mve been known to S.Iaul. But oritics h a v e 
n~er asserted that S.Paul was necessarily unaoquainted with all these words. 
(1) p.N~Harrison,"Problem ot the Pastoral Epistles",(l92l),p.61. 
(~) P.N.E&rr~son, op .• cit., p.M .• 
(3) p.N.Harr:lson. op.ctt., p.M. 
(4) p.N.Barr:lson, op.c:lt •• p.as. 
On the other hand, it i_s not likely that he knew -every word comprised 
in the vocabulary of the Greek Old Testamant. 'lhls argument in fact 
oamiot prove rmoh since its basis is ultiDately conjecture. 
Among the hapax legomena of the Pastoral Epistles are DBilY classical (1) . 
words and defenders of their authenticity have urged that this w e 1 1 
aooorda with tba F&.uline authorship; the Apostle nay well have studied 
the olasaios during his eeoolld Roman imprisonment. The foroe of this 
argument is decreased by the faot that there was a uarked revival i n 
the study of the olassios, and in the use of classical words, in t h e 
early years 9f. the second _century, the veey period to which Harrison 
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would assign the composition of .the Pastoral Epistles. fbis theory about 
S.Faul1 s use of his leisure in a bwPothetioal second Roman imprisonment 
suffers tlhe usual disadvantage that a case built up on a double conjecture 
is even weaker than_ one based on a single guess. 
Dr Harrison finds that no leas than ten lines of argament used i n 
detenoe. of S.Pau11 a authorship of the Pastorals are insufficient to 
reconcile the linguistic peculiarities of these documents with t h a t 
theory ot their origin. It is ncnr time tor b1m to establish the positive 
aspect of his theory and he begins by putting forward his third proposition: 
(1) P.N.Harriaon, · qft'oblem of the At.storal Epistles", (1921) ,p.66. 
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The pos:l tion so f'ar reaohed is this: ·Harrison regards himself' as having 
established his contention that the Pastorals, when compared with the o t h e r 
Paulina Epistles reveal many strongly marked peculiarities. Clearly t h i a 
situation calls for explanation, but Harrison bas already rejected all t h·e 
suggestions commonly put f'orward. Be las now to build up his own oasa, t h a t 
the Pastorals are the work not of' S.Paul but of' a seoond-oantury disciple. o f' 
the Apostle. The first step towards this is to demonstrate that w h a n the. 
language of the Pastorals is olosaly compared both with that of the ten Paulina 
Epistles and with early saoond-oentury Christian writers ~he general m a r k e d 
tandenoy is f'or them to draw away from the style of S. Paul' s writings and . t o 
show that tmir true literary affinities are found in the Apostolio F~thers and 
(1) 
Apologists. If the langtiage of the Pastorals proves. to be unmistakably t h e 
oommon Greek. of' the seoond oentury it oannot be naintained, on grounds o f 
literary evidenoe, that s.Paul is their author. 
Harrison's intrio_ate arguments designed to shqw the affinity of' t h e 
language of tha Pastorals to tha't of' the Apostolio Fathers and the Apologists 
of the seoond oentury oan perhaps be summari~;~ed 'in tabular fol"lll: 
(1) ·The author of' the Pastorals speaks the language of' the Apostolic Fathers 
and Apologists, but diverges from that of' other writers of the New Testament 
to a degree whioh rims no· parallel in thB ten Pauline Epistles. Among words 
not found elsewhere in the New Testament the Pastorals share with either the 
Apostolic Fathers and Apologists, 'o r w i t h b o t h t he s e groups, 
(f'ootnote (1) It must be emphasised that in the vast majority of' cas~s i n 
which the Pastoral hapax legomena appear in the Aposto.lio Fathers 
·and Apologists the context is such as to exclude any thought of' 
a quotation or direct· ret'erenoe to these Epistles. (P .• N.Harrison, 
.uFroblem of'· the ·Pastoral Epistles", (1921) ,pp.6S and 82). It must 
also be remembered that these early Christian writers possessed, 
studied and revered S.:Paul's genuine.Epistl,.es.(P.N.Harrison, 
op .oi t. ,p.81.) 
troll 7.5 to a.·a words per page. The qorrespondlng figures for the ~uline 
Epistles range only between 1._6 and 3.2 per page, a. marked and 11 o a t 
slgnit'io~t o.ontr$at. ·floreover. most or the words fflqueaticm a p p e a r 
repeated~ ln these writers of the aeoond oentury. 
(2) Be aides h1a hapax legom.ena. the author of tb!t Faatorala naturall:y uses 
many :words not t(nUld in · s. Paul' a Epl stlea, but whio h are -used by other 
writer• _or the u.nt Testament in dooumants oovering ab·out forty years from 
the cleath or s. Paul. 
Eaoh g~nuins Pauline Eplatl~-has its cnrn hapax leg0ll8na shared with t h e 
Apostolio Fathers. Th9ae range from 4 to 7 per page • but dlreotl;r t h e 
Pastorale are introduo9d)into.the comparison their figures are fOund to be 
13.6 to 18.7 per page. \2 Anot)ler brea~away on tba part of the Pastorale. 
_If.the oomparison is made with the Apologists similar resul~a ar~ obtained. 
Here the genuine Blulinea show a range of 4.2 to 6. 6 per page • whereas the 
figures fol" the' ~storala are l~h3 to 16.5 per page. 
. . - .. (3) 
In summaey,it ma:y be said that or the 848 words oontained _in tho Fastorala 
211 (24.9%) are foreign to- the !rooabula17 of s.Paul's Epistles and .at the 
same tima are found to be part ot. 'the working vooabulary of Chl"istian wri tera 
betWeen the years A.D_,~_6 and 1?0. 
(3) When· the queetton is appro~ohed- from ali opposite direction it is fognd that 
there are only 18 ·words foreign_ to tilt) vo.oabulary of these seoond-oentuey 
write_ra wh$.oh al'e ooDIIIlOD _both to tba fastorala and to the aooepted Pauline 
Epistles •. As . 7 of th&se words appear elsewhere in the New Testament there 
is a reaid1,l!S of only 11 suoh words shared exclusively by the writer of the 
~atoral Epistles and s.~ul. 
(4) If we tam into consideration four olasaes of words found in ths Pastorale 
a very high proportion is found. in eaoh oase, either in the works of the 
Apostolio Fathers or the Apologist~~or in both olaasea: 
(a) 50 words found in S.Faul and ths Pastorals. but nowhere else in the 
New Teatamsnt (78%) 
(b) 492 words oommon to S.Paul, the :Rlstorals and other books of the New 
Testament (98.9%) 
(footnote (1) P.N.Barrlson. "Problem of the Pastoral Epistles" (1921) ,pp 69-70. (2) P~N.~ri$on, op.olt •• p.7o. 
(3·) P.N.Barrlson. op.oit., p.73. (Harrison's mm oount.) 
•• 1· 
(o) 106 words found in all three Pastorals (9~) 
(d) M2 words oolllllOD to s.Paul 8lld the Pastorale ·(96.'1%) 
{ 6) There are G34 out of' a total ·or 2177 words uaed in the ·ten P a u 1 i n e 
Epistlea wbloh have. 'VImished tram the current speech of' Christendom a s 
seen in these seoond~aentar,y WTttere, (29.1%). ·or these 92.3% are absent 
from the Fastorals. · 
It has been remarked that the Pastorals do not use many partiolee ooiiDIIOD.ly 
used by s.Jaul. 'l'here is a diatinct tende:Doy among Christian writers ot the 
seoond oentury to hogleot these same partiolea, though to a leas extent 
than t~t seen in the !6s torals. 
. . . 
(6) It we oonsider tbree groups of'; pos .. lauline Christian writings: 
. : ... . (1) 
(a) the n~Jauline books of' the New Testament, 
(b) tbe Apostoli~ Fathers, 
(o) the Apologists, 
the remarkable f'aots emerge that: 
(a) the largest gr,oup and, the one nearest in time to S.Pa.ul has t h e 
sitJLliest number ot woiods in oommon w1 th the :Rlatorala: 
(b) the smallest of' the groupe, but tbS· one ooinoid.lng with the period to 
wbtoh B&rriaon assigns ·the Pastorals, bas in oommon with them easily 
the largest number of' words. · · 
"If' t~ref'ore the Pauline authorship of' our Epistles is still to b .e 
maintatned, som& ezplanat~on · haa to be produced for the curious f'aot that 
the other works not only of' the aame period, but ot the same author, have 
oonsider•bly les1, ln,.-:ooapoon with the Epistles to 'fimot}\y and Titus than 
have those of' the next three generations, and that too, in a degree which 
increases steadily as time goes on, till a. olimaz is reached in t h e 
mtil)ga ot the next generation but one attar the death of' their aupposed 
author•" · · 
~le we ransack the literature of' the first oentur,y in vain for maqy of' 
the oharaoteristio expressions used by this author,. we find most of' thea 
(1) If' we represent the vol~ o~ the ten Pauline Epistles by the.f'lgure "I" 
the volunes of these otber works mnat be represented as follows: 
(ak 4, (b) nearly 2, (o) 3. 
in the Greek literature of the first half of the aeoond oentuey. To find 
the rest, all that ia neoessaey •••••••••• is to eztend our :researches to a 
point still turt~r <fflY, by twent;v years, from Paul' a lifetime - i.e. to 
the year A.D.l70. 
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{2) 
{7) Of 113 words in the J?a.storale wbioh are not found in Dr Goodspeed' a Indioes 
we find oognatea of'l fully half that number in these Christian writers o f 
the eeoond~oentury. · 
{8) Under the tee~ts already applied . to the language of the J?a.uline Epistles and 
t~· J?a.etorals, the former have .repeatedly emerged as a o~eoted aeries 
with ncme of ita mmbers appearing in an anomalous isolation throwing doubt 
upon its ooiiiiiiOD origin with the rest. The :Alstorale, however.. a t a n d 
persistently outside this series - by a greater diatanoe than t h a t 
extending between the moat widely separated pair of the ten Epistles. 
The queetlon now arises whetbor under similar. teats ot language t h e 
· Pastorals fall 1r1th1n or without the series ot .Christian 1t'l"itings, t o 
whioh on Barrleon' a the!)ry they rightly belong? When a table is oonatruoted 
ahow1ilg the number of words per page. found in only one of the· Apoatolio 
Fathers the extrell8 range of variation is between 6.3 and 14.6. U n d e r 
exand.nation the :Alstorab tall well inside tbla series w1 th ·an average of 
13.6 words per page. 
' Harrison finally ~tee his. stand on the statement 1ohat he has 11 f, o u n d 
nothing in the Vooa~lary of the. :Alstor~l.s to oontllot with the ·opbllo~ ·(;h2'. 
that their author lived· and wrote b$twe'Gn:the years A.D.96 and 146."(3} 
{4) . 
{9) There is a residue of 82 words whioh. are not found elsewhere. in the N e w 
· Testamnt, nor in the Apostolic Fathers, nor in the Apologists - in taot 
in no Christian writing prior to A.D. 170. 
At least 57 of the words ooour, a me ot them w1 th great frequency, i D 
non-Christian 'Writings ot this period. Indeed. the vooabulaey ot t h e 
Faatorala, esp~oially its non-PauU.l:le constituents coincides with that of 
non-Christian oontemporaey writers. (5) Their language in taot is the Greek 
ot the first halt of the eeoond-century. 
(1) P•N.~rrisan, "Problem-of tho Faatoral Ep1stl~e0 ,(192l),pp. 78-79. 
{2) E~J.G(,odapeed,"Index :Altrlstioua" {1907) and "Index Apologetioua",{l912) 
{3) P.N.B&rriaon, op.oit., p.81. 
(4) p.N.lfarrlaon, op.olt., p.82. 
{6) p.N~B&rrison, op.oit., p.ea. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
BaTing stated this formidable oase in favour of' bis theory that the 
language of' the Pastoral Epistles finds its natural affinity with that 
of the eooleaiastioal and secular spheres of' a time after the death . o f 
{1) 
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s. Paul, Harrison proceeds to consider what he terms genuine P a u 1 i n e 
elements in_ the Pastorals. In so doing he does not feel that he is merely 
an ~neat soholar dealing with an awkward boulder marring the otherwise 
smooth surface of the Christian landsoape, an obst~o-le .. to wbiah oandour' 
compels attention. On the contrary, he makes. abold attaok upon it a n d 
the reward of' his oourage is his. discovery of new evidence supporting 
and strengthening his general theory about the authorship o f t h e 
Pastorals. Another satisf'ao~ory fe!ltur.e is an explanation of· the Fauline 
reliquiae embedded in tha ~storal Epistles, one of' a kind m o r e 
satistying to the mind and to the oonsoienoe than Holtzamum' a o r u d e r 
{2) 
suggestion of ·rorgeey. Here ElarrS,son seems def'1D1tely to excel his great 
. . (3) . . 
German predecessor. 
This stage of tba inquiry oan be_ ~xpreased in the terms of' our 
fourth proposition: 
'l1le Pastorals are linked with writers of' the earq seoond-oentuey b y 
phraseology as well as by vocabulary. In his "Problem of' the .Pastoral 
Epistles",{l92l),(p.l65) Harrison gives ten suoh examples of' phraseology 
all found in non-Christian writers, but sinoe then he bas found at least 
twenty more examples drawn both from C~istian and non-Christian souroea. 
In a letter sent to the writer in 1943 he gives these taots and adds the 
pertinent oomment: "word!!! have a long li~e and it is hard to say when they 
"'ere coined. But a dozen phrases like "up against it", "getJting the wind 
up", "in ott the deep endrt ltOUld make us open our eyes if' they appe~red in 
ae :mal:lY pagee of books or letters purporting to have been written i n 
Queen V~otol"S.a•s~ay." 
P~l't,~_llatt-ison, "~O'ble.~ of the Pastoral Epistles", {1921) ,p.l9. 
Boltt~. reoon~iled.bls belief' in na perf'eotly naive and innooent 
pseudonymity"' in. respeot of' the FB.atorals as a whole with a suggestion 
. t~t the PersonaliS._ are_ ••mere tiotion imrented by the auotor ad Tbnotheum 
et Titum11 , (P.N~Harrison, op.oit., p.lOO and p.l9) · . 
. . . ... -
The ·Pauline faotors undoubtedly present in the Pastorals oomprise two 
distinot elements - in the first plaoe a number of Pauline phrases and. 
in the seoond,. the ~rsonalia. 
Harrison finds in the Pastorals an "extraordinary number" of phrases 
eaoh of half a dozen 01' more worcla ooinoiding more or less olosely,. some 
of them e:motly. with s.Paul1 s most oharaoteristio expressions in the ten 
(1) 
Epistles. Do these iDdioate merely tba norn:al oorrespondenoes whioh w e 
-
should expeot to find between different writings by the same author,. o r 
do they rather indioats the intervention of another m1n4? In other words,. 
do they betray the hand of S.Paul or the literaey skill of the A'il11tor ad 
TillOtheum? 
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Closer examination reveals the interesting faot that these oolnoidenoes 
(2) 
of phraseology exist between the Pastorals and tbs four Major Epistles to 
a muoh greater extent than between tblt Pastorals alld another gr~p nearer 
to them in time. the let'ters of the lmpriso:nment. The conservative theory 
would have looked for signa of the prison-house as a oommon influenoe 
affecting the Pastorals and the third group of Pauline letters. There is 
no auoh natural nexus to be ezpeoted between them and. the Mljor Epistles. 
(1) P.N.Barrison, "Problem of the Pastoral Epistles".(l92l),p.87. 
(2) Fartioularly I.Corinthiana, II.Corinthiana and Romans. (P.N•Barrison. 
op.oit. ,p.88.) 
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But this does not provide evidenoe for a Pauline authorship of t h e 
Pastorals. These verbal agreements are so numerous and ~trild.ng as to make 
us ask: would· s. Paul have quoted himself to this extent; indeed. would h i s 
memory have been equal to reproduolng so moh of what he had written. to other 
people. seven or eight years previously? Instruotions oonveyed naturally and 
fittingly to the ohurobes of Thessal~oa, Rome, Corinth, P.bilip~i and Colossae 
would soaroely be given to s.Paul's colleagues Timotey and Titus in preoisely 
the phraseology whiohwas so suitable for letters direoted to those communities, 
On the other hand a later FBulinist writing thB Rlstorals might betray himself 
by this very psyohologloal inoonsistenoy. 
Then again. the parenthesis· .l~~At1~v ~t'{Uo) o~ 'ffuSoJ.i..ll . entirely natural 
(1) 
in its former settings in Romans. Galatians and -II.Corinthialia immediately 
(2) ' 
sounds a jarring note when we enoounter it in I.Tim.ot)V. "How the Apostle is 
writing neither to stran~ra _wh~ ~;va never set eyes on Mm. nor to foolish 
and unstable minds bewltobed ami mlsled by lntluenoes foreign to the gospel 
•••••• but to his true and trusted friend; the lOyal comrade of so many ;years. 
What was the point, aJJd where the neoessity of assuring Timothy. of all people 
in the world. that· he really was speaking the truth. and not telling lies. 
. . . 
when he asserted that he 11 Paul, had been appointed an Apostle and teaoher,of 
the Gentiles? By what oonoeivable possibility oould it have ooourred to fimotey 
to have denied or doubted that? But as addressed to the 'l'lmoteys of our author' s 
time this solemn reminder 11 in the farnl.liar phrase of the Apostle, has edge and 
(1) Romans XI/1; Galatians I/20; II.Corinthians XI/31. 
(2.) I. 'l'lmotb,y II/'l?. 
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point. It was needed am there was some hope that it would not prove altogether 
(1} 
inef'f'eoti ve." 
This borrowed Pauline phraseology is not distributed evenly. In s o m e 
plaoes there is a mosaio_ of ~uline expressions only oooasionally revealing 
the oomposer' s hand. In other passages the Pauline element reoedo.a and t h e 
style, s~tax and grammar is that of the oomposer. Here we find the maximum 
numbers per page pt words foreign to the genuine Pauline Epistles. And lastly, 
there are plaoes where Pauline phrases borrowed from the genuine letters a n d 
non-Pauline terms in oommon use among writers of the seoond-oentUry a 1 i k e 
disa~pear and we find ourselves baok in the authentio world and language o f 
(2) . 
s.Paul. This brings us to.oonsider the Personalia for it is in those passages 
that these oharaoteristios reappear. 
Harrison ohooses to start his argwnent from an agreed basis; praotioally 
all orit1os are of the opinion· tbat the personal details and messages oontained 
in II TimotJl¥ IV /&-22 and Titus III/12, eto, are authentic. Holtz~, however, 
ultimately rejeoted these passages, but it is important to notioe that he did 
so on one sole ground "the impossibility of' finding any one situation i n t o 
(3) 
which they oan all be fitted." Harrison agrees to this statement but deni_es 
that the interenoe drawn f'rom it by Boltznmm is a necessary one; t h e s e 
passages may still be genuine and Harrison is prepared to def'end them o n a 
eypothesis of his awn. They are too vivid to be forgeries and oold objective 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
P.N.Barrison, "Problem of the Pastoral Epistles",(l92l),p.9l.Other examples 
of' suoh psyQbologioal inoonsistenoy are to be seen in II.Timot~ I/3, 
II.~mothy II/11 eta. . 
P.N.UarrlsQD~ op.oit., p.93. 
P.N.Barrison, op.oit., p.94. 
testa of the~r language, both of vocabulary and phraseology, bz1.,ng them into 
the olaas of aut~ntio Fauline writings. 'l'hese passages inol~de the smallest 
number of non-~uline· words in any complete page of the· Fastorals and they 
II< 
oontain a high proportion of words oocu~ing in the ~uline Epistles WJd.oh are 
found in no other parts of the Pastorals. Language and style join t h e· a e 
passa~a to the ten accepted Pauline Epistles and it is their influence alone 
whioh brings II.Timot~ oonsiatently nearer to the genuine letters ot S.Paul 
than tha other two Pastorals. 
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Bad these Personalia been forgeries we should have found them distributed 
fairly· evenly through all the Pastoral Epistles •. An author oapable of inventing 
auoh life-like blltati9nB of S • .Pe.ul' s ~er in one Epistle oould have repeated 
. . (1) . . 
his teat in two more as ·we·ll· Moreover, no torg~r would have perpetrated the 
psyohologioal blunder of representing S.Patil as solemnly proclaiming h i s 
imJ,ending immediate de~th and o~ then prooeeding at onoe to give to Tim6tl\Y 
a series of sJQ9.11 oommtssions which he .oould not have oarried out till too 
(2) 
late.· 
Some other explanation than forgery mnst be found, but the theory o t a 
second Roman imprisonment following a period of renewed freedom does not meet 
the case adequately. This theor,y depends upon a report of Eusebius, a writer 
(3) 
whose 11judgement was decidedly interior to his erudition" and who seems t o 
have argued that tlls "first defence'' of II.Tiinotey IV/18, not only allowed 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
P.N.~rr1son, "Problem ot the .Pastoral Epistles", (1921), p.99 •. 
P.ti!'Barri~ton, op.cit., p.loo. 
Barr..t~on· (op.oite,p~l03) here gives an opinion of Dr William Bright, 
11Introduo~on to the Historia Eoolesias~ioa11 ,(1872) 
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but aotually compelled ballet in a second defence after an acquittal at the 
earlier trial. 
Harrison rejects these suppositio~s and prefers to think of S.Faul a s 
having been immured for a longer or shorter time in a Roman pr~son oell after 
his trial before caesar. The end was death, not· further journeyings and t h e 
(1) 
writing of more letters all of whlQh have disappeared. Similarly, Clement o·t 
t I " I Rome s reference to a journey to the n.p!J.ck T'Y\s '8uaf.(I.')S implies Rome n o t 
Gibraltar. This view is strengthened by the context of Clement's words which 
~ ~) 
imply a martyrdom following swiftly upon the attainment of' this. Western goal~ 
. (3) (4) 
Harrison now boldly attacks the position of· Zabn and Harnack whioh he says 
is based upon two interenoes 'd~ tr~ the ~rsonalia themselves. Apart trom 
them, Harnaok1 s arguments based on chronology and on Clement's TfPt-lJ. T¥\s 8uiJ'i.U}S 
'!ould not survive ve-,:y long. ''fhe interenoes in question are these, \hat . t h e 
Parsonalia in II. Timothy and Tltu~ are g&~:ulne and that s. PB,ul oannot h a v e 
written them at any ef:L!11er time in hie .lite. On this depends, .ultimately, the 
whole theory or a release, fUrther journeys and a second imprisonment. 
B.ut, argues Harrison, "on what grounds are we obliged to suppose that these 
disjointed sentences were all written at the same time or from the same place? 
. (61 
Why s bauld they not have been written indeed b)' J&ul, but at dU'terent ti:aJBa ?" 
Here we reach the orux of Harrison• 8 theory: "several brief personal n 0 t e 8 
addressed by the Apostle at various times to one or another of' his trlends, are 
(1) P.N.~rrlso~. "Problem of' the Pastoral Epietles0 ,(192l),p.l06. 
(2} P.N•Earrlaon, op.oit., pp.l07-108. 
(3) Th.Z$lm, "Introduction to New Testament", (1909), Vol.II, pp.43-54. 
(4) P.N.Harrlsoli, op.o~t •• p.lQ9. 
(5) P.N.Harrleon, op~olt .. , p.l09. 
... 
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preserved by them aJJd are still in e~stenae half' a century or so after h i s 
death. These are eventually copied out from the scattered scraps of' papyrus an 
to a single sheet, either by out .. author himself or by some other scribe, and so 
(1) 
incorporated at the end of his first two Epistles. "There were probably n_o 
headings o~ explanatory note~ attached and he bad not at his dlapoisal modern 
. n 
methods of analytical criticism. 
Harrison acknowledges that t~s is the part of his oase most easily attacked. 
But it mast be remembered that hie eypothesis is not a mere guess for which 
admittedly there is ~o evidenoe. It is a reasoned eypotheais designed. to 
explain the oapric~ous appearan~ea and disappearances of recognised ~ullne 
characteristics of language in:two of the three Pastoral Epistles. It is·based 
on textual o~itioism, a foundation which is not enjoyed b,y the al~ernative 
theory of' a second Roman imprisonment. 
It is not Harrison's :way to av9ld challenges and he boldly acknowledges 
that thla crux ot hls. arg1,UD8Dt et~ds ?r falls w1 th his auoceas or' failure in 
finding a plaoe for eaoh ot these literary fragments within the known lifetime 
ot S.Faul as recorded in Aots and the other Pauline Epistles. 
'' 
Further, not only is there no historical evidence tor a second imprisonment 
after a release and more journeys, but that bypothesis would involve us in a 
series of discordamea onoe we turned :to the Personalia themselves. We should 
have to explain an extremely improbable close repetition in the Pastorals o f' 
oirounwtanoes already recorded in Philippians. It is almost inoredible that an 
interval of' several years should have passed after the writing ot Philippians 
(1) p.N.Harrison, "Problem of the Fastoral Epistlea",(l921), p.l09. 
I 
I' 
I 
I . 
' ~ ' ' 
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and that then the Apos~le should bave had to write again and deal with precisely 
the same situation, reproduced in minute detail but. dated several years later. 
The ooincidencea are too olose altogether. But if the Pastorals actually refer 
to oircumstanoes only a short time after the writing of Philippians - as they 
do OD Harrison'S theory - then the resemblances in language and conditions 
beoom8 entirely natural. In contrast w1 th this "Paul's seoond Rol!laJl imprisonment, 
if he ever ~ a second, must have been in an astounding number of details a n 
(1) 
exaot.duplioate of the first." 
(2) 
Harrison them proceeds to dissect out "the five genuine notes, t he i r 
several dates, birthplaces and oooasions." 
These passages have been broadly marked out by their survival of literar,y 
tests designed to separate the "wheat" of genuine PaUline language trom t h e 
"ohatf" or. the language of the composer of the Pastorals. The latter generally 
bases his work oaretul.ly on authentic Pa~line Epistles but in ·re'sponse t o 
Harrison' a linguistic:' .tests he bet.rays :hi~ presence in those passage~ whioh he 
did not inherit from the Apostle. It is a great claim to make that Harrison's 
methods, summarised in the first tbree of our propositions, enable him t o 
· separate ott the Pauline elements 1n the Pastorals from the work ot t h a 
composer, but we oan hardly doubt t~t this success has been aobieved t o a 
large extent. 
(1) ·p.N.Harrison, "Problem of the Pastoral Epistles", (1921) ,p.ll4. · 
{2) (a) Titu~ II~/12-15, (b) II.t'imotey IV/13-15, 20, 2la, {o) II.Timot~ 
IV/16-1811." ('?18b), (d) II .• Timotl\v IV/9-12,22b, (e) a oomplioatti pieoin15 
together of 11 Paul's last letter":- II.'l'imotby I/1&-18, lii/10 eto, IVf1, 
2a, 5b·; IV/&-8~ 18b, 19, 2lb, 22a. 
~ \ .. 
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But tests of language alone oannot enable Barrieon to oomplete the 1 a a t 
part of his task, tbe fitting in of the Pauline reliquiae to tbe k n o w n 
oiroumatanoee of S.Paul'e life reoorded ~n Aota and the ten Epistles. These 
. ·~·· 
fragment; a, it will be remembered, are. on Harrison's theory not preserved i n 
chronological order, but were copied somewhat fortuitously on to a single sheet 
of papyrus just as they oame. to band. 
(1) 
So Harrison devotes s.ome twenty pages to a subtle exegetical· study of the 
oooasions in the Apostle's reoo~ed life .into whioh the ~ontents of the genuine 
Pauline fragments oan be fitted. This part of his book is beyond the range. of 
the present essay. wbioh ia oonfinsd to the linguiatio aspect of the problem. 
but no reader oan withh,old a tribute of admiration from an o\n1,oualy brill:lant 
pieoe of .oonstr.uotive oriticism. It ia hard t~ deny that Harrison 1 a r g e l y 
establishes his claim that "for tSVery personal reference in the paragraphs with 
whio h we have ~u,._t been de~ling, therQ is at least one mo:inent in P8.ul' a life as 
. . . . (2) 
lmown to us from Aots and the other ~ulinea, whioh fits i~ llke ·a glove." 
It is now time for us to leave Harrison With his t a s k impressively 
accomplished. No fiml verdiot has yet been passed on the problem of the Pastorals 
but Dr Harrison baa achieved the rare distinction of diverting the oourse of. the 
stream or oritioal history and theory. Be nay be open to criticism, particularly 
as he himself aolmowledges, in the constructive part of his essay, but i t · i s 
fairly certain that henceforth further investigation will be conducted in t h e 
new oh$nnel whioh he has hollowed out for the literary stream and that it will be 
th& soene of any fUrther progress in work on the problem of the Pastoral Epistles. 
(1) p.N.Barriaon, 0 PrQblem of the ~'toral Epistlea",(l92l),pp.ll&-136. 
(2) p.N.Harr.ison, op.oit., p.llO. 
•· 
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Chapter X. 
~~~~~t~/~~f.;~~~~~~k~J~~~;~;re.~ 
Considerable signitioanoe is surely to be attached to the course taken 
by almost every disou~sion or the authenticity or the Pastoral Epistles. At 
first disputants are o.onoerned with reselllQlanoes· and contrasts in language, 
partioularly in v~oabulary and grammar. Then imperceptibly the level or the 
discussion rises until finally controversy centres round the question whether 
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the authentio note of the greatness of S.Faul can be detected in the Pastorals. 
It seems that some intluenoe emanating from his personality raises the discussion 
from one of gre.mnar to the level of the highest spiritual issues. Anything less 
- I 
t~n this would itself raise doubts about the authenticity_ or a d o c u m a n t 
attributed to the Apostle. 
There could hardly be a more conorete or less emotional study of t h a 
problem of the Pastoral Epistles than that published by Dr P.N.Barrison yet 
that sohola~_is repeatedly found to be relating vocabulary and grammar to the 
sublime spiritual elevation of S.Faul. It is obvious therefore, t h a t a 
discussion of the influence of the evidence provided by the language of t h e 
Pauline Epistles must be ooDducted on the broadest possible lines. Literary 
style, the spiritual aspect of language, must be considered as woll as t h a 
detaiis or vooabulary ~ grammar which serve :,to mts possible the higher 
expression of language. As always, the corporeal must serve the purposes or 
• 
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the spiritual. 
As has already been shown, for our purposes we can draw on three kinds ot 
principle, .the general crit1oism of the New Testament, Pauline criticism based 
on tl:le study of the nature _or the Pauline writings, and lastly, the p u r e l·y 
objeotive study of the "anat~my" of language. ll:ny .oonourrenoe in the results 
attained by this threefold system of oritioismwill derive additional foroe from 
their variety of origin. Similarly, any- divergence on the part of one or two 
of. these factors will i~troduoe a corresponding degree or doubt i n t o . 
oonolusions drawn trom them. The distinctions made between these three types 
pf principle oannot always· be striotly maintained - they tend in praotioe 
sometimes to overlap - but they help us towards an orderly treatment of the 
problem or the Pastorals. 
General oritioism of the New Testament undoubtedly raises grave doubts as 
{1) 
to the Pauline authorship or the Fastorals. The najority of soholars reject 
these Epistles; others hesitate but generally show a negative tendenoy. 0 n 
the other hand, there are still some defenders of the Pastorals as genuine 
letters of S.Paul. 
~en we turn t9 Pauline orit1oism three prinoipal questions call f o r 
examination and answer: 
I. Does the personality or the author as revealed in the ·Fastorals suggest 
that he is to be identified with the writer of the aooepted P a u 1 1 n e 
Epistles? 
(1) See Chapter VIII, "The Prinoipal Argumentsn, pp. 82 - 107. 
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II. Do we disoover in the Pastorals generally evidenoe of' that elevation of 
thought and a corresponding grave dignity of expression whioh we have 
learned to associate with the .Rluline writings? 
III·. Is the literary style of' the Pastorals similar to that of the o t h e r 
letters of S.Faul or does it diverge from it so widely as to suggest a 
plurality of authors? 
I. 
These questions must be examined in order and in some detail: 
An. answer to this question will be found more easily if we oan find 
among the ten Epistles one in whioh s. Paul is confronting oiroumstanoes 
not iltogether dissimilar from those implied in the Pastorals. 
That requirement seems to be met by the Epistle to the Galatians 
whioh was als.o written in a mood of' deep anxiety and in the faoe o f 
similar dangers. The Oalatian Christians were Gentile oonverts made by 
S.Faul and he bad been joined with them in mutual af'feot_ion and esteem. 
He lad given them the spiritual liberty of' an untrammslled approach t o 
God through Jesus Chri at and they had been enthusiastic in their faith. 
But presently emissaries from conservative religious oiroles bad oome and 
tau,ght them a more oomplioated aoheme of' salvation. Many of s. P a u 1 1 e 
Galatian disciples had beoome oonvinoed that obedience to the ordinances 
of the Law was a neoessary adjUDOt to the Christian faith. 
s.Paul then had the agonising experience of seeing his belo~d Galati~ns 
making shipwreck of the vital spiritual principles whioh he bad taught them 
and also of realising that the new dissentient teaohers had bad some degree 
of suooess 1n their attempts to discredit him 1n the eyes of his w h 1 1 o m 
c. I 
disciples. So dangerous was the work of 01 To~.p.kovovTf.S that it provoked i n 
the Apostle a .rare lapse from that charity which was to him the essence o f (1) . 
Christ's religion~ 
The Epistle to the Galatians is s. ·Paul's . reaction to this o r i t i o a 1 
situation and. as we shoUld expect., it is rich in its revelation of important 
aspects ·of his personality. A desperate danger leads the Apostle to call on 
the whole resources of his strong o.baraoter and this Epistle is indeed a n 
impressive document. What then does it tell us of his personality? 
The first obaraoteristio whioh we observe is hie sublime oonf'idenoe i n 
his gospel and in bts: own commission to .preac~ it. There is no faltering in 
the faoe of d~ger., no pleading., no self-justification. Pau1 t~'fi::,' Apostle, n~t 
of men but of Jesus Christ and God the Father, refuses to recognise any hazard 
to the gospel w~ch he proclaims but sternly warns the Galatians against the 
dangers in whioh their fickleness is involving thelJl• His handling of t h e 
situation is perfeotly sure and unhesitating. Rebuke is called for a n d h e 
administers it sternly and with no sign of weakening. The lawful authority of 
an Apostle la implied in every line or this Epistle. 
(1) Galatians V/12. 
.t•· 
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Indeed, that authority is emphasised by a narrative of hie equal dealing · 
in early days with James and Peter and Jolm at Jerusalem. No Jawi.sh intervention 
was for a moment permitted to induoe him to waver about the praotioe o f 
oiroumoision. Compromise was ruled out beoause if righteousness oame by the 
(].) 
Law then Christ had died ·in vain. 
The folly of the Galatians is denounoed unsparingly as they inoline t o 
throw away those .v.err .elemnts in whioh the faith of Christ showed i t s 
superiority to the Law. Then atfeotion·begins to battle in the heart of the 
Apost~e with his e~roisa of stern authority. They are hi-s ohildren in t h e 
faith, but he insists again. that as suoh their duty 1s to stand fast in the 
li~erty wherenth Christ las made them tree. The Law would indeed turn tJl~m 
f'rom the works of the flesh but he ms f'or them a more exoellent way whioh 
leads in human lif'e to the growth of' the rioher fruits of the Spirit, against 
.. 
whioh there is no law. Repent they Illllst, amend their ways they must, and he 
then translates spiritual rel~gion ~4it more for them into· terms of .daily lite. 
Finally, the Apostle takas the pen from the hand or the amanuensis and adds a 
ffflfl words to the text, perhape with fingers gnarled with the rough w o r k 
of' tentarald.ng. Atfeotion is now his motive but even that is oombined with an 
unbending stern warning against oompromee with dangerous false teaohing. 
What then do we here learn of the pereonalf. ty of' the Apostle? Surely in 
the faoe of' anxiety and peril he is seen as a nan wielding authority with an 
assuranoe based on profound oonf'idenoe in his mssage and his own commission. 
(1) Galatians II/21. 
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Be has no thought of compromise and calls his converts unhesitatingly baok to 
the principles of his gospel. Be shows courage, oonviction, and affection, but 
never for a moment does he inolina to weakness or hesitation. Gontidenoe, 
conviction and strength are the hall-marks of his personality. 
The Pastoral Epistles are a1so ~ii:ten by one who faced similar dangers. 
Jewish and pagan foroes alike threatened the purity and spirituality o f 
~bristian belief and conduct and these letters are addressed to two colleagues -· 
of S.Paul who had to face tho resul~ing difficulties. But they are not private 
letters; ·the author writes with ChriStian comnnmities as well as his younger 
disciples in his thoughts. Be·deals both with present false teaohing and 
(1) 
practice and also with impending developments. Wandering teachers, generally 
self-commissioned, were involving Christians in a mar:~ of questions a n d . 
. . . (2) 
controversies based upon the lore of canonist& and casuists of the taw. A 
false asceticism, insisting on abstention f'rO:zJl narriage and from oertain foods, 
' . . 
was being widely taught and aooepted. i'he outoou.e was that many Christians wore 
abandoning their faith and it was becoming clear that a general apostasy was 
more than a possibility of the f'uture. 
The situation withwhioh the writer of the Pastorals sought to deal was 
as menacing as that revealed in the Epistle to the Galatians. Moreover, apostasy 
on the part of ~hristians due to false teaching of a Jewish type and origin is 
a factor oommon to both sets of documents. Can it be said that the personality 
of the writer of the Fa.storals suggests S.Pa.ul, the writer of the Epistle to 
(1) Cp.R.S.John Farry, "The Pa.stora'l Epistlea0 , (1920), pp.LXXXI - CX. 
(2) R.S.John :Al.rry, op.cit., p.LXXXIV. · 
.. 
the Galatians? ·The answer is surely in the negative. 
Where in the ~storals are we to find that contidenoe, oonviotion a n d 
strength which w~ found in S.Faul? In the Galatian Epistle the term Apostle 
is a proolamation, in the Past_orals it is a dtscription. The unhesitating 
oonfidenoe ln his saored oommisaion and the bold sweeping attack m a d e o n 
14f 
the false teaohers of Galatia are wanting here. The writer tends to b e o o me 
involved in the details of heresies instead of boldly enunoiatlng b a s i c 
Christian prinoiples. And we also miss the. constant Pauline appeal to t h e 
words and deeds of the Christ as the impelling fll9~iye for present Chrbtian · 
action. The writer is at pains. to identify himself by recalling detahs o f. 
his past travels; a slightly nervous apologetic elenent creeps into his words 
. r 
here, something in complete contrast to the style of s. Paul. 
' One of his statements is particularly startling. Writ~g i1J. detenoe of' the 
reaU.ty of his apo~:~tleship the writer of the Fastorals ass-qres his familiar 
. ·(1) 
colleague ~~~etlci.V 'Af.yu:. o~ *fu~Of...l.J-I •. S.Paul certainly uses these words 
(2) 
·in solemn assW$rations but surely Timothy is the one. person to whom it i s 
diffioult to imagine that he oould have made suoh a statement. Had he been a · 
distant acquaintance or had he stood in a oold otfioial relation to S.Paul he 
(3) 
might have been addressed in suoh terms but it seems psychologically incredible 
that the Apostle wrote thus· to his olose companion and dean colleague. Is not 
tbio passage an example of a pseudonymous author' a betrayal of his presence 
(4) 
by using a charaoteristio Pauline expression in impossible oiroumstanoes? 
{1) I.Ttmot~ II/7. (2) e.g.Rolfl8,tls IX/1. 
(3) P.N.Ha.rrison, ''Problem of th~ Rl.storal Epistles", (1921) ,p. 
(4) w·aa the writer wholly or partly ignorant of the oiroumstan.Qes related by 
S.Luke in Aots XVI/1~3? 
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There are also other incompatibilities. It is wortey of note that S.Faul 
does not usually mention the names of his theological opponents. They a r e 
. ( I 
indicated by suoh expressions as 01 TeL.pJ..OVO'ITi.CO or their identity is co~ealed 
. (1) 
beneath the _anonymity of' cf>tta-{v • It seems as if s. Paul forgot the hereelaroh 
in combating the heresy, but in the Fastorals such names are freely given, 
(2) 
Phygelus and Hermogenee, Bymenaeus and Philetus. The sinner is remembered as 
well as his sin. There seems once more to be a departure from the methods of' 
S.Paul. 
At times there is also a "prudentialn atmosphere in the Iastorals i · n 
(3) 
contrast with the bold offensive spirit of' S.Fa.ul. There is a o e r t a i n 
(4) 
nervousness in the_ author's attitude to the coming perils whioh ·he foretells. 
And hoW great the difference in the mental attitude expressed in the injunction 
to Timotq to keep that whioh is committed to his trust and in the charge to 
(6) 
the Galatians to stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ has made them free. 
It is often argued that a comparative feebleness of language in t h e 
Pastorals is due to ~.Paul's inoreas~ years. In the Epistle to Philemon, at 
(6) 
· an earlier date, he had referred to himse1t' as 11 Paul the aged", but t h a t 
oharming little letter shows no sign whatever of any declining powers. It is 
in faot tuli of a delicate sooial skill and is remarkable for an u n u s u a 1 
(1) Galatians I/7; II.Corinthians X/10. 
(2) II.Timotby I/16, and II/17. The mention of Alexander in an acknowledged 
Pauline fragment, II.Timot~ IV/14, is soaroely an exception, sinoe he 
seems to owe· his inolusi<m to the "testamntary" nature of s. Paul's 
farewell. message. He is also roontioned with Bymenaeus in the non-Pauline 
passage I.Timot~ I/20.- · 
(3) e.g.I •. Timotey VI/17-19. 
(4) e.g.II •. Timotcy III/1-9. 
( 6) I •. 'l'i,mot~ Vl/20; Galatians v /1. 
(6) Aocepting the c~ntention that the rendering "ambassador" does not seem 
q~ite appropriate to~ private letter.(M.R.Vinoent,"Philippians and 
Philemon••-, (r.c.c·.), (1902) ,p.l84. · · 
. - . 
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telioity ·of' language. Men are moreover, most ready to call themselves aged 
when their inner conviction is that. the description is still premature and 
inacourate, arid s.Paul was probably no exception to this. general n~le •. 
~y it not be mi_ntained that any comparative feebleness i n t h e 
language of the Pastorals is more reasonably explained by a difference in 
authorship than by a dec line 'ln s. Paul's DSntal a~d bodily powers? A study 
or_ the revelatt'on of personality made respectively in the ten aooepted 
Epistles B.nd in the Pastorale certainly lends some to roe to this question. 
And when this is added to evidence derived from other .sources its influence 
becoiCBs considerable. 
It is nO* time to turn to the second question raised by the principles 
of Pauline criticism. 
Of soma people it t·s said that they view everythillg, even t h e 
trivialities of daily life "sub speoie aeternitatis", and. it is. often 
assumed, perhaps over readily, tmt this is an attitude to life which is_ 
incontestably w~hy of commendation, perhaps even of imitation. It might. 
be ~rgued that a less consistently grave outlook would result in a better 
balanced ·human nature and that a wholesome attitude to lite DDlst p a y 
attention to the whimsical and to the ephemeral as ·well as to the serious 
and the eternal. 
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But whatever our opinion of this grave outlook on life. there is no doubt 
that it sets a strong mark on certain personalities. among whom is S.Faul. 
We may tlierefore reasonably look for signs of it in the Fastorals if they are 
rightly to be attributed to the Apostle. 
The Christian ministry is inevitably an important subject both in t h e 
Pastorals and in some of the ten Epistles. The treatment of a oommon subject 
in these two sets of documents fortunately provides an opportunity f o r 
ascertaiDing whether there is also an equal elevation of thought and e2pression 
in the treatment of it. 
No one can read S.Faul's letters without realising that his s o 1 e m n 
(1) 
commission to offioe derived from the experience of his conversion was to him 
supremely important and a souroe of spiritual strength and oon$olation. This 
. ··. 
natura~ly oomes out strongly when his work is under severe orltioism and he is 
personally attacked. · 
Writing to his friends in Corinth the Apostle does not hesitate even to 
oompare his work to one aspect of the divine processes. God was in C h r i s t. 
reconciling the world to himself, and S.Faul and Timothy are as it were God's 
(2) 
ambassadors· to whom it has been given the ministry of reconciliation. Such a 
lofty commission lays upon its recipients an almost overwhelming responsibility. 
Whe loftiest standards of conduct are required if the ministry is not to b e 
vilif'ied. A long list of essential spiritual qualities follows and the amazing 
experiences and the profound sufferings of the Apostle are recognised as being 
(1) Aots IX/6. 16. 17., Cp.Galatians I/16-16. 
(2) II.Corintbians V/18-20, op. I/1. 
. _ ... 
' -
more than worth while so long as they are p'rt of the prioe paid for t h e 
(1) 
fai thtul perforl!Bnoe . of the mtnistry oonferred on him. Be had already onoe 
challenged the Corinthians in these bold words: "Let a man so aooount of us 
. (2) 
as of the ministers of Christ. and stewards of' the nwsteries of God." And the 
subsequent iniquities and misrepresentations whioh he bad suffered only served 
to emphasise s. Paul's unswerving loyalty to this sub limo o onoeption of t h e 
ministry. He proolaims that the judgement of' mon upon his work matters little 
to him sinoe the judgement ever before his mind is -that of our I,ord. 
In the enoyo_lioal Epistle to the Ephesians when he writes of the wo~derM 
revelation of God's purpose of uniting Jew and Gentile S.Paul spontaneously 
rejoioes· that he was given a share. in the ministry oharged with the duty of 
(3) 
preaching among the Gentiles the unsearchable riohes of' Christ. And t h e 
splendour of t~e plan iD matohed by the r.ioh variety of possible. response by 
humanity - some are oalled to be apostles. some prophets, some evangelists, 
. . 
some pastors and teaohers. And in serving God in the ministry of' the Churoh 
they are all to benefit mankind by promoting the perfecting of the sainte till 
men find their testing and their full stature in a unity of f'ai th in the Son· 
(4) 
of God. 
S.Paul thus appears as a man almost overwhelmed by the privilege and the 
responsibility attaobing to the ministry to whioh he has been oalled •. T h i a 
work is part of the very soherne of salvation and he will willingly endure all 
(1) II.Corinthians Vl/3-10. 
(2) I. Corinthians IV/1-3. 
(3)· Ephesians III/2•e·. 
(4) :$phesiana IV/~1~13. 
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things on its behalf. But it mkes him happy too. for he is fulfilling h i s 
glorious destiny and quite naturally he bids his 10'Wlg friend Archlppus. a t 
(1) 
Colossae. giVe bSed to his lofty calling and fulfil it to the uttermost. 
.· . 
If we pass swiftly from these writings or S.Paul and read those considerable. 
sections of the Pastorals which deal with the ministry of the Church we seem 
to pass from the rare atmosphere or a mount of Transfiguration to the mundane 
oirottmatanoes proper to the valleys at its foot. What a change it iB to pass 
from reading the sublime conceptions of the ministry given us by S.!llul to the 
somewhat pedestrian· directions about the qualif'ications for office and t h e 
style of life appropriate to bishops and deacons. These men are indeed bidden 
to strive after high moral standards and to conduct themsolves with dignity 
and gravity. The deacons are reminded that the faithful performnoe of their 
. (2) 
work will bring them Opportunities for wider service, and they and· t h e i r 
families must conduct themselves with proper piety and sobriety·. 
. (3) 
Similar directions are given for the Church in Crete. The Bishop's do~stio 
lite must be above reproach. He must be a man self-controlled and oalm. n o t 
self-willed. neither over fond of drink or of money. His life 'must be a holy 
one and he is to be given to hospitality. The picture is one of a man of solid 
qualities. sound in life and doctrine • perhaps not one .to take risks or to be 
adventurous but decidedly a man on whom others may depend. 
(1) Colossians IV/17. 
(2) . ~o.S j-lOS (I. Timot~. III/13) can refer to promotion to higher office. Both 
R~.st John Parry and W.t·ook in their commentaries prefer a less 11material n 
conception· (pp.1~20 and •1 r~apectivel.y) but when every allowance is made 
in thi$· sense the use of ~cl.&j.LOS jars on an· ea.r attuned to the language of 
S.Paul. 
(3) 11Tus rf~;;-q. 
··.,' 
But as we read on in the :ALstorals we suddenly oome· upon t w o 
expressions whioh sound more like the earlier more exalted attitude of' 
s. Paul to the ministry. He exhorts lUimot~: "do the work of' an Bvangelist, 
(1) 
make full proof' of' tl!Dy ministry." A little further on with oliaraoteriatio 
delioaoy of' feeling he oement~ his reoonoiliation with one who bad onoe 
deserted him in tbue words: "Tam Mark and bring him with thee: tor he 
(2) 
is profitable to me for the ministry." 
But the diaoovery of' these words redolent of' the earlier Epistles 
gives no support to belief' that S.Faul 113 the author of' the Pastorals f'or 
they both ooour in a seotion whioh ori tios agree to be one of' the genuine 
Pauline fragments incorporated in the Pastorals. They were indeed written 
by S.Paul. the ori~ios would say. and you notioe a contrast with the rest 
ot the Pastorals preoisely because the latter doownents are for the most 
part written by someone else. 
May we not then olaim that the essentially mundfine,J .via of' . t ·h e 
ministry mde possible by the Faatorals is an indioation or their having 
bean written by someone other than s. Faul? This irerdiot is -baaed on the. 
baiief' that at least in tlda part of' the Pastorals the elevat.ion o f' 
thought and expression oharaotaristio of' the Apostle teems to be laoking. 
We now oome to the question based upon the third principle of' Pauline 
ori tioi·sm: 
(1) II.Timotby IV/5. 
(2) II.Timotby IV/11. 
,· 
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o t he r 
suggest a 
Differences of li.terary style are always diffioul t to estimate in a 
oonvinoing fashion beoause there is inevitably a large subjective element 
in any judgement formed on the subjeot. But opinions on 1i terary style 
gain in weight when they are assooiated with a consideration of o t h e r 
faotors involved. The different elements then reinforoe one another t o 
their mutual gain in strength and in the potve"r to oonvinoe. 
It mat be acknowledged that even the style of the ten Epietl~s is by 
. (1) 
no ineans homogeneous. 'fhe Epi atle to the Ronan a, for example, i n o 1 u d e s 
argument, exposition and a_ppeal, eao h in varied· form. S. Paul there seems 
sometimes to be addressing a group of people, at other times in the same 
letter to be appealing to an individual. And such variety of style oan ·be 
found in many others of the ten Epistles. In faot, homogeneity of style 
may be said to be oharaoteristio of the Pastorals in o~ntrast with the 
constant anc1 great variety to be seen in the style of the other groups. 
No doubt it is true that the oharaoter of the recipients of letters 
often provides olues to variety in literary style. Dr St.John Parry argues. 
that the enoyolioal oharaoter of the Epistle to the Ephesians aooounts for 
a certain coldness and impersonality so different from the other Fauline 
Epistles. lJe then prooeeda· to defend the Faatorals urging that t h e 
different literary style seen in them is due to their. being addressed to 
(1) Cp.R.St John Farry, 11The Fastoral Epistles",(l920), pp.CXI-cnv. 
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(1) 
individuals. MOreover, as. the reoipie~ts were close friends and disciples much 
. . 
could be taken tor granted and mere allusions would convey tbat w h i c h 
ordinarily would have required explicit statement. These are among the factors 
which in Dr ~rry' s opinion explain the contrasts between the style of' t h e 
Pastorals and that of' the other Pauline letters. 
But adaptation to the mind of' their readers is instinctive in all w h o . 
praotioe the literary art; it 1B part of' the cre.tt. This skill is repeatedly 
shown by S.Paul in all his writings. Doubtless there are apecial·f'eatures in 
the Fastorals, but. the same is true of the Major Epistles and of other letters 
too. 'fhia adaptation as seen in the Pastorals is tlms a particular _example of 
a general principle, not a phenomenon peculiar to three particular Epistles. 
When every allowance has been made tor a skilful writer's adaptation to 
the character of his prospective readers there nms~ also be a residual constant 
element which expresses his cnm personality. In t~s a writer's style surely 
.consists. 
' In s. Paul this setting ot hie cnvn stamp upon his writing is clearly lll!lrked. 
The mention .of his name in connexion with a given Epistle is enough to set us 
looking for signs of a certain quick instinctive response to oiroum8tanoes, a 
sensitiveness to criticism or hostility, energy in-the faoe of threat or 
danger, and above all, a tendency to S*ing ott at a tangent in his torrential 
(2) 
rush of thought. "The tangent pervades his writing ... 
(1) But J .Moffatt bluntly states·: "The Pastorale are not private letters .•• 
("Introduot$.on to Literature of' New Testament",.(l918),p. 407).G.A.Deissnann 
calls them Epistles_ but considers t:tat frag~nts of genuine letters of s. Paul 
1$y have been worked illtO. them. ("Bible Stu,<;\iea", (1903) •P•64 •) 
T.R.Glover, "The Mind ot S.Paul", Bertz Leoture,(l94-l), p.l4. (2) 
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But these vivid obara~teristios of S.Faul seem to be dulled and subdued in 
the Bastorals. It cannot be said that there are no signs of the Apostle in these 
Epistles. but blurred outlines have taken the place of clearly d. e f 1 n a· d 
personality, apprehensiveness Ills replaced audacity, a certain triviality of 
detail has taken the place of the br~d sweeping principles of a master mind. 
It is specially significant that the paragraphs in the Fastorals which deal 
with the ministry, a central theme in these letters, show unmistakable signs 
of divergence f'rom the standards oharaoterlstic of s. Paul. 
It is indeed possible to trace resemblances between the style o f t h e 
. (1) 
Fastorals and that of sonia of the less controversial and more practical seotlona 
of other Epistles. A tendenoy _to adapt the language of the Old Testament, certa1n 
personal touches and the habit of basing practice on doctrine. are oommon to the 
Pastorals and to some parts of Romans and Corinthians. But those features occur 
in the quieter sections which least suggest the oharaoter of S.Paul. 
These however are minor details and their lesser defences seem repeatedly 
to be overwhelmed by the force of broad sweeping principles of oritloiam. I n 
particular, differences of style support the contention, developed in ~ h i s 
chapter, tJ;~at the Pastorals betray a personality contrasting with that o f 
s. Paul and a level of thought and dignity of expression interior to his. 
S,upport for this view is also offered by a special type of criticism which 
is based on literary criteria. Form Criticism depends largely on the sensitive-
ness ~f the or1tio's eye and ear to every refinement of ll~erary style. And a 
great'expQnent of this type of criticism bas passed this verdict on the 
(1) W.Lock, "The Pastoral Epistles", (I.c.c.), (1936), p.XXVIII. 
Pastoral Epistles' "In D\V view the charaoter or the language. which can only 
be demonstrated in the ~reek text. is decisive-tor the unauthentic .character 
. (1.) ~ 
ot the Epistles." 
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May we not pause tor a moment at this point to claim that Pauline criticism 
ot the Pastoral Epistles has shown a general tendency to reinforce the doubts 
about their authenticity w~ch spring from the_ application to_ them o t the 
general criticism ·or the New Testament? It reuains to oonsider whether a third 
line of critioal principles. those based upon what we have called the anato~ 
ot language. serve's to increase those doubts still further. 
Justification tor considering this anatoli\V ot language as a o r i t i c a 1 
principle comes from ~_g~ authorities. Professor A.C.Clark lays it down that 
vocabulary inevitably awes some ot its variations to change of subject-matter 
. and that therefore too muoh importance should not be attached to Hapax Legomena. 
"The most valuable evidence is that turnished by the use of particle,a •. 
prepositions. conjunctions and other small partao~ speeoh- also·by variations 
in _the use of oommon words and 1n the .ohoioe between synonyms. E s p e o i a 1 
attentiOn should be given to archaic idioms which tended to pass out or use iln 
(2) 
t_he ~01\1~; but survived in elegant writers." 
The study or the anatoli\V of style is not at first sight an inviting one. 
Nearly 150 years ago Schleiermacher told the readers of his study or t h e 
First Epistle. t~ Timot~ that as the first course of their critical banquet 
(1) 
(2) 
M.Dibelius "A Fresh Approach to the New Testament and Early Christian 
Literature".(l936),.p.232. Be had previously argued against the Pastorals. 
on grounds of voQabulary,. in his oominentary "Die Briere des Apostels Paulus 
an Timotheus I.II. an Titus". (1913) • PP• 134 etc. 
A.C.Clark. "The Acts of-the Apostles".(l933).p.395. 
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he had to otter them no piquant hors-d'oeuvre to what their intellectual palate, 
(1) 
but a dry list of words. And Dr Harrison summarises his valuable study with an 
apology tor having involved his disciples in the affting or ''D!Bl'l)" bushels of 
the dryest sand that ever drifted.- collecting Fartioles, Prepositions, Hapax 
Legomena, passing these through a sieve - calculating percentages, poring over. 
d~agrams, and striving to wrest from arid pages of statistics their 1 0 a t 
. (2) 
secret." 
Fortunately Dr Harrison ma done his work so thoroughly tllat much of i t 
has been generally aooepted. But be has set us an example and bas encouraged 
us to feel that the study of the anatoJey" of language derives a real value a s 
well as some degree of interest from its power of reinforcing arguments of a 
obaraoter at onoe wider and mor.e humane. 
So we may ask whether an examination of the "skeleton" of the language of 
the Pauline Epistles·suggests that ther~ are fundamental differences of usage 
and structure under1fing the more delicate and spiritual con~rasts in style 
between the Pastorals ani the othB r ten letters. 
It is obvious that the whole evidence available on a given point must be 
considered and that discretion in its use is also required. For example, the 
need tor a cautious uee of statistical evidence is shown in the c a s e o t 
I 
\10 !-lOS· Thh word ooours 115 times in the ten Epistles and only. twice in the 
. ·• 
Pastorals, but its distribution in the former group is very uneven. It is.not 
round in the Thessalonian Epistles; in the Major Epistles it appears 111 times; 
(1) 
(2) 
Quoted by Dr P.N.Harrison in his "Problem of the Pastoral Epistles",(l921), 
p.le. 
P.N.Barrison, op.oit., P•l35. 
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in the letters of the Imprisonment it makes only 4 appearances, and 2 in the 
Pastorals. This $bows the importance of bearing in mind the faot that vocabulary· 
(1) 
is inevitably largely dictated by the nature of the subject under consideration. 
But the evidence of the anatomy of language is distinctly valuable if it is used 
with a consciousness of its limitations. We may now turn to consider hcnr f a r 
this line of study suggests similarity or contrast in the struoture o f t h e 
Pauline Epistles. 
There is a markBd difference in what we my call the "density" of vocabulary. 
This expression is used for the relation between the total number of words in a 
given letter and the number of distinct words, that is the relation b e t w e eD 
(2) 
volume and vocabulary. 'l'hue !.Corinthians includes 6656 words and a t o t a 1 
vocabulary of 933 words; this nay be expressed roughly as a ratio of 7.1 1. So 
we may- say that the density of the vocabulary of I.Corintptans is 7.1 : 1, i t 
has one "new" word for enry 7.1 words in its text. A comparison· of ·a 1 1 t h e 
(3) . 
thirteen Epistles reveals tbat the Pastorals individually and as a group have 
the highest density of vocabulary, The figures are as follows: 
I.Tlmot~ 2.9 1 
II.Timot~ 2.8 1 
Titus 2.2 1 
The Epistle to Titus thus has a "new" word for every 2.2 words in its text. 
The average densities of the four groups of Epistles also set the Pastorals 
apart as far the most richly endowed in respect of vooabuiary. 
(1) Cp.B.St John Parry, 0 The Pastoral Epist1es",(l920),p.CXIV. 
(2) Cp.Appendiz B, P•'1'· • 
(3) The whole of the figures will be found in Appendix :S •P•'l'. The Epistle to 
Philemon has the high de~sity of 2.4 : 1, but ~ts brevity greatly decreases 
·the value or··-~hs statistical evidence. It offers too small a field o f 
investigation. 
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The average density of the Thessalonian Epistles is 3.6 1 
n n Major Epistles is 6.0 1 
11 
" Epistles of the Imprisorunent is 3. 5 1 
" ·" Fastoral Epistles is 2.6 1 
Here then is a distlnot oontrast between the Fastorals and the other Epistles. 
Again. there are .,.marked differenoes among the Epistles in the relative 
. I . . 
densities of Hapax Legomena. This is. a matter of importance beoause it i s 
usually the starting point of criticism of the Fastor&1s from the standpoint of 
(1) 
language. 
Dr Harrison finds a first hint of the eventual solution of the problem of 
the Fastorals in a table of these words showing a constant gentle rise in their. 
number oorrespond;lng roughly to the ohronologioal order of the ten P a u 1 i n e • 
Epistles. A muoh higher figure distinguishes the Pastorals in this respeot. The 
average number of Hapax Legomena on eaoh page of Westcott and Hort's t a x t 
ranges from 6.0 for I.Thassalonians to 11.2 for Philippians. The aorresponding 
figures for the Pastorals are 20.1 for I.xtmotqy. 17.4 for II.Timotby. and 16.9 
(2) 
for Titus. It is thus. obvious that the Hapax Legomena of the ten Epistles form 
one series. those of tbe Pastorals an entirely new o~e. Harrison's own oommsnt 
is tl}at "the ten Paulines are seen to foflU a distinot group by themaelvos. And 
the Pastorals stand right outside that group at such a distanoe ~s. to oreat~ 
at onoe very serious doubts indeed. regarding the lJiypothesis of their oommon 
(3) 
authorship with the rest.'' 
(1) Cp• Chapter IX "The ~ork of Dr P.N.Harriso~". pp.l13-ll4. 
(2) Cp. Diagram II. p.23. i.n P.N.Harrison "The Problem of the Pastoral Epistles"; 
(1921). 
(3) P.N.Barrison. op.oit •• pp.23-24. 
Another serious indictment is brought against the authenticity of' t h e 
~storals on the ground 'of' their negleot of' many particles whioh a p p e a r 
constantly in the Epistles of S.Paul. The extent of' this contrast is m a d e 
(1) 
olear in a diagram showing the use or negleot of' 61 partioles in oommon use. 
Everyf>ne of' these is used in the tour Major Epistles, 12 are missing trom the 
. . 
Thessalonian letters and 6 from the Epistles of' the Impriso~nt •. ~ut when we 
turn to the Pastorals no less than 24 ~uline particles are missing. 
'l'b8 etf'eot ot this wide oontrast in the use of' partiolea is shown both by 
the proclamations ot the oritio~ and by the ingenuity of the defenders of the 
authenticity of' the ~storals. One critio cieolares that the oontrast i a (2) . . . 
"staggering", another argues that IIBDy of' the missing words are suited only to 
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vividly dialeotio or ar~ntatiTe passages whioh abound in the tour M a j o r 
Epistles and oocur less feequently in the: other letters, and he deolares that 
(3) 
there is no signif'iOanoe 1n the absenoe. of' other particles. No doUbt there is 
some toroe in this contention, but when every all~noe is .made tor tHis line 
of' argument it oan hardly be said to remove the sense of' ~ontrast in the use 
ot these words wbioh is strikingly apparent to e~ery reader of' the ~uline 
Epistles. 
An attraotive feature of' the Greek language is its praotioe of' linking one 
sentenoe to another, otten by the precise, delicate, means ot pa~tiolea s9me 
of' whioh dety translation into anot~er language. But their presence i s 
testimony to the Greek sense that language needs to possess 11arohi tectural " 
(1) Appendix D, PP• l'fl.t•l'f~ .. 
(2) B.W.Baoon, "Introduction to the New Testamant11 ,(1902),p.l39. 
(3) R.St Jo~ Far.ry, "The ~storal Epistles 11 ,(1920),p.OXIV. 
1,_ .. 
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form as well as the power of' clear expreasi-on. Even the opening sentence of' a 
. . . 
letter or a book is usually provided with a connective particle which, like a 
f'il~ tentacle, is ready to catch on to some idea already present in t h e 
reader' s rid.nd. 
If' we omit a few rare connectives, classifying them as merely nmisoellaneous~ 
there are 13 others used with the 1368 principal sentences of' the thirteen 
~uline letters. -All of' these appear in the· Uajor Epistles, 5 are not found in 
the Tbessalonian letters, 3 are missing from the Epistles of' the Imprisonment, 
and 6 from the Pastorals. 
And it must also be aoknowiedged that one of' the details in which t h e 
KOINE is interior to classical Greek is in its tende:noy to omit oonneotives 
from many sentences. This feature, knoWn as asyndeton, is a marked oharaoteristio 
of' the Fast~rals in contrast to most of' the ten Epistles. MOre than 57% of' the 
sentences in the Pastorals are left without al\Y form of connective, whereas the 
Thesaalonian letters vhow an average of' only 3o% of' suoh sentences a n d t h a 
. (1) 
figure for the Major Epistles· is about the sam. There is thus a decided and 
abrupt_ rise in the percentages when we turn ~rom the tan Epistles to t h a 
Pastorals. 
(2) 
St Faul uses the definite artiole.freely, with infinitives, numerals, 
adverbs, participles, particles, and with whole clauses as well as with nouns. 
The Pastorals, on the other hand, use the definite artiole only with nouns, 
(1) Colossians and Philemon form an anomalous case, their percentages being 
61.5% and 64-5%. T}Ja figures for the Pastorals are I.Timotq 56.6%, 
II.Tim,otey sa.s%, Titus 59.3%. For· details see Appendix E,, p.l76 • 
. (2) ~.or datA:Us· see Appendix CJ, pp.178-179. {.; )': . 
. •' 
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(1) 
adverbs and partiaiples; and are partioularly lavish in their use of t h e 
definite artiole with the last of these. Onoe more there is seen a.te:ndenoy 
ofor this fourth group to separate its~lf f~m the rest of the Pauline Epistles. 
Again, there are a number of oontrasta 1n vocabulary between ~he Pastorals 
(2) 
and the other Epistles. It ie·of oourse true that in a brilliant writer the 
last thin~ we should l9ok for is oonsistency in his vooabulary. As has already 
been emphasised,· no man use~-· all his vooabulary in ev-an a series of writings 
and ·we oannot look for other uniformities of praotioe in a writer who, like 
s. Paul, is quio k and sensitive to the ·challenge of other personal! ties and to 
variety of oiroumstanoes. 
But when every allowance of this kind has boen made we do fin~ that a givon 
writer unoonsoiously submits to oertain laws of hio own praotioe. He my vary 
. . . 
his oustom, and vary it with wide bounds, but there are oertain limits whioh 
he does not usually overBass. Examples to the contrary may reasonably b e 
treated as items in an indictment in a oaee of disputed authorship, and thio 
of oourse applies to particularly marked deviations of the Pastorale ~ro~ the 
o~he~ Epistles in matters ·Of vocabulary. 
No doubt variety or oubjeot and readers rray play a great part in determining 
vocabulary, bu~ it is surprising to find that the idea of the ChurQh as t h e 
Body of Christ is not found at all in the Pastorals. Indeed, the 1.1ord O'Wt-L~ 
make:s 90 appearanoes in the first three groups of Epistles and none in the fourth! 
And while we oannot expeot evan S.Paul continually to refer to the oross o f 
(1) A peouliarity whioh tmy share only with Colossians and Philemon. 
(2) For a detailed analysts of vooabulary see Appendix L, pp.l90.229. 
I Christ it ia somswhat startling to find that whilecrrc~..upos and its cognates 
appear 20 times in seven out of the ten Epistles it is entirely missing from 
the Pastorals. 
MOreover. a considerable number of the favourite words of S.Faul disappear 
from the Pastorals; examples of this are ~noGv~<rKQ,~~£.lTCa.), 'i~d.'fY€.Xt~Of.-ld-J 
I . I I I K""U'f...~Of-lcll, nvi.up.J.. Tl t<.OS, o-ocpos, 'f...cA.I p~. 
In a n~er of oases an expression characteristic of S.Paul is replaced by. 
another. or it is retained but is slightly altered~ Thus n~~~o~1s is replaced 
fl.l c: ' ' ~ ""' >t I by T.roi.pd..D.'Y\K'1· o d.IU\V Cil>Tosbeoomes a 'VUV o1.1oov and f'or TU"'TO~ is substituted 
c I 
LlTTCTUl"T~O"I S. 
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Peculiar phrases in the Pastorals suggest new lines of thought: fU<Ti~~s ~~v 
s.l_u;.KtiV ~II<J.IOO"~V'lV,qll>~k-cniV~VlfO.f..l.e~KY)\1 and inany new terms are used with ref'erenoo 
to heresies. 
The Hapax Legomena have always been an "awkward boulder" in the p a t h 
of defenders, of the Pastorals and great ingenuity has been shown in efforts to 
overcome the diffioul ties caused by them. Dr Parry. for example. divides the 
.. . (2) 
words peculiar to the Pastorals into no less than eight classes and establishes 
his oontention that at least some of them mnst be regarded simply as the results 
of the introduction of particular themes. Among these subjects are heresies. 
the Christian ministry. Churoh order and discipline. But these matters are not 
entirely peculiar to the Pastorals and while Dr Parry gives us a valuable 
., 
oaution, not to exaggerate the significance of the Hapax Legomena. it is not 
hla purpose to deny them their proper critical signiticanoe. 
(1) For more details see Appendix B. P• · 
(2) R. St Jo.lm Parry, 0 The Pastoral Epistles\ (1920) ,pp.CXVIII-CXXVI. 
r 
.:'.\ ., 
Other attempts to reduce the significance of the· Hapax· Le~omena in the 
(1) 
Pastoral Epistles have been less impressive and less successful. Exoessive 
ingenuity in this direction gives an impression of what we may perhaps call 
"linguistic casuistry", and that defeats its own end. 
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The evidence of the "anatoD\Y" of language would not carry great weight by 
itself but its effects beoome impressive when they coincide with those produced 
. . . 
by other lines of·investigation. Moreover, they cover a wide field including 
the relative density of vocabulary and of Hapax Legomena, the ma~~ds wherel)y 
sentences are linked together, the use made of particles and of the definite 
article, and finally, the comparison of outstanding features of vocabulary. 
We inherited from the general criticism of the New Testament certain doubts 
about the Pauline authorship of the Pastoral Epistles. Some of these arose from 
questions of their language. 
Specific ~uline c~iticism added weight to those doubts by re~aling 
evidence that the. ·personal! ty of the author of the Pastorals ~s not easqy 
identified with that of s. Paul. And considerable contrast was disc overed in 
the level of thought and dignity of expression seen in the ten Epistles and 
in the Pastorals respectively whenever the subject dealt with was the ministry 
of the Church. And similar differences can be observed with other subjects. 
Lastly, we have seen considerable contrasts in the literary style of the two 
sets .of documents under consideration. The style of the ten Epistles i s 
certainly not 'W1iform, but the widest limits of its variation are consistently 
exoeeded by the Pastorals. 
(1) Cp. F.J .Badoook, "The Pauline Epistlee etc", (1937) ,pp.l16-120. 
/ 
And now an examination of the anato~ of language has · r e v e a 1 e d 
oorrespondi~g difficulties in aooepting the belief that the Fastorals as a 
whole CO!llS to us from the pen of' the writer of' the ten generally aooepted 
Fauline Epistles. 
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OUr threefold types of' oritioal principles appear to unite in establishing 
·the authent1o1ty of' eignt Epistles of S.Paul and the balanoe of evidenoe seems 
. (1) 
to favour the additio~ of' two mre to this number. 
But the case alters direotlywe seek to inolUde the Fastorals in the 
Pauline oanon. Two other types of evidence told against them and now a review 
of the anato~ of' tha~l~ge of the Pauline oorpus has revealed considerable 
contrasts between the Pastorals and the aooepted Epistles of' S·.Paul. 
It remains now to ~rise the effects of our evidence and to state a 
oonolusion. 
(1) Cp.Chapter VII, ''Two Open Questions: Verdicts of "Aoqui ttal" and of 
''Non- Proven" .pp. 67-81. 
Chapter XI. 
A final word must here be said to swmnarise the wor~ embodied 1n this 
essay and to suggest the general verdict to which it points. 
An effort is mde to determine Yihether the evidence derived from a study 
· of the language of the wri tinge of s. Paul justifies the belief that he wrote 
the three Pastoral Epistles as well as the other ten letters in the N e w 
(1) 
Testament whioh bear his name. 
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General oritioism of these documents has aooepted eight ipietles definitely 
and the majority of scholars regard two· more as being authentic .• But m o s t 
critics refuse to accept the three Fasto~ls as letters of S.Paul. tnough they 
acknowledge that genuine fragments of his work are inoluded in the text of the 
Seoond Epistle to Timothy and the Epistle ·to Titus. 
Differenoes in language play a large part in the objections ~iG8d· to the 
Pastorals though many other types of evidence also tell against them. It seemed, 
therefore. that it might be a profitable exercise to examine the language o f 
the Pauline documents in temporary isolation from .other rele:vant oon~iderations. 
I.t could then be observed whether the evidence derived from their language told 
on the whole in favour of a unity or a plurality of authorship. t.e.nguage is, 
of' course, regarded as including literary style as well as vocabulary a n d 
(1) Only in the title of the Epistle to the Hebrews is S.Faul'e name associated 
with that letter and the title is, of course. no part ot the text. 
) 
.r 
gralmD&r. 
Literature is an expression of the human spir.i t and the way or the spirit 
is pr~erbially hari to determine. As a form of art literature is characterised 
by a certain delioacy and elusiveness. It cannot be weighed or measured since 
it is concerned not with quantities but with.qualities. It o a 1 1 s ·f o r 
appreciation and appraisal. not for measurement. 
Where then a ould we find 1n the language of the :Ri.uline documents critical 
principles whereby to assay the comparative qualities of the :Ri.storals on the 
one hand. and of the other ten Epistles on the other hand? Fortunately there 
are outstanding characteristics of Gtyle in the latter group which may serve 
as principles of appraisal. 
16€ 
The strong personality of S.FQul_leaves a de~p impression on his authentic 
work. We are always aware of the man ae well as of his mes.sage. Again. a certain 
unoonf!cious grave dignity and elevation of thought is found in all his writings~ 
And both these two factors. the personality and the thought of the .. A. p o. a t 1 e. 
combine to produce a vivid and powerful literary style whioh we can s !1 f e 1 y 
regard as characteristic of s. Faul. 
Does the application of these three critical prinoipleo tend to unite the 
Fastorals to the other ten letters or to separate them from them? It c a n 
hardly be denied that contrast and not similarity is the impression produced 
· by a. study of the personality of the author of the Pastorals. his levels o r 
thought and his literary style. 
So far the evidence of "Pauline" oritioism thus reinforces the verdict of 
general criticism of the llew Testament; .it is unfavourable to the aut~ntioity 
I 
/ 
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of the Pastoral Epistles. 
But can we find a tbird type of test for these doouments? A study 'of the 
"anatomy" of style provides this reinforcement. The contemplation of the dry 
bones .and sinews of language may involve the study of a very "oad.a.er~ o f 
language, but that may well provide clues as to the nature of the living body 
of literary sty.le. Moreover, this furnishes an objeotive type of ·evidence which 
is of Te.lue as a check upon the aoouraoy of oonolusiona reaohed upon m o r e 
subjective grounde. Here again the evidenoe of the range and nwnber of t h e 
words employed, and various details of grammar euoh aa the use of 1;he definite 
article and of connectives, leaves on our milids· a general impression t h a t 
- ' 
co~trast prevai1s over resemblance whenever the Pastorals are compared with the 
other Pauline Epistles. 
i\ 
\ I Great attention has been paid to the brilliant work of Dr P.N.Harrlson who \'\ 
seems able to give a aatisfaotory.aooount of what had been considered the 
"erratiQ. boulders'' of olear Pauline _rm.teria~ incorporated in the Se~ond Epistle 
to Timothy and the Epistle to Titus •. These blooka of material cannot be fitted 
into any one section of S.Paul's life, but Harrison meets this by a olever 
conjecture. He believes tbat a number of separate notes were oopied aomeilbat 
fortuitously on to a single sheet of papyrus~ By a brilliant piece of exegesis 
he then prooeeda to identity each several piece of material and to attaoh it to 
its appropriate episode 1n the life of S.Faul. 
Pr Harri,son is oonscioue that this oonstruotive eeotion is the part of his 
work most open to attaok sinoe it includes a distinctly conjectural element. 
\ \ 
' 
J 
: .. · .. :·•· 16e 
(1) 
But even conservative soholars pay tribute to the value of Harrison's general 
oa~e built up as it is upon a oarelnl analysis cf the evidenoe of language. It 
must be emphasispd that Harrison's verdiot is completely unfavourable to t h e 
theory that S.Paul oan bave written the Pastorals. In his view they w e r e 
written by someone else in a period after his death. The same e v i d e n o e 
of language whioh tends to separate. the Pastorale from the other letters o f 
S.Faul tends equally olearly to attaoh them, in a relation of literary kinship, 
to oertain Christian wri tinge of' the earlier part of' the seooild oentury. 
What exactly then is the conclusion at whiah.we arrive after a study of the 
language of' the Pauline Epistles considered in its bearing on the p o s s i b le 
Pauline authorship of' the Pastoral Epistles? Surely the verdiot is that, while 
no single item of the evidenoe is altogetbsr oonVin.oing when taken by itself, 
the oonvergenoe of three sets of critical principles gains a oumnlative force 
/' from their number and t~ir .variety. General ori tioism of the New Testament~ 
. n . • 
"Pauline" oritioiom and a study of tho ~totey'" of language are at one _1 n 
suggesting that contrast rather than similarity is the proper description of 
the relations existing between the language of the Fastorals and that of' the 
other ten Epistles. 
In fact a study of the linguistic aspeots of the Pastoral Epistles· see~ to 
reinforce the objections raised against their authenticity by general oritioism 
of the New Testament. The results obtained seem soaroely to cali for r o r m a 1 
Q 
(1) e.g.W.Look, "The Pastoral ·Epistles ,(I.c.c.),(l936),p.XXIX • 
... 
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correlation, they dovetail one into another. The whole effeot of a study .o t 
the languag~ ·6f the Paulino writings is .to make it harder than ever to believe 
that the F&,storal Epistles ooma to us from the pen of the great Apostle o t 
the Gentiles. 
mrtd' .,.m· 
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